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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR TIIE DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

)
IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENA )
G.142-17 and 6.142-69 )

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 23-:-10

Chief Judge Jam es E. Boasberg

UNDER SEAL

M OTION FORDISCLOSURE OF GRAND JURY M ATERTAT,S

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e)(3)(E)(i), President Donald J. Trump,

by and through his undersigned counsel, respectfully moves this Court to order the Office of

Special Counsel (1OSC'') to disclose the transcripts of Grand Jury testimony of Waltine Nauta,

Carlos de Oliveira, M argq M artin, and Chamberlain Harris, as well as thé llminutes'' component

of the Grand Jul-y proceedings, for review and possible inclusion in motions for additional relief.

INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that the (tthe proper functioning of our grand july system depends

upon the secrecy of grandjury proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co v. Petrol Stops Northwest, 441 U.S.

21 1, 220 (1979). The tradition of secrecy surrounbing Grand Jury proceedings (tevolved, at least

partially, as a means of . . . . ensuring the impartiality of that body.'' Buttenvorth M Smith, 494 U .S.

624, 629 (1990). Thtls, it follows that when the Grand Jul.y ceases to ftlnction as an impartial body,

and instead serves as the overreaching arm of a biased and overzealous prosecutor, the need for''

secrecy must yield to the need to preserve the constitutional sanctity of the institution. Indeed, the

Supreme Court has explicitly recognized that the invocation of the Grand Jury's secrecy is not

ldsome talisman that dissolves al1 constitutional protections.'' 1d. (internal quotation marks omitted)
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(quoting Unitedstates v. Dionisio, 4 10 U.S. U.S. 1, 1 1 ( l 973)); Senate ofCommonwealth ofpuerto

Rico v. Dep ? oflustice, 823 F.2d 574, 582 (D.C. Cir. l 987) (recognizing that there is no Gçper se

rule against disclosure pf any and al1 infolnnation which has reached the grand jury chambers.'').

Rather, the Grand Jury must operate within the limits of the Constitution. Buttel-worth, 494 U.S.

at 629.

President Trump, like all other citizens, is constitutionally entitled to an unbiased Grand

Jury. Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 363 (1956). This fundamental protection stems from

the recognition that I&the potential for abuse'' is (linherent in grand jury proceedings'' given that

those proceedings tlare secret, Ex parte, and largely under the control of the federal prosecuton''

US. v. Serubo, 604 F.2d 807, 8 15 (3d Cir. 1979). Thus, even though the Grand Jul-y Ktbelongs to

no branch of the institutional government,'' the prosecutor exel-ts significant influence over its

investigative proçess. United States v. Williams, 504 U.S.36, 47 (1992). Yet, in exel-ting this

intluence, the prosqcutor çsmay not circumvent'' the Grand Jury's independence 'tby overreaching

conduct that deprives it of autonomous and unbiasedjudgment.'' Unitedstates v. AlMudarris, 695

F.2d 1 182, 1 l 85 (9th Cir. 1983). ttlf the grand jury is to accomplish either of its functions,

independent determination of probable cause that a crime has been comm itted and protection of

citizens against unfounded pl-osecutions, limits must be set on the manipulation of grandjuries by

ovyr-zealous prosecutors.'' United States 'k! Samango, 607 F.2d 877, 882 (9th Cir. 1979).

The Grand Jury investigation of classified documents and other alleged presidential records

stored at President Trump's residence at M ar-a-Lago has been infected by prosecutorial

misconduct and bias. From the inception of its investigation, the Departm ent of Justice and,

subsequently the OSC, have abandoned the professional cooperation and courtesies typically

employed by prosecuto'rs and defense counsel and instead have exacerbated the adversarial nature
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of the proceedings to deprive President Trump of due process. By way of example, President

Trump has reason to believe that OSC attonleys have made inappropriate and unethical comments

in the presence of the Grand Jul'y; pressured witnesses to waive their rights', implied culpability

upon the rightful invocation of testimonial privileges; insinuated to an attorney that he would

increase his odds of judicial appointment if he pressured his client to cooperate with the OSC;

refused to accommodate well-founded requests for brief delays in Grand Jury proceedings; and

regularly employed tactics designed to m inim ize the ability of clients to m eaningfully prepare for

their testimony with their counsel of choice. President Trump anticipates that he will ptlrsue relief

from this Court regarding the OSC'S abuse of the Grand Jury process.l To enable him to do so with

a f'ullerl-ecord, and prevent injustice, we request that the Coul-t order the disclosure of the requested

Grand Jul-y materials. The undersigned counsel have no objection to any restrictions the Court may

wish to place on maintaining the secrecy of the transcripts.

FACTU AT, BACK GROUND

In or about M ay of 2022, the Department of Justice empaneled a Grand Jul'y to investigate

matlers related to the storage of classified documents and other alleged presidential records at

President Trump's home at M ar-a-laago in Palm Beach, Florida. Since then, and following

Attorney General Garland's appointment of Special Counsel Jack Smith, numerous witnesses have

been subpoenaed to testify before the Grand Jury, including employees of the Trump organization,

the former Vice President of the United States, former W hite House staffers, U.S. Secret Service

Special Agents, employees of M ar-a-Lago, grotlndskeepers, m aids, and at least four of President

Trump's attorneys.

1 M ost recently, the OSC has apparently begun using a Grand Jury in the Southern District of Florida
(1GSDFL''). It is unclear whether this retlects a tactical maneuver relating to venue issues, an effort to
tEsanitize'' the Grand Jury from some of the abusive conduct that occurred in Washington, DC, or
sometlzing else. President Trump reserves all rights to challenge any misuse of the SDFL Grand July
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From its inception, this ilw estigation has been tainted by prosecutorial m isconduct. On

Atlgust 24, 2022, attorney Stanley Woodward, who represents W altine 'GW alt'' Nauta, met with Jay

Bratt, one of the lead prosecutors in this matter, at the Department of Justice. This was the first

time that M r. W oodward had ever met M r. Bratt. Upon M r. W oodward's alnival at M ain Justice, he

was led to a conference room where M r. Bratt awaited with what appeared to be a folder containing

information about M r. W oodward. M r. Bratt thereupon told M r. W oodward he didn't consider him

to be a tt-l-rump lawyer,'' and he further advised that he was aware that M r. W oodward had been

recommended to President Biden for an appointment to the Superior Court of the District of

Columbia. M r. Bratt followed up with words to the effect of t11 wouldn't want you to do anything

to mess that up.'' Thereafter, M r. Bratt advised M r. W oodward that ttone way or the other'' his

client, W alt Nuata, would be giving up his lavish lifestyle of (tprivate planes and golf clubs'' and

he encouraged M r. W oodward to persuade M r. Nuata to cooperate with the government's

investigation (this was prior to the appointment of the Special Counsel).

M r. W oodward has long been an extrem ely professional and upstanding officer of the

Coul't. M r. Bratt's statement suggested a quid pro quo or even a threat intended to cause M r.

W oodward to persuade his client to cooperate with M r. Bratt. In other words, ddplay ball or you

have no chance of becoming ajudge.'' Under such cil-cumstances, it is appropriate for the Court to

ease the secrecy protections typically afforded by Rule 6(e) so that it may determine if similar

egregious behavior has made its way into this unpl-ecedented investigation, particularly regarding

the testimony of M r. Nauta.

Furthertroubling gamesmanship continued behind the closed doors of the Grand Jury room

after the appointment of the OSC, created with Attorney General Garland's appointm ent of Special

Counsel Jack Sm ith in November 2022. For example, during the Grand Jury testimony of Tim
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Parlatore, one of President Trump's attorneys, an OSC prosecutor repeatedly attempted to force

Mr. Parlatore into disclosing infonuation protected from disclosure by attonzey-client privilege.

No fewer than forty-jlve times, the OSC prosecutor promulgated questions to Mr. Parlatore

regarding his comm unications with his client, those witlz other members of the legal team, and the

team 's legal strategy and work product. Each time M r. Parlatore invoked privilege on behalf of

President Trulup, the OSC counsel followed up by implying that he was refusing to tell the Grand

Jury what it had a right to know. See, e.g., Grand Jury Testimony Tr. Timothy Parlatore (CETr.'')

104:2-5 (11So you're not going to provide any testimony to the Grand Jury about why other

locations, such as the storage units, and Tlazmp Tower, and the Flagler office were not searched

prior to November 9th?''). During one exchange in which Mr. Parlatore refused to answer a

question on privilege grounds, the OSC prosecutor asked, E:(I)f the former President's so

. cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you, gMr. Parlatore), to share his conversations with the Grand

Jul-y today?'' This implied that if President Trump had nothing to hide, M r. Parlatore should

willingly waive his client's constitutional rights. Tr. 41 :2 1-22.

On a number of occasions, OSC lawyers have been abusive in their treatment of witnesses

' appearing before the Grand Jury - particularly those who are ctlrrent br former employees of

President Trump or the Trump organization. The Department and the OSC have continuously

manufactured a false sense of urgency, compelling witnesses to appear and testify on an

unreasonably expedited basis (often only one or two days of notice). The OSC attorneys have
1
1 rebuffed defense counsel's requests to delay the witness' appearance, regardless of the
Ii
1 ' circumstances. For example: '
l

i * OsC prosecutor Bret't Reynolds balked at delaying the Grand Jury appearances of several

witnesses represented by attorney Stanley W oodward after M.r. W oodward suffered a compound

5
'i
1
1
:
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fracmre in a motor vehicle accident days prior to the witnesses' scheduled appearances. Rather

than accommodate M r. Woodward's request for a brief extension of tim e, M r. Reynolds callously

asked, tlW hat will you com e up with next week?''z As this Court is aware, M r. W oodward has had

to seek relief from the Court with scheduling witness appearances.

* Represented w itness Chamberlain Harris, a young assistant administrator at M ar-a-t-argo,

turned over a laptop computer to OSC but declined, upon advice of counsel, to immediately

provide her computer password since the laptop belonged to her employer. Rather than engage in

communications with counsel or obtain a search warrant, an OSC attorney told M s. Harris, who

lives in Florida, that if she would not turn over the password lûvoluntarily,'' she would be compelled

to provide it to the Grand Jury in W ashington, D.C., in person and within 48 hours' notice. M s.

Chamberlain, recognizing the futility of her situation, acqtliesced to the ultimatum , and t'urned over

the password.

* The OSC also forced President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, also a Florida resident, to

appear in W ashington, DC and testify before the Grand Jury with only 72 hours' notice. The OSC

refused to delay M s. M artin's appearance to allow her newly retained counsel to have suY cient

time to consult with her before the appearance.

* Carlos de Oliveira, a M ar-a-Lago employee, is represented by attorney John Irving. M r.

lrving agreed to image de Oliveira's cell phone and to turn over non-privileged material to the

OSC. Despite that agreement, the OSC showed up at de Oliveira's home with a seizure warrant

and took the telephone. Even after the seizure, OSC attorneys demanded that Mr. Irving providej
;! '
! them with the results of his privately conducted forensic analysis.

2 At the time of this occurrence, the Special Counsel had yet to be appointed, but Mr. Reynolds joined the
OSC after his appointment.

6
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The Gl-and Jury's investigation has, as of the time of this filing, lasted at least a year and

numerous witnesses have been compelled to testify. It is unclear how much longer the investigation

will continue and how many more witnesses will be compelled to appear. lt is against this troubling

backdrop that President Trump requests disclosure of the requested Grand Jury materials.

LEG AT, STANDARD

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure codifies the traditional rule of Grand
' 

Jury secrecy. US. 'k! Sells Engk, Inc., 463 U.S. 418, 425 (1983). However, Rule 6(e) does not

necessarily (Cdrawgj a veil of secrecy . . . over a11 matters occurring in the world that happen to be

investigated by a grand july'' Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Iïllerson, 270 Rsupp.3d 1, 5 (D.D.C. 2017)

(alteration in original) (quoting SEC u Dresser lndus., Inc, 628 F.2d 1368, 1382 (D.C. Cir. 1980:.

The Rule lays out several exceptions to the general requirement of secrecy. Relevant here, pursuant

to Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i), a court may authorize disclosure of Grand Jury matters when requested

ttpreliminary to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). The

phrase SIin connection with'' refers to a pending proceeding, while Glpreliminarily to'' contemplates

disclosure of materials in connection with itpending or anticipated'' litigation. US. v. Baggot, 463

' U.S. 476, 480 (1983).

Generally, to obtain disclosure under this provision the movant must m ake a ûtstrong

showing of pal-ticularized need,'' Sells Engk, lnc, 463 U.S. at 443, that ttthe materials sought (are)

Eneeded to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial proceedingg.q''' Baggot, 463 U.S. at 480
ê n.4 (quoting Dtpzfg/tz,ç Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222). Under this çtparticularized need'' standard, thei
1I. (

11 movant must show that:
! -

(1) the information sought is needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial
Proceeding;

(2) the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy; and

7
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(3) the request is structured to cover only material so needed.'''

Judicial Watch, 270 F. Supp.3d at 5 (quoting Douglas Oi1 Co., 44 1 U.S. at 222).

This standard is a Içhighly flexible one,'' that is Glsensitive to the fact that the requirements

of secrecy are greater in some situations than in others.'' Sells Engklnc., 463 U.S. at 445. Courts

in this circuit recognize that i:secrecy is no longer tnecessary' when the contents of grand jul-y

matters have becom e public.'' fn re Grand Jhry Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d 1 138, 1140

(D.C. Cir. 2006); see also In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (recognizing that when

information is tlwidely lcnown'' it loses dlits character as Rule 6(e) material.''). &&gA)s the

considel-ations justifying secrecy become less relevant, a party assel-tihg a need for grand jury

transcripts will have a lesser burden in showingjustification.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 1674.>

ARGUM ENT

1. The Information Sought is Needed to Avoid a
Judicial Proceeding

Possible Injustice in Another

Given the num erous instnces of prosecutorial misconduct, some of which are described

above, President Trump anticipates litigation regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process and

possibly a motion for disqualification of certain OSC attolmeys. President Trump acknowledges

that, as the party bringing the motion, he will be required to satisfy a high standard of proof to

establish that disqualification is warranted. See US. v. Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th Cir. 2003);

Felix v. Balkin, 49 Rsupp.zd 260 267 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). Given these circumstances, disclosure of

the requested Grand July materials

anticipated motion. See Anilao v.

is required to pelTect the record for President Trump's

Spota, 91 8 F.Supp.2d 157, l 75 (E.D.N.Y 2013) (movants

satisfied the Glsubstantial need'' showing when the Grand Jury materials were required to

substantiate their claims of malicious prosecution).

8
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Courts have held that the inspection of Grand Jul'y materials may be warranted when a

defendant offers ltspecific factual allegations of governm ent misconduct.'' United States v. Hunt,

534 F.Supp.3d 233, 259 (E.D.N.Y 2021); Unitedstates v. Schlegel, 687 Fed. Appx. 26, 30 (2d Cir.

201 7) (a review of Grand Jury minutes is appropriate when the defendant can provide EEconcrete

allegations of Government misconduct.''). For example, in Anilao u Spota, the court penuitted

disclosure of Grand Jury materials when the movants ltpointgedl to specific alleged misconduct by

the prosecution in the Grand July '' including instances in which the prosecutors made misleading

statem ents and omitted pertinent exculpatory information in their presentation to the Grand July

918 F. Supp.zd at 163-64. Here, President Trump offers numerous concrete allegations of

pl-osecutorial m isconduct, including the following'.

Pressuring M r. Parlatore to
before the Grand Jury;

disclose privileged information during his testimony

Raising an inference of culpability when M r. Parlatore refused to testify regarding
privileged attorney-client columunications',

Dem anding that Florida resident Chamberlin Harris tlvoluntarily'' t'urn over her
computer password to the OSC. W hen M s. Chamberlin, per the advice of counsel,
refused to do so, the OSC attorney resorted to threats. Rather than obtain a
warrant, the OSC told M s. Harris that she would be forced to provide the password to
the Grand Jury in person in W ashington, D.C. with only 1-2 days of notice;

Refusing to delay the Grand Jury appearance of a represented witness, after the
witness' atlorney suffered a compound fracture in a motor vehicle accident the day
before her appearance. Rather than accommodate the attorney's request for a brief
extension of time, the M r. Reynolds callously stated, (lW hat will you come up with
next week?'' and required the witness' appearance;

Continuously making claims that attorneys are dtconflicted,'' but never providing a
factual basis for such claims or following up with the Courq

Requiring President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, to appear and testify before the

Grand Jury with only 72 hours of notice. The OSC refused to delay the appearance,
even after M s. M adln's newly retained counsel requested that he be given sufficient
tim e to consult with his client before her appearance;

9
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w Executing a seizure warrant to take the phone of a M ar-a-t-ago employee, despite the
fact that the Propel'ty M anager's counsel was in the process of providing data from the
phone to OSC in response to a Grand Jury subpoena. Even after executing the seizure
warrant, the OSC demanded that the valet's counsel turn over the results of his own
privately conducted forensic analysis; and

. Pressuring M r. W oodward to force his client to cooperate with the Government by
insinuating that Mr. Woodward's pending consideration for ajudgeship would be
jeopardized if he dtfailed'' to convince his client to cooperate.

These snapshots demonstrate an alal-ming pattern of behavior by the Department and OSC

-  a blatant disregard for the professional and ethical rules that govern proceedings such as this. Of '

particular concern is the risk that these vignettes form merely the tip of the iceberg of the OSC'S

misconduct. As of now, undersigned counsel have only been provided with one Grand Jury

transcript - memorializing the troubling questioning of Tim Parlatore regarding all assertions of

attorney-client privilege. Even in the absence of additional transcripts, a disturbing pattern has

become clear: perhaps because of the IGhigh value'' of the target of this investigation, the OSC

consistently tries to drive a wedge between witnesses and their attorneys.

Refusing to accomm odate brief delays in a year-old investigation, seizing a witness's cell

phone while his attorney had already negotiated a process by which he would turn over responsive

records, and corruptly suggesting that an attorney's judicial ambitions would be affected by his

client's decision on cooperation a11 constitute various m eans to divide client from counsel. Each

power play suggests to the client that their counsel has no abilit'y to protect them from OSC'S

overly aggressive conduct. Given its pattern of abuse, it seems increasingly likely that the OSC'S

tactics have permeated the entirety of the Grand Jury's investigation, possibly including the

ttminutes'' during which prosecutors often share thoughts about the direction of the investigation

and their impressions of witnesses who have been questioned.

Failure to disclose the Grand Jury materials will necessarily result in injustice by depriving

President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge the prosecutorial misconduct of the OSC'S

1 0
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attorneys. W ere the OSC to engage in the aforementioned misconduct in a public court proceeding,

there would be no reason to pltevent President Trump from accessing the records required to m ake

a motion for disqualification. Precluding him from asserting the same argument merely because

the lnisconduct occurred behind the closed doors o'f the Grand Jury room is undeniably unjust.

Dennis v. US., 384 U.S. 855, 87l (1966) (recognizing Gtthat disclosure, rather than suppression, of

relevant materials ordinarily promotes the proper administration of criminal justice.''). This is

particularly true in a case where the identity of many of the witnesses who have appeared before

the Grand Jury is widely known.

H . The Need for Disclosure is Greater than the Need for Continued Secrecy

Because the Grand Jul-y's investigation has been widely publicized in the media (due, we

suspect, in large part to a deluge of leaks emanaying from the Depal-tment and/or OSC) the policy

concerns underlying the need for the preservation of secrecy is substantially reduced. See, e.g.,

Anilao, 918 Rsupp.zd at 164 (holding that the <tpolicy considerations underlying Grand Jury

secrecy (were) extremely weak,'' when the subjects of the investigation were publicly named). The

public has been mahe aware of the Grand Jury's investigation,3 the individuals subpoenaed to

testify before it,4 and many of the rulings issued by this Court in the exercise of its supervisory

authority,s and the need for continued secrecy has been diminished. The DC Circuit has embraced

3 See, e.g., Matt Zapotosky et al., Grandjuly used inprobe ofclasssed documents taken to Mar-aaago,
WASH. POST (May 12, 2022), htps://www.washin#onpost.com/national-securil/zozz/os/lz/mal'-a-lago-
documents-grand-jury/.

4 See, e.g., Katelyn Polantz et a1., EXCLUSIVE: Dozens ofMar-a-Lago J/J.#;.#r?z; servers to aides are
subpoenaed in classsed documents probe, CNN (Mar. 17, 2023),
hûps://ww .c> .com/zoz3/o3/l6/pol'ltics/mar-a-lago-trump-subpoenas/index.html.

5 
u%ee,..q.g., sara Murray et al., Justice Department convincesfederalj' ydge Trump used his attorney in
furtherance ofa crime in classsed docs probe, CNN (Mar. 22, 2023),
https://www.c> .com/2023/03/2 l/politics/corcoran-trump-testimony/index.h% l,' Katherine Faulders et
al., Sources.. Special counsel clailns Trump deliberately misled his attorneys about classfed documents,

11
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the tkcolnmon-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer lnecessary' when the contents of Grand

Jury matters have becom e public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.2d at 1 140;

see also ln re North,16 F.3d 1234 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (recognizing that when information is

tûsumciently widely known'' it loses Etits character as Rule 6(e) material.'').

The diminished need for secrecy in the context of highly publicized Grand Jul-y

investigations was addressed by the Court's decision in In re Sealed Case No. 99-3091, 192 F.3d

995 (D.D.C. l 999), which centered around the special counsel's investigation of President Clinton.

At issue were statem ents made by members of the Special Counsel staff to the New York Times

regarding their opinion that President Clinton should be indicted on charges of peljul-y and

obstruction of justice. 1d. at 997. The Court held that these statements did not constitute a prima

facie violation of Rule 6(e) because the staffers' comments did not reveal any secret Grand Jury

material. 1ti at 1004. Rather, the Court reasoned, it tiwas already a matter of widespread public

knowledge'' both that President Clinton had testified and that the Grand Jury was investigating

possible perjury and obstruction charges against him. Id. at 1005. Here, too, the Grand July's

investigation of President Trump's handling of various documents, along with the identities of

witnesses who have been called to testify before it, are matters of widespread public knowledge.

Simply put, the cat is already out of the bag - the infol-mation is no longer secret. ln re North, 16

F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (:(The purpose of Rule 6(e) is to preserve secrecy. Information

widely known is not secret.''). Accordingly, the circtlmstances weigh in favor of disclosure.

111. The Request is Structured to Cover Only M aterial So Needed

President Trump has a good-faith basis to believe that OSC attorneys have engaged in

prosecutorial misconduct throughout their investigation of documents stored at M ar-a-t-ago.

judge wrote, ABC NEWS (Mar. 21, 2023), h/ps://abcnews.go.comr s/sources-special-counsel-claims-
tl'ump-deliberately-misled-atol'neys/story?id=g8oz4 19 1 . '

12
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President Trump requests disclosure only of the Grand Jury transcripts needed to suppol't the

allegations of prosecutorial misconduct he intends to raise in a motion for disqualification. Counsel

for President Trump will maintain thematerials subject to an appropriate protective order.

Specifically, disclosure of the m aterials may be limited to only specific individuals and the Court

may issue a corresponding order prohibiting the disclosure or discussion of the materials' content

to anyone outside our legal team . Such limitations will protect any secrecy interest that remains.

CONCLUSION

President Trump has demonstrated that (1) failure to disclose the Grand Jury materials will

necessarily result in injustice by depriving President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge

ongoing prosecutorial misconduct by the OSC; (2) the need for Grand Jul'y secrecy is diminished

because the Grand Jury's investigation has been widely publicized and is generally known to the

public; and (3) the request for Grand Jury materials is no broader than necessary to prevent

injustice. Consideration of these factors Weighs in favor of disclosure. Fudher, these arguments

are bolstered by the numerous concrete examples of prosecutorial m isconduct provided by

President Trump.

Accordingly, President Trump respectfully requests that this Court issue an order requiring

that the OSC / Department of Justice disclose the transcripts corresponding with the Grand Jury

testimony of W altine Nauta, Carlos de Oliveira, M argo M artin, and Chamberlain Harris, as well

as the accompanying (dm inutes'' of their presentation to the Grand July

'Dated: June 4, 2023 Respectfully submitted,

/s/ James M  Frz/-ç/v
James M. Trusty (D.C. Bar No. 198359)
lfrah Law PLLC
1717 Pennsylvania Avenpe N W, Suite 650

13
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kWashington, DC 20006Teleyhone: (202) 524-4176Emall: jtrusty@ifrahlaw.com/s/lohn P. Rowlev 111John P. Rowley 111 (D.C. Bar No. 392629)SECIL Law PLLCl70 1 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 200Washington, D.C. 20006Telephone: (202) 417-8652Email: jrowley@secillaw.com/s/ L indsev HalliganLindsey Halligan (FL Bar No. 109481)51 1 S.E. 5th AvenueFort Lauderdale, FL 33301Teleyhone: (720) 435-2870Emall: lilndsevl:alliaan@outloolt.cona(admittedpro hac vicejCounselfor President Donaldl Trulnp14
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COIJRT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

)
IN 1kE GRAND JURY SUBPOENA )
GJ42-17 and GJ42-69 )

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 23-gj-10

Chief Judge Jam es E. Boasberg

UNDER SEAL

AM ENDED M OTION FOR DISCLOSURE OF GRAND JURY M ATERTAT,S

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e)(3)(E)(i), President Donald J. Trump,

by and through his undersigned counsel, files this Am ended M otion and respectfully moves this

Court to order the Office of Special Counsel (CCOSC'') to disclose the transcripts of Grand Jul'y

testimony of W altine Nauta, Carlos de Oliveira, M argo M artin, and Chamberlain Harris, as well

as the Gûm inutes'' component of the Grand Jury proceedings, for review and possible inclusion in

motions for additional relief.

INTRODUCTION

lt is widely recognized that the çsthe proper functioning of our grand jury system depends

upon the secrecy of grand jury proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. v. Petrol Stops Northwest, 441 U.S.

211, 220 (1979). The tradition of secrecy surrounding Grand Jury proceedings ççevolved, at least

padially, as a means of . . . . ensuring the impartiality of that body.'' Butterworth v. Smith, 494 U.S.

624, 629 (1990). Thus, it follows that when the Grand Jury ceases to function as an impartial body,

and instead serves as the overreaching arm of a biased and overzealous prosecutor, the need for

secrecy must yield to the need to preserve the constitutional sanctity of the institution. Indeed, the

Supreme Court has explicitly recognized that the invocation of the Grand Jury's secrecy is not
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çdsome talisman that dissolves a11 constitutional protections.'' 1d. (internal quotation marks omitted)

(quoting Unitedstates v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. U.S. 1, l 1 (1973:; Senate ofCommonwea1th ofpuerto

Rico M Dep t oflustice, 823 F.2d 574, 582 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (recognizing that there is no ilper se
,i

. rule against disclosure of any and a11 information which has reached the grand jury chambers. ).

Rather, the Grand Jury must operate within the limits of the Constitution. Butterworth, 494 U.S.

at 629.

President Trump, like all other citizens, is constitutionally entitled to an unbiased Grand
;

:: Jurf. Costello v. Unitedstates, 350 U.S. 359, 363 (1956). This fundamental protection stems from
1' .

' the recognition that Ctthe potential for abuse'' is Cçinherent in grand jury proceedings'' given that

those proceedings (lare secret, ex parte, and largely under the control of the federal prosecuton''

' US. v. Serubo, 604 F.2d 807, 8l5 (3d Cir. 1979). Thus, even though the Grand Jury (tbelongs to

k no branch of the institutional government,'' the prosecutor exerts significant influence over its1
. .

lil i
nvestigative process. United States M Williams, 504 U.S. 36, 47 (1992). Yet, in exerting this

I

influence, the prosecutor (tmay not circumvent'' the Grand Jury's independence ttby overreaching

conduct that deprives it of autonomous and unbiasedjudgment.'' UnitedTtates v. AlMudarris, 695
(

F.2d 1182, 1185 (9th Cir. 1983). ltlf the grand jury is to accomplish either of its functions,

independent determ ination of probable cause that a crime has been comm itted and protection of

citizens against unfounded prosecutions, limits must be set on the manipulation of grandjuries by

over-zealous prosecutors.'' Unitedstates v. Samango, 607 F.2d 877, 882 (9th Cir. 1979).

: The Grand Jury investigation of allegedly classified docum ents and other alleged
(1 '
1. idential records stored at President Trump's residence at M ar-a-t-ago has been infected by ''p Pres
1:
'
,' prosecutorial m isconduct and bias. From the inception of its investigation, the Departm ent of

Justice and the o. jc, have abandoned the professional cooperation and courtesies typically

2

$
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employed by prosecutors and defense counsel and instead have exacerbated the adversarial nature

of the proceedings to deprive President Trump of due process. By way of example, President

Trump has reason to believe that OSC attorneys have m ade inappropriate and unethical comments

in the presence of the Grand Jury; pressured witnesses to waive their rights; implied culpability

upon the rightful invocation of testimonial privileges; tlu-eatened an attorney that he would lessen

his odds of judicial appointment if he failed to pressure his client to cooperate with the OSC;

reftlsed to accommodate well-founded requests for brief delays in Grand Jul'y proceedings; and

regularly employed tactics designed to m inim ize the ability of clients to meaningfully prepare for

their testimony with their counsel of choice. President Trump anticipates that he will pursue relief

from this Court regarding the OSC'S abuse of the Grand Jury process. 1 To enable him to do so with

a fuller record, and to prevent injustice, we request that the Court order the disclosure of the

requested Grand July materials. The undersigned counsel have no objection to any restrictions the

Court m ay wish to place on m aintaining the secrecy of the transcripts.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

ln or about M ay'of 2022, the Department of Justice empaneled a Grand Jury to investigate

matters related to the storage of allegedly classified documents and other alleged presidential

records at President Trump's home atM ar-a-lvago in Palm Beach, Florida. Since then, and

following Attorney General Garland's appointment of Special Counsel Jack Smith, numerous

witnesses have been subpoenaed to testify before the Grand July including employees of the

Trump organization, the former Vice President of the United States, form er W hite House staffers,

1 M ost recently, the OSC has apparently begun using a Grand Jury in the Southern District of Florida
(:ESDFL''). lt is unclear whether this reflects a tactical maneuver relating to venue issue' s, an effort to
Eisanitize'' the Grand Jury from some of the abusive conduct that occurred in Washington, DC, or
something else. Presidelit Trump reserves a11 rights to challenge any misuse of the SDFL Grand Jury.
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U.S. Secret Service SpecialAgents, employees of M ar-a-Lago, groundskeepers, maids, and at least

four of President Trump's attorneys.

From its inception, this investigation has been tainted by prosecutorial m isconduct. On

August 24, 2022, attorney Stanley W oodward, who represents W altine (1Wa1t'' Nauta, m et with Jay

Bratt, one of the lead prosecutors in this matter, at the Department of Justice. This was the first

time that M r. W oodward had ever rriet M r. Bratt. Upon M r. W oodward's arrival at M ain Justice, he

was led to a conference room where M r. Bratt awaited with what appeared to be a folder containing

information about M r. W oodward. M r. Bratl thereupon told M r. W oodward he didn't consider him

to be a STrump lawyer,'' and he further said that he was aware that M r. W oodward had been

recomm ended to President Biden for an appointment to the Superior Coul't of the District of

Columbia. M .r. Bratt followed up with words to the effect of $$1 wouldn't want you to do anything

to mess that up.'' Thereafter, M r. Bratt advised M r. W oodward that iGone Fay or the other'' his

client, W alt Nauta, would be giving up his lavish lifestyle of (ûprivate planes and golf clubs'' and

he encouraged M r. W oodward to persuade M r. Nauta to cooperate with the government's

investigation (this was prior to the appointment of the Special Counsel).

M r. W oodward has long been an extremely professional and upstanding officer of the

Coul't. M r. Bratt's statement suggested a quid pro quo or even a threat intended to cause M r.

W oodward to persuade his client to cooperate with M r. Brat't. ln other words, Etplay ball or you

have no chance of becoming ajudge.'' Under such circumstances, it is àppropriate for the Court to

ease the secrecy protections typically afforded by Rule 6(e) so that it may determine if similar

egregious behavior has made its way into this unprecedented investigation, particularly regarding

the testim ony of M r. Nauta.
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Further troubling gamesm anship continued behind the closed doors of the Grand Jury room
I

:

'

'
'' after the appointment of the Osc, created withAttolmey General Garland's appointment of Special

,
' Counsel Jack Smith in November 2022. For example, during the Grand Jury testimony of Tim

Parlatore, one of President Trump's attorneys, an OSC prosecutor repeatedly attempted to force

M r. Parlatore into disclosing information protected from disclosure by attorney-client privilege.

' 

h OSC rosecutor promulgated questions to Mr. ParlatoreNo fewer thafl fortnhve times, t e p

regarding his communications with his client, those with other m embers of the legal team, and the

, team's legal strategy and work product. Each time M r. Parlatore invoked privilege on behalf of
;' .
T
' President Trump, the OSC counsel followed up by implying that he was refusing to tell the Grand

Jury what it had a right to know. See, e.g., Grand Jury Testimony Tr. Ti
.mothy Parlgtore (:GTr.'')

104:2-5 (GGSo you're not going to provide any testimony to the Grand Jury abottt why other

locations, such as the storage units, and Trump Tower, and the Flagler office were not searched
t

' 

.

.. prior to November 9th?''). During one exchange in which Mr. Parlatore refused to answer a
16

: question on privilege grounds, the OSC prosecutor askqd, tGgllf the former President's sol
1,
' 

cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you, (Mr. Parlatore), to share his conversations with the Grand
r
' Jury today?'' This im plied that if President Trump had nothing to hide, M r. Parlatore should

willingly waive his client's constitutional rights. Tr. 41:21-22.

On a number of occasions, OSC lawyers have been abusive in their treatment of witnesses

appearing before the Grand Jury - particularly those who are current or form er employees of

President Trump or the Trump organization. The Departm ent and the OSC have continuously

( manufactured a false sense of urgency, compelling witnesses to appear and testify on an(
-

i.
!: unreasonably expedited basis (often only one or two days of notice). The OSC attorneys have

5
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rebuflkd counsel's requests to delay witness' appearances, regardless of the circumstances. For

example:

* OSC prosecutor Brett Reynolds balked at delaying the Grand Jury appearances of several

witnesses represented by attorney Stanley W oodward after M r. W oodward suffered a compound

fracture in a motor vehicle accident days prior to the witnesses' scheduled appearances. Rather

than accomm odate M r. W oodward's request for a brief extension of tim e, M r. Reynolds callously

asked, <tW hat will you come up with next week?''z As this Court is aware, M r. W oodward has had

to seek relief from the Court with scheduling witness appearances.

* Represented witness Chamberlain Harris, a young assistant administrator at M ar-a-Largo,

turned over a laptop computer to the OSC but declined, upon advice of counsel, to immediately

provide her computer password since the laptop belonged to her employer. Rather than engage in

communications with counsel or obtain a search warrant, an OSC attorney told M s. Harris, who

lives in Florida, that if she would notturn overthe password Etvoluntarily,'' she would be compelled

to provide it to the Grand Jury in W ashington, D.C., in person and within 48 hours' notice. M s.

Harris, recognizing the futility of her simation, acquiesced to the ultimatum, and turned over the

Pass:vord.

* The OSC also forced President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, also a Florida resident, to

appear in W ashington, D.C. and testify before the Grand Jury with only 72 hours' notice. The OSC

refused to delay M s. M artin's appearance to allow her newly retained counsel to have sux cient

time to consult with her before the appearance.

* Carlos de Oliveira, a M ar-a-Lago employee, is represented by attorney John lrving. M r.

Irving agreed to image de Oliveira's cell phone and to turn over non-privileged material to the

2 At the tim e of this occurrence, the Special Counsel had yet to be appointed, but Mr. Reynolds joined the
OSC after llis appointm ent.

6
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OSC. Despite that agreement, the OSC showed up at de Oliveira's home with a seizure warrant

and took the telephone. Even after the seizure, OSC attorneys demanded that M r. Irving provide

them with the results of his privately conducted forensic analysis.

The Grand Jury's investigation has, as of the time of this filing, lasted at least a year and

numerous witnesses have been compelled to testify. It is unclear how much longerthe investigation

will continue and how many more witnesses will be compelled to appear. It is against this troubling

backdropthat President Trump requests disclosure of the requested Grand Jury materials.

LEGAI, STANDARD

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure codifies the traditional rule of Grand

Jury secrecy. US. v. Sells Engk, Inc., 463 U.S. 418, 425 (1983). However, Rule 6(e) does not

necessarily Ccdrawgj a veil of secrecy . . . over all matlers occurring in the world that happen to be

investigated by a grand july'' Judicial Watch, Inc. v. nllerson, 270 Rsupp.3d 1, 5 (D.D.C. 2017)

(alteration in original) (quoting SEC v. Dresser Indus., Inc., 628 F.2d 1368, 1382 (D.C. Cir. 1980)).

The Rule lays out several exceptions to the general requirement of secrecy. Relevant here, pursuant

to Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i), a court may authorize disclosure of Grand Jury matters when requested

Cçpreliminary to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). The

phrase çtin connection with'' refers to a pending proceeding, while ttpreliminarily to'' contemplates

disclosure of materials in connection with l&pending or anticipated'' litigation. U S. v. Baggot, 463

U.S. 476, 480 (1983).

Generally, to obtain disclosure under this provision the m ovant must make a Csstrong

showing of particularized need,'' Sells Engk, Inc., 463 U.S. at 443, that Eûthe materials sought gare)

çneeded to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial proceedingg.q''' Baggot, 463 U.S. at 480

n.4 (quoting Douglas Oil Co., *441 U.S. at 222). Under this Gtparticularized need'' standa' rd, the

movant must show that:
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(1) the infonuation sought is needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial
proceeding;

(2) the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy; and

(3) the request is structured to cover only material so needed.

Judicial Watch, 270 F. Supp.3d at 5 (quoting Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222).

This standard is a ç:highly tlexible one,'' that is (tsensitive to the fact that the requirements

of secrecy are greater in some situations than in others.'' Sells Engklnc., 463 U.S. at 445. Courts

in this circuit recognize that (tsecrecy is no longer çnecessary' when the contents of grand jury

m atters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d 1138, 1140

(D.C. Cir. 2006),' see also In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1 994) (recognizing that when

information is Ccwidely known'' it loses çsits character as Rule 6(e) material.''). GEgAqs the

considerations justifying secrecy become less relevant, a party asserting a need for grand jury

transcripts will have a lesser burden in showingjustification.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 1674.

ARGUM ENT

1. The Information Sought is Needed to Avoid a Possible Injustice in Another
Judicial Proceeding

Given the num erous instances of prosecutorial misconduct, some of which are described

above, President Trump anticipates potential litigation regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury

process and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain OSC attorneys. President Trump

acknowledges that, as the party bringing the motion, he will be required to satisfy a high standard

of proof to establish that disqualification is warranted. See US. v. Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th

Cir. 2003); Felix u Balkin, 49 Rsupp.zd 260 267 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). Given these circumstances,

disclosure of the requested Grand Jury materials is required to perfect the record for President
.i ' o

Trump's anticipated motion. See Anilao v. Spota, 91 8 Rsupp.zd 157, 175 (E.D.N.Y 2013)

8
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(movants satisfied the çtsubstantial need'' showing when the Grand Jury materials were required to

substantiate their claims of malicious prosecution).

Courts have held that the inspection of Grand Jury materials m ay be warranted when a

defendant offers Gtspecific factual allegations of governm ent misconduct.'' United States u Hunt,

534 F.Supp.3tI 233, 259 (E.D.N.Y 2021)4 Unitedstates v. Schlegel, 687 Fed. Appx. 26, 30 (2d Cir.

2017) (a review of Grand Jury minutes is appropriate when the defendant can provide ûtconcrete

allegations of Government misconduct.''). For example, in Anilao v. Spota, the court permitted

disclosure of Grand Jury materials when the movants çtpointgedj to specific alleged misconduct by

the prosecution in the Grand July'' including instances in which the prosecutors m ade misleading

statements and om itted pertinent exculpatory inform ation in their presentation to the Grand Jury.

918 F. Supp.zd at 163-64. Here, President Trump offers numerous concrete allegations of

prosecutorial misconduct, including the following:

Pressuring M r. Parlatore to disclose privileged information during his testimony
before the Grand Jury;
Raising an inference of culpability when M r. Parlatore refused to testify regarding
privileged atlorney-client com munications;
Demanding that Florida resident Chamberlain Harris (Gvoluntarily'' turn over her
computer password to the OSC. W hen M s. Harris, per the advice of counsel,
refused to do so, the OSC attorney resorted to threats. Rather than obtain a warrant,
the OSC told M s. Hanis that she would be forced to provide the password to the
Grand Jury in person in Washingon, D.C. with only 1-2 days of notice',
Refusing to delay the Grand Jury appearance of a represented witness, after the
witness' attonzey suffered a compound fracture in a motor vehicle accident the day
before her appearance. Rather than accomm odate the attorney's request for a brief
extension of time, the M r. Reynolds callously stated,'çcW hat will you come up with
next week?'' and required the witness's appearance;

* Continuously making claims that attorneys are (Econflicted,'' but never providing a
factual basis for such claims or following up with the Court;

. Requiring President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, to appear and testify before the
Grand Jury with only 72 hours of notice. Yhe OSC refused to delay the
appearance, even after M s. M artin's newly retained counsel requested that he be
given sufGcient tim e tci consult with his client before her appearance; .'

. Executing a seizure warrant to take the phone of a M ar-a-Lago employee, despite
the fact that the employee's counsel was in the process of providing data from the

9
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phone to the OSC in response to a Grand Jury subpoena. Even after executing the
seizure warrant, the OSC demanded that the employee's counsel turn over the
results of his own privately conducted forensic analysis; and

. Pressuring M r. Woodward to force his client to cooperate with the Governm ent by
insinuating that Mr. Woodward's pending consideration for a judgeship would be
jeopardized if he (Cfailed'' to convince his client to cooperate.

These snapshots demonstrate an alarming pattern of behavior by the Departm ent and the

OSC - a blatant disregard for the professional and ethical rules that govern proceedings such as

this. Of particular concern is the risk that this information forms merely the tip of the iceberg of

the OSC'S misconduct. As of now, undersigned counsel have only been provided with one Grand

Jury transcript - memorializing the troubling questioning of Tim Parlatore regarding a11 assertions

of attom ey-client privilege. Even in the absence of additional transcripts, a disturbing pattern has

becom e clear: perhaps because of the (thigh value'' of the target of this investigation, the OSC

consistently tries to drive a wedge between witnesses and their attorneys.

Refusing to accommodate brief delays in a year-old investigation, seizing a witness's cell

phone while his àttorney had already negotiated a process by which he would turn over responsive

records, and corruptly suggesting that an attorney's judicial ambitions would be affected by his

client's decision on cooperation all constitute various means to divide client from counsel. Each

( '(
power play'' suggests to the client that their counsel has no ability to protect them from the OSC'S

overly aggressive conduct. Given its pattern of abuse, it seems increasingly likely that the OSC'S

tactics 'have perm eated the entirety of the Grand Jury's investigation, possibly including the

GEm inutes'' during which prosecutors often share thoughts about the direction of the investigation

and their impressions of witnesses who have been questioned.

Failure to disclose the Grand Jury materials will necessarily result in injustice by depriving

President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge the prosecutorial m isconduct of the OSC'S
,< 4

attorneys. W ere the OSC to engage in the aforementioned m isconduct in a public court proceeding,

10
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there would be no reason to prevent President Trump from accessing the records required to m ake

a motion for disqualification. Precluding him from asserting the same argum ent merely because

the misconduct occurred behind the closed doors of the Grand Jul'y room is undeniably unjust.

Dennis v. US., 384 U.S. 855, 87l (1966) (recognizing Ccthat disclosure, rather than suppression, of

relevant materials ordinarily promotes the proper administration of criminal justice.''). This is

particularly true in a case where the identity of many of the witnesses who have appeared before

the Grand Jul'y is widely known.
t

Il. The Need for Disclosure is Greater than the Need for Continued Secrecy

Because the Grand Jury's investigation has been widely publicized in the media (due, we

suspect, in large part to a deluge of leaks emanating from the Department and/or the OSC) the

policy concerns underlying the need for the presercvation of secrecy are substantially reduced. See,

e.g., Anilao, 9 1 8 Rsupp.zd at 164 (holding that the ççpolicy considerations underlying Grand Jury

secrecy gwereq extremely weak'' when the subjects of the investigation were publicly named). The

public has been made aware of the Grand Jury's investigation,3 the individuals subpoenaed to

testify before it,4 and many of the rulings issued by this Coul't in the exercise of its supervisory

authority,s and the need for continued secrecy has been diminished. The D.C. Circuit has embraced

3 See, e.g., Matt Zapotosky et al., Grandjuly zfâ'c# in probe ofclasssed documents taken to Mar-a-Lago,
WASH. POST (May 12, 2022), htps://w w.washinmonpost.com/national-security/zozz/os/lz/mar-a-lago-
documents-grand-jury/.

4 See, e.g., Katelyn Polantz et a1., EXCLUSIVE.. Dozens ofMar-a-Lago ,ç/tz.#;.#'t?zz? servers to aides are
subpoenaed in class6ed documents probe, CNN (Mar. 17, 2023),
hûpsr//ww .cnn.com/zoz3/o3/l6/politics/mar-a-lago-trump-subpoen%/index.html.

5 See, e.g., Sara Mun'ay et a1., Justice Department convincesfederaljudge Trump used his attorney in
furtherance ofa crime in class6ed docs probe, CNN (Mar. 22, 2023),
htps://w w.cnn.com/zoz3/o3/zl/politics/corcoran-trulnp-testimony/index.html,' Katherine Faulders et
al., Sources.. Special counsel claims Trump detiberately misled his attorneys about class6ed doculnents,
judge wrote, ABC NEWS (Mar. 21, 2023), htps://abcnews.go.coln/us/sources-special-coucel-claims-
trump-deliberately-misled-alomeys/stov?id=g8oz4lg 1 .

1 1
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the tEcom mon-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer Gnecessary' when the contents of Grand

Jury matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.2d at 1 140,'

see also In re North, 16 F.3d 1234 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (recognizing that when infonnation is

E'sufficiently widely known'' it loses Ktits character as Rule 6(e) material.').

The dim inished need for secrecy the context of highly publicized Grand Jury

investigations was addressed by the Court's decision in In re Sealed Case No. 99-3091, 192 F.3d

995 (D.D.C. 1999), which centered around the special counsel's investigation of President Clinton.

At issue were statements m ade by members of the Special Counsel staff to the New York Times

regarding their opinion that President Clinton should be indicted on charges of perjury and

obstruction of justice. 1d. at 997. The Court held that these statements did not constitute aprima

facie violation of Rule 6(e) because the staffers' comments did not reveal any secret Grand Jury

m aterial. 1d. at 1004. Rather, the Coul't reasoned, it (twas already a matler of widespread public

ltnowledge'' both that President Clinton had testified and that the Grand Jury was investigating

possible perjul'y and obstruction charges against him. 1d. at 1005. Here, too, the Grand Jury's

investigation of President Trump's handling of various docum ents, along with the identities of

witnesses who have been called to testify before it, are matlers of widespread public knowledge.

Simply put, the cat is already out of the bag - the information is no longer secret. In re North, 16

F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (C$The purpose of Rule 6(e) is to preserve secrecy. lnformation

widgly known is not secret.'). Accordingly, the circumstances weigh in favor of disclosure.

111. The Request is Structured to Cover Only M aterial So Needed

President Trump has a good-faith basis to believ'e that OSC attorneys have engaged in

prosecutorial misconduct throughout their investigation of documents stored at M ar-a-Lago.

President Trump requests disclosure only of the Grand Jury transcripts needed to support the

12
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allegations of prosecutorial misconduct he intends to raise in a potential m otion for

disqualification. Counsel for President Trump is amenable to maintaining the materials subject to

an appropriate protective order. Specifically, disclosure of the materials m ay be lim ited to only

specific individuals and the Coul't may issue a corresponding order prohibiting the disclosure or

discussion of the materials' content to anyone outside our legal team . Such limitations will protect

2.1V SCCVCCY irlterest that remains.

CONCLUSION

President 'rrump has demonstrated that (1) failure to disclose the Grand Jury materials will

necessarily result in injustice by depriving President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge

ongoing prosecutorial misconduct by the OSC; (2) the need for Grand Jury secrecy is diminished

because the Grand Jury's investigation has been widely publicized and is generally ltnown to the

public; and (3) the request for Grand Jury materials is no broader than necessary to prevent

injustice. Consideration of these factors weighs in favor of disclosure. Further, these arguments

are bolstered by the numerous concrete examples of prosecutorial misconduct provided by

President Trump.

Accordingly, President Trump respectfully requests that this Coul't issue an order requiring

that the OSC / Department of Justice disclose the transcripts corresponding with the Grand Jury

testimony of W altine Nauta, Carlos de Oliveira, M argo M artin, and Chamberlain Harris, as well

as the accolnpanying Ctminutes'' of their presentation to the Grand Jury.

Dated: June 5, 2023 Respectfully subm itted,

/s/ James M  Frz/yfp
James M. Trusty (D.C. Bar No. 198359)
lfrah Law PLLC
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW , Suite 650

13
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W ashington, DC 20006

Teleyhone: (202) 524-4176
Emall: itrusty@ifrahlaw.com

/s/lohn P. Rowley 1II
John P. Rowley 111 (D.C. Bar No. 392629)
SECIL Law PLLC
1701 PennsylvaniaAvenue, N .W ., Suite 200
W ashington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: (202) 417-8652
Email:jrowley@secillaw.com

/s/ L indsev Halligan
Lindsey Halligan (FL Bar No. 109481)
51 1 S.E. 5th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: (720) 435-2870
Email: lindseyhalligan@outlook.com
(admittedpro hac vice)

Counselfor President Donaldl Trump
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CERTIFICATE OF SERW CE

1 HEREBY CERTIFY thM on this 5th day of June 2023, a copy of the foregoing Am ended

M otion was selwed by electronic mail in accordance with the procedures for filing in sealed cases.

/s/lames M  Frî/s,/v
James M. Trusty (D.C. Bar No. 198359)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR TH E DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

)
IN RE GRAND M RY SUBPOENA
6J42-17 and GJ42-69 )

)
)
)
)
)
)

) Case No. 23-gj-38

Chief Judge Jam es E. Boasberg

UNDER SEAL

AM ENDED M OTION FOR DISCLOSURE OF GRAND JURY M ATERIALS

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e)(3)(E)(i), President Donald J. Trump,

by and through his undersigned counsel, files this Amended M otion and respectfully moves this

Coul-t to order the Office of Special Counsel ((GOSC'') to disclose the transcripts of Grand Jury

testimony of W altine N auta, Carlos de Oliveira, M argo M artin, and Chamberlain Harris, as well

as the Edminutes'' component of the Grand Jury proceedings, for review and possible inclusion in

m otions for additional relief.

INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that the Ctthe proper functioning of our grandjury system depends

upon the secrecy of grandjury proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. v. Petrol Stops Northwest, 441 U.S.

21 1, 220 (1979). The tradition of secrecy surrounding Grand Jury proceedings ttevolved, at least

partially, as a means of . . . . ensuring the impartiality of that body.'' Buttenvorth u Smith, 494 U.S.

624, 629 (1990). Thus, it follows that when the Grand Jury ceases to function as an impartial body,)

'
' 

and instead serves as the overreaching arm of a biased and overzealous prosecutor, the need for

' secrecy must yield to the need to preserve the constitutional sanctity of the institution. Indeed, the

Supreme Court has explicitly recognized that the invocation of the Grand Jury's secrecy is not
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EEsome talisman that dissolves a1l constitutional protectionso'' Id. (internal qtlotation marks omitted)

(quoting Unitedstates M Dionisio, 410 U.S. U.S. 1, 1 1 (1973)); Senate ofCommonwealth tl-/Tz//r/tl

Rico v. Dep ? oflustice, 823 F.2d 574, 582 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (recognizing that there is no Gçper se

rule against disclosure of any and all information which has reached the grand jury chambers.'').

Rather, the Grand Jury must operate within the limits of the Constitution. Butterworth, t94 U.S.

at 629.

President Trump, like a1l other citizens, is constimtionally entitled to an unbiased Grand

July Costello v. Unitedstates, 350 U.S. 359, 363 (1956). This fundamental protection stems from

the recognition that (sthe potential for abuse'' is ltillherent in grand jury proceedings'' given that

those proceedings ilare secret, ex parte, and largely under the control of the federal prosecuton''

US. v. Serubo, 604 F.2d 807, 8 15 (3d Cir. 1979). Thus, even though the Grand Jury ttbelongs to

no branch of the institutional government,'' the prosecutor exel'ts significant intluence over its

investigative process. United States v. Williams, 504 U.S. 36, 47 (1992). Yet, in exerting this

influence, the prosecutor Simay not circumvent'' the Grand Jury's independence çlby overreaching

conduct that deprives it of autonomous and unbiasedjudgment.'' Unitedstates v. Alkludarris, 695

F.2d 1 1 82, 1 185 (9th Cir. l 983). lllf the grand jury is to accomplish either of its functions,

independent determination of probable cause that a crime has been comm itted and protection of

citizens against unfounded prosecutions, limits must be set on the manipulation of grand juries by

over-zealous prosecutors.'' United States v. Samango, 607 F.2d 877, 882 (9th Cir. l 979).

The Grand Jury investigation of allegedly classified documents and other alleged

presidential records stored at President Trump's residence at M ar-a-taago has been infected by

prosecutorial m isconduct and bias. From the inception of its investigation, the Department of

'Justice and the OSC, have abandoned the professional cooperation and coul-tesies typically
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employed by prosecutors and defense counsel and instead have exacerbated the adversarial nature

of the proceedings to deprive President Trump of due process. By way of example, President

Trump has reason to believe that OSC attorneys have made inappropriate and unethical comments

in the presence of the Grand Jury; pressured witnesses to waive their rights; implied culpability

upon the rightful invocation of testimonial privileges; threatened an attorney that he would lessen

his odds of judicial appointment if he failed to pressure his client to cooperate with the OSC;

refused to accomm odate well-founded requests for brief delays in Grand Jury proceedings; and

regularly employed tactics designed to minimize the ability of clients to m eaningfully prepare for

their testimony with their counsel of choice. President Trump anticipates that he will pursue relief

from this Court regarding the OSC'S abuse of the Grand Jury process.l To enable him to do so with

a fuller record, and to prevent injustice, we request that the Coul-t order the disclosure of the

requested Grand Jury materials. The undersigned counsel have no objection to any restrictions the

Court may wish to place on maintaining the secrecy of the transcripts.

FACTUALBACKGROUND

In or about M ay of 2022, the Department of Justice empaneled a Grand Jury to investigate

m atters related to the storage of allegedly classified docum ents and other alleged presidential

records at President Trump's home at M ar-a-lwago in Palm Beach, Florida. Since then, and

following Attorney General Garland's appointment of Special Counsel Jack Sm ith, numerous

witnesses have been subpoenaed to testify before the Grand July including employees of the

'
,
. Trump organization, the former Vice President of the United Sutes, former W hite House staffers,
t!
1 )
r
11

1 M ost recently, the OSC has apparently begun using a Grand Jury in the Southern District of Florida
t:dDFL''). lt is unclear whether this reflects a tactical maneuver Vtating to venue issues, an efgbrt to(
tlsanitize'' the Grand Jury from some of the abusive conduct that occurred in Washinglon, DC, or
something else. President Trump reserves a1l rights to challenge any misuse of the SDFL Grand Jury.
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U.S. Secret Selwice SpecialAgents, employees of M ar-a-l-ago, groundskeepers, maids, and at least

four of President Trump's atorneys.

From its inception, this investigation has been tainted by prosecutorial m isconduct. On

August 24, 2022, attorney Stanley W oodward, who represents W altine (ûWalt'' Nauta, met with Jay

Bratt one of the lead prosecutors in this matter, at the Department of Justice. This was the first

time that M r. W oodward had ever met M r. Bratt. Upon M r. W oodward's arrival at M ain Justice, he

was led to a conference room where M r. Bratt awaited with what appeared to be a folder containing

information about M r. W oodward. M r. Bratt thereupon told M r. W oodward he didn't consider him

to be a (t-l-rump lawyer,'' and he further said that he was aware that M r. W oodward had been

recommended to President Biden for an appointlnent to the Superior Court of the District of

Columbia. M r. Bratt followed up with words to the effect of $:I wouldn't want you to do anything

to mess that up.'' Thereafter, M r. Bratt advised M r. Woodward that Cione way or the other'' his

client, Walt Nauta, would be giving up his lavish lifestyle of <sprivate planes and golf clubs'' and

he encouraged M1,. W oodward to persuade MT. Nauta to cooperate with the govenzment's

investigation (this was prior to the appointment of the Special Counsel).

M r. W oodward has long been an extremely professional and upstanding officer of the

Court. M r. Bratt's statenient suggested a quid pro quo or even a threat intended to cause M r.

W oodward to persuade his client to cooperate with M r. Brat't. In other words, Etplay ball or you

have no chance of becoming ajudge.'' Under such circumstances, it is appropriate for the Coul't to

ease the secrecy protections typically afforded by Rule 6(e) so that it may determine if similar

egregious behavior has made its way into this unpl-ecedented investigation, paliicularly regarding

the testimony of M r. Nauta.
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Further troubling gamesmanship continued behind the closed doors of the Grand Jury room

after the appointment of the OSC, created with Attorney General Garland's appointment of Special

Counsel Jack Sm ith in November 2022. For example, during the Grand Jury testimony of Tim

Parlatore, one of President Trump's attorneys, an 0SC prosecutor repeatedly attempted to force

M r. Parlatore into disclosing information protected from disclosure by attorney-client privilege,

No fewer than forty-Ave times, the OSC prosecutor promulgated questions to Mr. Parlatore

regarding his communications with his client, those with other members of the legal team , and the

team's legal strategy and work product. Each time M r. Parlatore invoked privilege on behalf of

President Trump, the OSC counsel followed up by implying that he was refusing to tell the Grand

Jury what it had a right to know. See, e.g. , Grand Jury Testimony Tr. Timothy Parlatore (:Tr.'')

104:2-5 (E$So you're not going to provide any testimony to the Grand Jul'y about why other

locations, such as the storage units, and Trump Tower, and the Flagler office were not searched

prior to November 9th?''). During one exchange in which Mr. Parlatore refused to answer a

question on privilege grounds,the OSC prosecutor asked, Gllljf the 'former President's so

cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you, (Mr. Parlatorej, to share his conversations with the Grand

Jury today?'' This implied that if President Trump had nothing to hide, M r. Parlatore should

willingly waive his client's constitutional rights. Tr. 41 :2 1-22.

On a number of occasions, OSC lawyers have been abusive in their treatment of witnesses

xappearing before the Grand Jul'y - particularly those who are current or former employees of
1

i' President Trump or the Trump organization. The Depal-tment and the OSC have continuously
1:'!' manufactured a false sense of urgency, compelling witnesses to appear and testify on an
p

1! unreasonably expedited basis (often only one or two days of notice). The OSC attorneys haveI
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rebuffed counsel's requests to delay witness' appearances, regardless of the circumstances. For

example:

* OSC prosecutor Bretl Reynolds balked at delaying the Grand Jury appearances of several

witnesses represented by attorney Stanley W oodward after M r. W opdward suffered a compound

fracture in a motor vehicle accident days prior to the witnesses' scheduled appearances. Rather

than accomm odate M r. Woodward's request for a brief extension of time, M r. Reynolds callously

asked, ti'What w ill you com e up with next weektl''z As this Coul't is aware, M r. Woodward has had

to seek relief from the Court with scheduling witness appearances.

* Represented witness Chamberlain Harris, a young assistant adm inistrator atM ar-a-tgargo,

turned over a laptop computer to the OSC but declined, upon advice of counsel, to imluediately

provide her computer password since the laptop belonged to her employer. Rather than engage in

communications with counsel or obtain a search warrant, an OSC attorney told M s. Harris, who

liv' es in Florida, that if she would not t'utm over the password Etvoluntarily,'' she would be compelled

to provide it to the Grand Jury in W ashington, D.C., in person and within 48 hours' notice. M s.

Harris, recognizing the futility of her situation, acquiesced to the ultimatum, and turned over the

password.

* The OSC also forced President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, also a Florida resident, to

appear in Washington, D.C. and testify before the Grand Jul'y with only 72 hours' notice. The OSC

refused to delay M s. M artin's appearance to allow her newly retained counsel to have sufficient

tim e to consult with her before the appearance.

* Carlos de Oliveira, a M ar-a-Lago employee, is represented by attorney John Irving. M r.

Irving agreed to image de Oliveira's cell phone and to turn over non-privileged material to the

2 At the time of this occurrence, the Special Counsel had yet to be' appointed, .but Mr. Reynolds joined the
OSC after his appointment. .
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OSC. Despite that agreement, the OSC showed up at de Oliveira's home with a seizure wal-rant

and took. the telephone. Even afler the seizure, OSC attorneys demanded that M r. Irving provide

them with the results of his privately conducted forensic analysis.

The Grand Jury's investigation has, as of the time of this tiling, lasted at least a year and

numerous witnesses have been compelled to testify. It is unclear how much longer the investigation

will continue and how many more witnesses will be compelled to appear. It is against this troubling

backdrop that President Trump requests disclosure of the requested Grand Jury materials.

LEG AT, STANDARD

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure codifies the traditional rule of Grand

Jury secrecy. US. u Sells Eng'g Inc, 463 U.S. 41 8, 425 (1983). However, Rule 6(e) does not

necessarily 'sdrawlj a veil of secrecy . . . over a11 matters occurring in the world that happen to be

investigated by a grand july'' Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Iillerson, 270 Rsupp.3d 1 , 5 (D.D.C. 20 1 7)

(alteration in original) (quoting SEC v. Dresser Indus., Inc, 628 F.2d 1368, 1382 (D.C. Cir. 1980)).

The Rule lays out several exceptions to the general requirement of secrecy. Relevant here, pursuant

to Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i), a coul't may authorize disclosure of Grand Jury matters when requested

lGpreliminal'y to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). The

phrase Ciin connection w ith'' refers to a pending proceeding, while (tprelim inarily to'' contemplates

disclosure of materials in connection with Elpending or anticipated'' litigation. US. v. Baggot, 463

U.S. 476, 480 (1983).

Generally, to obtain disclosure tmder this provision the movant m ust make a ttstrong

showing of palïicularized need,'' Sells Eng'g Inc., 463 U.S. at 443, that E&the materials sought garej

(needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial proceedingl.q''' Baggot, 463 U.S. at 480

n.4 (quoting-bouglas Oil Co., 44l U.S. at 222). Under this ttparticula'tized need'' stqndard, the

movant must show that:
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1ji.

'

(l) the infonuation sought is needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial
proceeding;

' 

(2) the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy; and

(3) the request is structured to cover only lpaterial so needed.

Judicial Watch, 270 F. Supp.3d at 5 (quoting Douglas Oil Co. , 44l U.S. at 222).

This standard is a SGhighly flexible one,'' that is ltsensitive to the fact that the reqtlirements

of secrecy are greater in som e situations than in others.'' Sells Eng'g Inc., 463 U.S. at 445. Courts

in this circuit recognize that (tsecrecy is no longer ûnecessary' when the contents of grand jury

matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d 1 138, 1 140

(D.C. Cir. 2006); see also In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (recognizing that when

information is :twidely lcnown'' it loses (tits character as Rule 6(e) material.''). :&(A)s the

considerations justifying secrecy become less relevant, a party asserting a need for grand jury

transcripts will have a lesser burden in showingjustification.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 1674.

ARGUM ENT

1. The Information Sought is Needed to Avoid a Possible Injustice in Another
Judicial Proceeding

Given the num erous instances of prosecutorial m isconduct, some of which are described

above, President Trump anticipates potential litigation regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury

process and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain OSC attorneys. President Trump

acknowledges that, as the party bringing the motion, he will be required to satisfy a high sundard

of proof to establish that disqualification is warranted. See US. u Bolden, 353 F.3d 876, 878 (10th

Cir. 2003); Felix u Balkin, 49 F.supp.zd 260 267 (S.D.N.Y 1999). Given these circumstances,

disclosure of the requested Grand Jury materials is required to perfect the record for President

Trump's anticipated motion. See Anilao v. Spota, 9 1 8 Rsupp.zd 157, l75 (E.D.N.Y 2013)

8
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(movants satisfied the ttsubstantial need'' showing when the Grand Jury materials were required to

substantiate their claims of malicious prosecution).

Coul'ts have held that the inspection of Grand Jury materials may be warranted when a

defendant offers Gtspecit'ic factual allegations of government misconduct.'' United States u Hunt,

534 Rsupp.3d 233, 259 (E.D.N.Y. 2021); Unitedstates v. Schlegel, 687 Fed. Appx. 26, 30 (2d Cir.

20l 7) (a review of Grand Jury minutes is appropriate when the defendant can provide ltconcrete

allegations of Government misconduct.'). For example, in Anilao v. Spota, the court permitted

disclosure of Grand Jury materials when the movants Sipointged) to specific alleged misconduct by

the prosecution in the Grand Jury,'' including instances in which the prosecutors m ade misleading

sttements and omitted pertinent exculpatory information in their presentation to the Grand Jury.

918 F. Supp.zd at 163-64.Here, President Trump offers numerous concrete allegations of

prosecutol-ial m isconduct, including the following'.

Pressuring M r. Parlatore to disclose privileged information during his testim ony
before the Grand Jury;
Raising an inference of culpability when M r. Parlatore refused to testify regarding
privileged attorney-client communications;
Demanding that Florida resident Chamberlain Harris ûlvoluntarily'' turn over her
comptlter password to the OSC. W hen M s. Harris, per the advice of counsel,
refused to do so, the OSC attorney resorted to threats. Rather than obtain a warrant,
the OSC told M s. Harris that she would be forced to provide the password to the
Grand Jul'y in person in W ashington, D.C. with only l-2 days of notice;
Refusing to delay the Grand Jury appearance of a represented witness, after the
witness' attorney suffered a compound fracture in a motor vehicle accident the day
before her appearance. Rather than accommodate the attorney's request for a brief
extension of time, the M r. Reynolds callously stated, SGW hat will you com e up with
next week?'' and required the witness's appearance;

* Continuously making claims that attorneys are GGconflicted,'' but never providing a
factual basis for such claims or following up with the Court;
Requiring President Trump's aide, M argo M artin, to appear and testify before the
Grand Jury with only 72 hours of notice. The OSC refused to delay the
appearance, even after M s. M artin's newly retained counsel requested that he be
giveh sufficient time to consult with his client before her appearance;
Executing a seizure warrant to take the phone of a M ar-a-taago employee, despite
the fact that the em ployee's counsel was in the process of providing data from the
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phone to the OSC in response to a Grand Jury subpoena. Even after executing the
seizure warrant, the OSC demanded that the employee's counsel turn over the
results of his own privately conducted forensic analysis; and

. Pressuring M r. W oodward to force his client to cooperate with the Government by
insinuating that Mr. Woodward's pending consideration for a judgeship would be
jeopardized if he EIfailed'' to convince his client to cooperate.

These snapshots demonstrate an alarm ing pattern of behavior by the Department and the

OSC - a blatant disregard for the professional and ethical rules that govern proceedings such as

this. Of particular concern is the risk that this inform ation forms m erely the tip of the iceberg of

the OSC'S misconduct. As of now, undersigned counsel have only been provided with one Grand

Jury transcript - memorializing the troubling questioning of Tim Parlatore regarding al1 assertions

of attorney-client privilege. Even in the absence of additional transcripts, a disturbing pattel'n has

becom e clear: perhaps because of the tlhigh value'' of the target of this investigation, the OSC

consistently tries to drive a wedge between witnesses and their attorneys.

Refusing to accommodate brief delays in a year-old investigation, seizing a witness's cell

phone while his attorney had already negotiated a process by which he would t'urn over responsive

records, and corruptly suggesting that an attorney's judicial ambitions Fould be aFected by his

client's decision on cooperation al1 constitute various means to divide client from counsel. Each

Glpower play'' suggests to the client that their counsel has no ability to protect them from the OSC'S

overly aggressive conduct. Given its pattern of abuse, it seems increasingly likely that the OSC'S

tactics have perm eated the entitety of the Grand Jury's investigation, possibly including the

lsm inutes'' during which prosecutors often share thoughts about the direction of the investigation

and their impressions of witnesses who have been questioned.

Failure to disclose the Grand Jul-y materials will necessarily result in injustice by depriving

President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge the prosecutorial misconduct of the OSC'S

attorneys. W ere the OSC to engage in the aforementioned m isconduct in a public court proceeding,

10
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there would be no reason to prevent President Trump from accessing the records required to m ake

a motion for disqualification. Precluding him from asserting the same argument m erely because

the misconduct occurred behind the closed doors of the Grand Jul'y room is undeniably unjust.

Dennis v. I.LS., 384 U.S. 855, 87 1 (1966) (recognizing 'lthat disclosure, rather than suppression, of

relevant materials ordinarily promotes the proper administration of criminal justice,'). This is

pal-ticularly true in a case where the identity of many of the witnesses who have appeared before

the Grand Jury is widely known.

II. The Need for Disclosure is Greater than the Need for Continued Secrecy

Because the Grand Jury's investigation has been widely publicized in the media (due, we

suspect, in large part to a deluge of leaks emanating from the Depal-tment and/or the OSC) the

policy concerns underlying the need for the preselwation of secrecy are substantially reduced. See,

e.g., Anilao, 9 1 8 F.Supp.2d at 164 (holding that the ltpolicy considerations underlying Grand Jury

secrecy gwere) extremely weak'' when the subjects of the investigation were publicly named). The

public has been made aware of the Grand Jury's investigation,3 the individuals subpoenaed to

testify before it,4 and many of the rulings issued by this Court in the exercise of its supervisol-y

authority,s and the need for continued secrecy has been dim inished. The D.C. Circuit has embraced

3 See, e.g., Matt Zapotoslty et a1., Grandjuly used inprobe ofclasssed documents taken to Mar-a-lvago,
WASH. POST (May 12, 2022), hûpsr//ww .waslzin/onpost.com/national-secul'iT/zozz/os/lz/mal'-a-lago-
documents-grand-jury/.

4 See, e.g., Katelyn Polantz et al., FXCLUSIVE: Dozens ofMar-a-L ago J/J.#;/'()?z2 selwers to aides are
subpoenaed in classfed doculnents probe, CNN (Mar. l7, 2023),
hdps://- .cM .com/zoz3/o3/l6/politics/mar-a-lago-trump-subpoen%/index.html.

5 See, e.g., Sara Mtlrray et al., Justice Departlnent convincesfedel-aljudge Trump used his attorney in
furtherance ofa crîlne in class6ed docsprobe, CNN (Mar. 22, 2023),
h=ps://ww .cnn.com/202.3/03/2 l/politics/corcoran-trump-testimony/index.h% l; Katheripe Faulders et
a1., Sources: Special counsel clailns Trump deliberately misled his attorneys about classsed documents,
judge wrote, ABC NEWS (Mar. 21, 2023), hlpsr//abcnews.go.com/us/sources-special-counsel-claims-
trllmp-deliberately-misled-aûorneys/stol'y?id=g8oz4 19l .

1 1
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the licommon-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer 4necessal-y' when the contents of Grand

Jury matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jifr.p Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.2d at l 140,'

see also In re North, l 6F.3d 1234 O .C. Cir. 1994) (recognizing that when information is

(tsufficiently widely known'' it loses tlits character as Rule 6(e) material.'').

The diminished need for secrecy in the context of highly publicized Grand Jury

investigations was addressed by the Court's decision in In re Sealed Case No. 99-3091, 192 F.3d

995 (D.D.C. 1999), which centered around the special counsel's investigation of President Clinton.

At issue were statem ents made by members of the Special Counsel staff to the New York Times

regarding their opinion that President Clinton should be indicted on charges of peljury and

obstruction of justice. 1d. at 997. The Court held that these statements did not constitute a prima

facie violation of Rule 6(e) because the staffers' comments did not reveal any secret Grand Jury

material. 1d. at 1004. Rather, the Court reasoned, it itwas already a m atter of widespread public

ltnowledge'' both that President Clinton had testified and that the Grand Jul-y was investigating

possible peljury and obstruction charges against him. 1d at 1005. Here, too, the Grand Jury's

investigation of President Trump's handling of various documents, along with the identities of

witnesses who have been called to testify before it, are matters of widespread public knowledge.

Simply put, the cat is already out of the bag - the information is no longer secret. In re North, 16

F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (''The purpose of Rule 6(e) is to preserve secrecy. lnformation

widely known is not secret''). Accordingly, the circumstances weigh in favor of disclosure.

111. The Request is Structured to Cover Only M aterial So Needed

President Trump has a good-faith basis to believe that OSC attorneys have engaged in

prosecutorial misconduct throughout their investigation of documents stored at M ar-a-taago.
l ,. .

. : r
President Trump requests disclosure only of the Grand Jury transcripts needed tö support the

12
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: allegations of pl-osecutorial m isconduct he intends to raise in a potential m otion for

)
:, disqualification. Counsel for President Trump is amenable to maintaining the materials subject to
(
an appropriate protective order. Specifically, disclosure of the materials m ay be limited to only

specific individuals and the Cotu-t may issue a corresponding order prohibiting the disclosure or

discussion of the materials' content to anyone outjide our legal team . Such lim itations will protect

any secrecy interest that remains.

CONCLUSION

President Trump has demonstrated that (1) failure to disclose the Grand Jury materials will

necessarily result in injustice by depriving President Trump of the ability to adequately challenge

ongoing prosecutorial misconduct by the OSC; (2) the need for Grand Jury secrecy is diminished

because the Grand Jury's investigation has been widely publicized and is generally known to the

public; and (3) the request for Grand Jul'y materials is no broader than necessaly to prevent

injustice. Consideration of these factors weighs in favor of disclosure. Further, these arguments

are bolstered by the numerous concrete examples of prosecutorial misconduct provided by

President Trump.

Accordingly, President Trump respectfully requests that this Court issue an order requiring

that the OSC / Department of Justice disclose the transcripts col-responding with the Grand Jul'y

testimony of W altine Nauta, Carlos de Oliveira, M argo M al4in, and Chamberlain Harris, as well

as the accompanying tEminutes'' of their presentation to the Grand Jury.

Dated: June 21, 2023
(Originally filed June 5, 2023) Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Todd Blanche
Todd Blanche
Blanche Law
99 W all Street, Suite 4460

l 3
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New York NY l 0005
212-716-1250
toddblal4che@blanchelaw.com

Counselfor President Donald J Trump
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CERTIFICATE OF SERW CE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of June 2023, a copy of the foregoing Amended

M otion was served by electronic mail in accordance with the procedures for filing in seaied cases.

/s/ Todd Blanche
Todd Blanche
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Case 1:23-gj-00O1O-BAH ASEALED* Document 41 Filed 06/07/23 Page 1 Of 2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

INRE GIG ND JURY SUBPOENAS ) CASE NO. 23-:-10
G.142-17 and GJ42-69 )

) UNDER SEAL AND EX PARTE
)
)

tllkblslt AUA IbRIZING LIM ITED UNSEALING AND IMPOStNG I?RUT
-ECFPI-tIN

The United States has moved for a limited unsealing of certain pol-tions of a motion tiled

by formet President Donald J, Trump, see Amended Motion for Disclosure of Orand Jul'y

Materials, 23-:-10 (D.D,C,) (fled June 5, 2023) (tçDisclosure Motion''), in order to share those

pollions with attorney StanleyvW oodward.

By Local Rule of this Court, because the proceeding on the Disclosure Motion is ttin

connection with a grand jury subpoena or other matter occurring before a grand jury, a1l other

papers filed in support of or in opposition to Ethej motion . . . shall be filed under seal,'' and a11

hearings tsshall be closed.'' D.D.C. LCI'R 6.1. Accordingly, the proceeding on the Disclosure

M otion m ust not be made public except by order of the Court. See id. (tkpapers, orders and

transcripts of hearings subject to this Rule, or portions thereof, may be made public by the Court

on lts own motion or on motion of any person upon a finding that continued secrecy is not

necessary to prevent disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury.''). These requirements

advance the important public and private interests served by the grand jury secrecy requirement

contained in Federai Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e), See, evg. , United States v. Sells Eng 'g, Inc.,

463 U.S. 4 1 8, 424 (1983) ($tgl)f preindictment proceedings were made public, many prospective

witnesses would be hesitant to come forward voltlntarily, ltnowing that those against whom they

testif'y would be aware of that testimgny. Moreover, witnesses who appeared before the grandjtlry

would be less likely to testify fully and frankly, as they would be open to retribution as well as to

- 1. -

2
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Case 1:23-gj-O0010-BAH ASEALED* Document 41 Filed 06/07/23 Page 2 of 2

inducements. There also would be the risk that those about to be indicted would flee, or would try

to influence individual grand jurors to vote agalnst indictment. Finally, by preserving the secrecy

of the proceedings, we assure that persons who are accused but exonerated by the grand jury will

not be held up to public ridicule.'' (quoting Douglas Oil v. Petrol Stops Northwest, 441 U.S, 21 1,

21 8 (1979)), See also McKeever v, Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844-45 (D.C. Cir. 2019) (articulating the

Csvital interests'' safeguarded by Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e)).

To ensure adherence to Local Criminal Rule 6.1, Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e),

and the interests underlying those rules, it is:

ORDERED that the government is authorized to disclose to Stanley W oodward, either orally or

in an appl-opriately redacted form, discussion on pages 4 and 10 of the Disciostlre M otion

concerning W oodward's m eeting at the Departm ent of Justice on August 24, 2022.

W 2023
.DATE: JIJ'NE ,

. l

+f '
. ur. . , .

: j .J .A.. ';% 117 B ( ) - 
. . 1.1 (J

' >'
C g E F 1' ' ' ' d '.

.#'
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

CASE NO. 23-gj-10>  RE GRAND TURYSUBPOENAS
(7.142-17 and (7.142-69

UNDER SEAL AND EX PARTE

OPPOSITION TO AM ENDED M OTION FOR
DISCLOSURE OF GRAND JURY M ATERIALS

(1(T)he proper functioning of our grandjury system depends upori the secrecy of grandjury

proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. of Cal. v. Petrol Stops #w., 441 U.S. 21 1, 218 (1979). This

bedrock principle, embodied in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e), protects several vital

interests, including ensuring that witnesses &&come forward voluntarily'' to (Gtestify fully and

frankly'' without fear of Gtretribution'' or Gçinducements.'' 1d. at 219. Former President Donald J.

Trump nevertheless claims that these vital interests are outweighed by his own particularized need

to review the testim ony and associated minutes of four current or former employees who

purportedly appeared before the grand jury. See Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury

Materials, 23-:-10 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5, 2023) (frisclosure Motion'' or (CMot.''). That

extraordinary request proceeds in three parts. First, the former President makes a series of baseless

allegations of prosecutorial misconduct, grounded in a combination of factual errors,

mischaracterizations, and ad hominem attacks. Second, even though only one of his allegations

even purports to relate to conduct before the grand jury- and that allegation involves a witness

whose transcript he already has- he relies on illogical inferences to suggest that if a prosecutor

acted with what he deems to be unreasonable urgency in scheduling a witness's appearance or

document production, it follows that the prosecutor likely engaged in some unspecified form of

Qfmisconduct'' or Gçabuse'' when the same witness appeared before the grand jury. And third, the
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form er President speculates that if he indeed finds the unspecified m isconduct or abuse that he is

looking for, it could somehow assist him in preparing Cspotential litigation regarding the abuse of

the grand jury and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain'' govelmment attorneys,

although without identifying any cognizable legal basis for such a motion. 1d. at 8.

The former President's allegations of prosecutorial m isconduct are unfounded. But even

if they were taken at face value- which, as explained below, they should not be- the Disclosure

M otion would fall far short of establishing any sort of particularized need for the m aterials, much

less one that outweighs the powerful need for continued sécrecy. The motion should therefore be

denied.l

BACKGROUND

This matter arises from the formqr President's retention of classified materials after his

term in office ended, and the governm ent's effol'ts to retrieve those materials. After the United

States National Archives and Records Administration IENARA''I informed the Department of

Justice that 15 boxes that the form er President had previously stored at his residence at M ar-a-

Lago and provided to NAll.A in January 2022 contained classified documents, a g'rand jury in this

district, on M ay 11, 2022, issued a subpoena to the custodian of records for the former President's

post-presidential office- the Office of Donald J. Trump (the (çoffic'e''/--requesting Cçlalny and al1

doc'uments or writings in the custody or control of Donald J. Trump and/or the Office of Donald

J. Trump bearing classification markings (list of classification markingsj.'' As this Court has

explained, (Clelnsuring compliance with the May 2022 Subpoena has been slow-going, prompting

1 Although this response uses the same caption as the motion to which it responds, the former
President's motion appears to be procedurally improper, insofar as he files a free-tloating request
for grand july material using a case caption associated with prior litigation related to two
subpoenas issued to witnesses who have nothing to do with the instant motion.
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.'

the government to seek and execute a search warrant at M ar-a-taago, additional government

motions regarding inadequate compliance, repeat visits to this Court, and new searches conducted)

and updated certifications filed, with the compliance effort dragging into m id-December 2022,
i
i ,when additional classified documents were recovered from a closet in the Office s designated
1 '

space at Mar-a-Lago.'' Opinion, In re Grandlury Subpoena, 23-gj-10, ECF No. 19, at 7 (Mar. 17,

2023) (Cscrime-Fraud Opinion').

ln summary, on June 3, 2022, attorneys Evan Corcoran and Christina Bobb met with three .

FB1 agents and an attorney from the Department of Justice (Jay Brat't) and turned over a

certification and a folder containing 38 Locuments with classifscation markings. The cedification

was signed by Bobb, who was identified as the Office's custodian of records, and stated that

çElbjased upon the infonuation that has been provided to me, l am authorized to certify, on behalf

of the Office of Donald J. Trump,'' that tdlaj diligent search was conducted of the boxes that were

moved from the W hite House to Floriday'' the search was conducted ççin order to locate any and all

documents that are responsive to the subpoena,'' and (Ggalny and all responsive documents

accompany this certification.'' Despite the certification, on August 8, 2022, federal agents

searched M ar-a-Lago pursuant to a warrant and seized over l 00 documents with classification

markings. About a month later, in response to another request from the government, the Office

refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification. Litigation

before this Court ensued, resulting in additional searches and cedifications signed by attorney

? Timothy C. Parlatore, who testified before the grand jury in December 2022. The grand jury's
r

investigation continued after Parlatore's testimony, and among other things, this Court granted the

1 government's motion to compel two attorneys for the former President to appear before the grand
!

jury and provide certain testimony under the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege. '

- 3-
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The former President now seeks transcripts of testimony from four individuals who he

believes have testifed before the grandjury. The former President accuses (Mot. at 2) government

prosecutors of Etmisconduct and bias'' in the grand jury. According to the former President, he

çtanticipates that he will pursue relief from this Courty'' and he requests the transcripts Sdltjo enable

him to do so with a fuller record.'' M ot. at 3.The former President mentions Gçpotential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process'' and states he will (spossibly'' file a Ssmotion for

disqualification of cetain'' government attorneys, M ot. at 8, although he does not disclose the

forum in which he will pursue this litigation.

APPLICABLE LEGAT, STANDARD

tçFederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) prohibits disclosure of (mattergsq occurring

before the grand jury,' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(2), and thus requires that ( (rlecords, orders, and

subpoenas relating to grand-jury proceedings must be kept under seal to the extent and as long as

necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a mâtter occurring before a grand jury,' Fed.

R. Crim. P. 6(e)(6).'' In re Grand Jhry Subpoena, Judith Miller, 493 F.3d 152, 154 (D.C. Cir.

2007). That rule of secrecy Eçsafeguards vital interests in (1) preserving the willingness and candor

of witnesses called before the grand jury; (2) not alerting the target of an investigation who might

otherwise tlee or interfere with the grandjury; and (3) preserving the rights of a suspect who might

later be exonerated.'' McKeever v. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844 O .C. Cir. 2019). After all, Ktgtqhe

grandjury as a public institution serving the community might suffer if those testifying today knew

that the secrecy of their testimony would be lifted tomorrow,'' which is a particularly acute concern

where, as here, 'tgtlhe witnesses . . . may be employees . . . of potential defendants.'' United States
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v. Procter dr Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958); see also Douglas Oil Co. ofcal. v. Petrol

Stops #w., 441 U.S. 21 1, 222 (1979). 2

To preserve the ççindispensable secrecy of grandjury proceedings,'' Procter & Gamble Co.,

356 U.S. at 682 (quotations omitted), çTederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) makes quite clear

that disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury is the exception and not the rulev''

McKeever, 920 F.3d at 844 (quotations omitted). For such an exception to apply, a movant must

generally Gicarryu the heavy burden of showing (that a particularized need exists' that Goutweighs

the policy of secrecy.''' Unitedstates v. Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d 21, 47 (D.D.C. 2017) (quoting

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. v. Unitedstates, 360 U.S. 395, 400 (1959)).

As the former President acknowledges (Mot. 7), the only exception even arguably

implicated here pertains to disclosure Etpreliminarily to or in connection with a judicial

proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). Parties attempting to meet this standard Cdmust show

(11 thatthe material they seek is needed to avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding,

(2q that the need for disclosure is greaier than the need for continued secrecy, and (3q that their

request is structured to cover only material so needed.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222,' see

Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Tillerson, 270 F. Supp. 3d 1 , 4-5 (D.D.C. 2017).Under this standard, çtgijt

is clear . . . that disclosure is appropriate only in those cases where the need for it outweighs the

public interest in secrecy, and that the burden of demonstrating this balance rests upon the private

party seeking disclosure.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 223.

2 On June 8, 2023, a grand jury in the Southern District of Florida (SDFL) returned a sealed
indictment of Nauta and the fonuer President (tûdefendants''). The defendants have been notified
by summons, but the indictment remains sealed at this time. W e anticipate discovery being

provided promptly upon unsealing and entry of a protective order. The grand juy remains open
as the government continues to investigate other potential charges in b0th the Distrlct of Columbia
and SDFE, including perjury and obstruction of justice.
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ARGUM ENT

The former President's Disclosure M otion should be denied. lndeed, even if the allegations

of m isconduct were to be taken at face value, which they should not be, the former President has

failed to show any sort of particularized need for the requested materials, much less one that

outweighs the values underlying the policy of secrecy, which are at their apex in the circumstances

presented here. To the contrary, the former President is engaged in a transparent fishing expedition

whose real goal appears to be uncovering what his current and former employees m ay have told

the grand jury, ostensibly grounded in the speculative possibility that his review might turn up

unspecitsed examples of (Gmisconduct'' thattcouldjustify future extraordinary relief, in the form of

a m otion to disqualify government counsel. This falls far short of the necessary showing.

M oreover, the Disolosure M otion's allegations of misconduct rest on several errors,

mischaracterizations, and baseless accusations, and it does not establish any credible claim of

prosecutorial misconduct.

1. The Disclosure M otion W ould Fail Even If 1ts Facts W ere Taken at Face Value.

A. The former President has not shown that the m aterial is needed to avoid a

possible injustice in another judicial proceeding.

To establish a particularized need for grandjury materials preliminarily to or in connection

with anotherjudicial proceeding, a party must identify a particularized use tçrelated fairly directly

to some identifiable litigation, pending or arfticipated.'' United States v. Baggot, 463 U.S. 476,

480 (1983). Sçlljt is not enough to show that some litigation may emerge from the matter in which

the material is to be used, or even that litigation is factually likely to emerge.'' 1d. EE-rhe focus is

on the actual use to be made of the material,'' and (tgiqf the primary purpose of disclosure is not to

assist in preparation or conduct of ajudicial proceeding, d,isclosure under ((E)j(i) is notpermitted.''
.. p,' .. .'

Id. Moreover, EEthe request for grand jury material must be more than a request for authorization
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to engage in a fishing expedition.'' In re Eyecare Physicians ofAm., 100 F.3d 514, 518 (7th Cir.

l 996) (cleaned up); see In re Grandlury 95-1, 118 F.3d 1433, 1437 (10th Cir. 1997) (same). As

such, ttwhere a defendant fails to provide a discrete reason, and instead relies on speculation or

unsupported assumptions, courts have made clear that disclosure of grand jury minutes is not

warranted.'' Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d at 47.

Here, the former President's m otion rests on mere speculation and unsupported

assumptions about what thé grand jury materials might show. lndeed, unlike in other cases in

which disclosure has been authorized, he offers neither evidence nor even a theory of what

specifically the grand jury transcripts might show, bryond the vague suggestion that they might

show some form of unspecified ûlmisconduct.'' See In re Grand Jury 95-1, 1 18 F.3d at 1437

(reversing authorization under Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i) where the movant's alleged need for grand jury

materials to prepare a motion forjudicial disqualification was ttgeneral and vague'' and the absenceN

of allegations about what the material would contain (sclearly indicates the speculative nature of

gthe movant's) allegations . . . and suggests gthe movant) was simply interested in engaging in a

Gshing expedition''). Some of the very cases the former President relies on (Mot. 9) illustrate the

same point. See, e.g., United States v.. Schlegel, 687 F. App'x 26, 30 (2d Cir. 2017) (affirming

denial of request for grand jury materials where the defendant Eçfailed to articulate any concrete

allegations of Government misconduct'' and instead Ctmerely speculateldj'' about what the

government may have presented to the grand jury); United States v. Hunt, 534 F. Supp. 3d 233,

259 (E.D.N.Y. 2021) (denying request for grand jury materials where the defendant's allegations

of prosecutörial m isconduct çtultimately amount to mere speculation that the Government

çpotentially' gave a misleading instruction to the grand jury').
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M oreover, the form er President makes no effort to connect the facts that he pqrportedly

hopes to find with the specific use he intends to rpake of them . But a showing of particularized

need (Gcannot even be made without consideration of the particulars of thejudicial proceeding with

respect to which disclosure is sought.'' Douglas Oil Co.,' 441 U .S. at 480 n.4. Here, the former

President suggests (Mot. 8) that he needs the material because he ûcanticipates potential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain

OSC attorneys.''

He does not, however, identify any cognizable basis for a pre-indictment motion alleging

abuse of the grandjury process. Cf 2 Fed. Grand Jul'y j 21:3 (2d ed.) (noting that ldlal person who

wants to challenge grand jury abuse during an investigation, before an indictment has been

returned . . . will have standing to do so only if she has been subpoenaed to testify or otherwise

provide evidence to the grand jury, or if she has standing to act on behalf of a third party which

has been subpoenaed to provide evidence to the grand jur/'l (footnotes omittedl).

N or does he identify any cognizable basis for disqualification, such as a contlict of interest.

This failure is particularly striking given that (tltlhe disqualification of Government counsel is a

drastic measure and a court should hesitate to impose it except where necessary.'' Unitedstates v.

Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th Cir. 2003) (quotations omitled). Indeed, as the Ninth Circuit

recently explained, Ccltqhe doctrine of separation of powers requires judicial respect for the

independence of the prosecutor,'' such that Gsabsent a violation of the Constitm ion, a federal statute,

or a procedural rule,'' courts (ûdo not dictate to the Executive branch who will serve as its

prosecutors.'' United States v. Williams, -- F.4th --, 2023 WL 3516095, at *5 (9th Cir. May 18,

2023) (cleaned up). (Tut differently, gcourts) do not stamp a chancellor's foot veto over activities

of coequal branches of government unless compelled by the law to do so.'' 1d. (quotations

- 8-
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omitted). Here, the former President has not identified any 1aw that could possibly compel the

Coul't to grant a motion to disqualify any government attorney from participating in this case.

The Disclosure M otion therefore fails to show that the requested material (tis needed to

avoid a possible injustjce in anotherjudicial proceeding.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. The

motion may be denied on that basis alone.

B. The former President has not shown that the need for disclosure is greater
than the need for continued secrecy.

Even if the former President had shown a particularized need (which he has notl', the

Disclosure M otion fails to show dçthat the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued

secrecy.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. The balance between particularized need and secrecy

(tshould always be weighted presumptively toward the goverrlment when the targets of a grand

jul'y investigation are requesting disclosure of grandjury testimony for use in that proceeding.'' In

reAntitrust Grandluly 805 F.2d 155, 162 (6th Cir. 1986). tçconcern as to the future consequences

of frank and full testimony is heightened where the witness is an employee of a (subjectl under

investigation.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. In all cases, çEcourts must consider not only the

immediate effects upon a particular grand jury, but also the possible effect upon the functioning of

future grandjuries,'' with a particular eye toward the possibility that the Sdgtlear of future retribution

or social stigma may act as powerful deterrents to those who would com e forward to aid the grand

jury in the performance of its duties.'' 1d. It is difficult to conceive of something more likely to

chill full and frank testimony, b0th now and in future cases, than an employer attempting to see

what his employees may or may not have told the grand jury.

These factors make the public interest in secrecy extremely weighty. ln combination they

likely,would outweigh even the strongest possible showing of particularized need, and certainly

outweigh the nonexistent showing that the form er President hâs m ade here.
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The former President seeks to avoid this conclusion by invoking (Mot. 11-12) (dthe

common-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer (necessal'y' when the contents of grand jury

matters have becom e public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d at 1 140. Of

course, ltltlhere must come a time . . . when information is sufficiently widely known that it has

lost its character as Rule 6(e) material.'' In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994). But in

seeking to make such a showing here, the former President conflates public knowledge of the/lcf

of an investigation (which is indeed widely known) with public knowledge of the substance of the

testimony that specific witnesses purportedly gave to the grand jury, which neither the public nor

the form er President knows. Indeed, the whole premise of his motion is that he would like to

know, but at present can only speculate about, ttlkule 6(e)'s bread and butter: the identities of

witnesses orjurors, the substance of testimony as well as actual transcripts, the strategy or direction

of the investigation, the deliberations or questions of jurors, and the like.'' Judicial Watch, Inc.,

270 F. Supp. 3d at 5 (quotations omitted). Based on the reporting that the former President relies

on t'Mot. l 1 nn. 3-5), it does not appear that any of the four named witnesses has even confirmed

that he or she appeared before the grand jury, much less publicly disclosed the substance of any

testimony that he or she may have given.

Moreover, even in cases where details of a witness's grand jury testimony have been

reported in the press, that alone does not make the testimony discoverable, since Etlkule 6(e) does

not create a type of secrecy which is waived once public disclosure occurs,'' Barry v. Unitedstates,

740 F. Supp. 888, 891 (D.D.C. l 990), padicularly where, as here, the government has neither

confirmed nor denied the accuracy of any public reporting, see In re North, 16 F.3d at 1245. As

such, the former President's m isplaced reliance on cases involving requests for the disclosure of
' . ' I

already-public information does nothing to alter the conclusion his Etneed'' for the material, such

- 10 -
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as it is, is heavily outweighed by the need for continued grand jury secrecy. See In re New j'ork

Times Co.,No. MC 22-100, 2023 WL 2185826, at *14-15 (D.D.C. Feb.'23, 2023) (denying request

for grand jury materials related to (Tormer President Trump's privilege challenge to the Jan. 6

g'rand jul'y investigation'l; ln re Press Application for Access to Jttdicial Records Ancillary to

Certain Grand J'z/ry Proceedings Concerning Donald J Trump tî the Trump Organization, No.

MC 220128, ECF No. 6 (D.D.C. Mar. 1 1, 2023) (denying request for grand jury materials related

to certain aspects of the classified-documents investigation).

C. The former President has not shown that his request is structured to cover
only needed m aterial. '

Finally, the Disclosure M otion is structured to cover m ore than the purportedly needed

material. To be sure, given the speculative nature of the request, it is hard to say that any m aterial

is m ore or less (ûneeded'' than any other. But the Disclosure M otion goes further than even its own

internal logic would allow. After all, the former President's theory appears to be (Mot. 5) that if

prosecutors unreasonably conveyed CGa false sense of urgency'' when dealing with certain

witnesses, it somehow follows that the prosecutors must also Cthave been abusive in their treatment

of witnesses appearing before the grand jury.''But even that dubious logic provides no support

for the request (id. at 10) to review (tthe (minutes' during which prosecutors often share thoughts

about the direction of the investigation and their im pressions of witnesses who have been

questioneda'' Indeed, his request for the minutes only supports the inference that he is engaged in

a fishing expedition seeking insight into the inner workings of the investigation.

ll. The Disclosure M otion Rests on Numerous Factual Inaccuracies and
M ischaracterizations.

Although the form er President's motion is legally deficient and should be dism issed on

that ground alone, the former President's factual allegations of prosécutorial misconduct are also
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false and unfounded. The discussion below supplies additional factual context in response to the

allegations made in the Disclosure M otion and explains why those allegations do not support the

relief sought.

A. Grand Jury Testim ony of Timothy Parlatore

Relevant Facts

Until his recent withdrawal from representing the former President, Timothy Parlatore

represented the former President with respect to the M ay 2022 subpoena starting in October 2022,

a couple months after the execution of the search warrant at M ar-a-Lago. Parlatore Grand Jury

Tr., In re Gsrandlurysubpoena, 23-gj-10, ECF No. 12, at 16-17 t'Mar. 10, 2023) (EEGJ Tr.''). About

a month earlier, on'september 15, 2022, the government had expressed its continuing concèrn that

the form er President or his Office retained additional classified documents beyond those

uncovered through execution of the search warrant. See Crim e-Fraud Opinion at 23. Afler the

Office refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification, the

government filed a motion to compel compliance with the M ay 2022 subpoena. 1d. at 23-24.

M inutes before the hearing on the motion to compel began on October 27, 2022, counsel for the

former President provided the governm ent and the Court with a declaration from Parlatore stating

that the Office had authorized him to provide the declaration and describing a search Cûundertaken

on the premises at Bedminster,'' where the fonuer President m aintained a residence, by Scelite

professionals who have extensive prior experience searching for sensitive documents and
i
' b d '' Declaration of Timothy C

. Parlatore, Esq. In re Grand Jhry Subpoena, No. 22-:-contra an .

40, ECF No. 9, at 2 (Oct. 26, 2022).
:
' The Cou!'t granted the governm ent's motion to compel on November 9, 2022, and issued

t

an order stafing that ((a custodian with first-hand knowledge of the Office's diligent and

- 12 -
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comprehensive efforts to locate responsive documents and with the ability to certify that no

additional responsive records remain in the Office's possession, must comply with the subpoena.''

Order, In re Grandlury Subpoena, 22-:-40, ECF No. 15, at 2 (Nov. 9, 2022). The order required

that the Office provide the government with a new certification çtfrom a custodian of records with

personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the grand jury subpoena'' and that the

custodian (Cappear before the grandjury to provide testimony regarding'' the Offce's ççcompliance

efforts and verification of the contents of the cedification.'' Id. at 2-3.

Parlatore filed a status report on behalf of the Office six days later describing efforts to

search for responsive documents and disclosing that two additional classified documents had been

found in a storage unit leased by the Office. In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF

No. 19 (Nov. 15, 2022). The status report identified five locations to searèh for çtpotentially

responsive documents'' and stated that one of those locations, M ar-a-Lago, would not be searched

because there was (tno reason to believe that potentially responsive documents remaingedq there.''

fJ. at 1-2. ln a minute order on November 18, 2022, the Court partially granted a motion by the

Office for additional time to file a final certification and set a new deadline of November 23, 2022,

noting an Etobvious concern'' that the status report was submitted by an attorney who did not attest

to be ((a custodian of records with personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the

grandjury subpoena,'' a requirement of both the May 2022 subpoena and the Court's November 9

order. Minute Order, In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40 (Nov. 18, 2022).

On November 23, 2022, Parlatore submitted a sworn certification that largely reiterated the

inform ation from the November 9 status report but included some additional details, including

information about an intervening search of Trump Tower. See In re Grand .7'zfr.p Subpoena, Case

2No
. 22-:-40, ECF No. 22 (Nov. 23, 2022). Contrary to the Court'j previous orders, the
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certification contained a section, entitled (tlkole of Certificant,'' asserting that the Office was not

obligated to use a custodian of records. Id. at 7-8. The certification stated that Parlatore would

testify &Eto the lim ited information contained'' in the certification, t'without any further waiver of

privilegel,l'' although the Office's position was that EGno further testimony should be necessary.''

1d. at 8. As the Court later explained, Sçlnlo additional details were provided to clarify that

qualifying language, leaving the government guessing as to what information exactly Parlatore

would provide during any subsequent testim ony- e.g., whether his testimony would include

details not specifically provided in the certification or whether the Ofsce planned to instruct

Parlatore to invoke privileges not previously asserted in this litigation, such as attonzey-client

privilege, work-product privilege, or executive privilege, should he be questioned about any matter

outside the four corners of the certification.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 30-31.

The governm ent filed a motion for an order requiring the Office to show cause why it

should not be held in civil contempt for failure to comply with the Court's November 9 order.

a hearing on the motion on December 9, 2022, the Court stated that it lacked a Etcomplete record''

to issue a contempt citation because the government had not put Parlatore in the grand jury and

itasked him a whole series of questions.'' Hearing Tr. at 1 1-13, In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case

No. 22-:-40 (Dec. 9, 2t22) (Contempt Hearing Tr.). The Court explained that to evaluate

compliance with its orders and a potential contempt citation, it was (tgoing to want concrete grand

jury transcripts about what is said and what isn't said, what is left unanswered.'' 1d. at 28. Counsel

for the former President and his post-presidential office confirmed that Parlatore would be Ctwilling

to'' testify about Kiwhere the search was conducted, why areas were searched, why areas weren't

searched- all of the normal things that a custodian of records would do, he will do it'' although it

(tmay involve a different issue'' if Parlatore were asked a question about ttspecit'ic conversations
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with his client,'' the former President. 1d. at 3l; see id. at 38-39, 43 (colloquies regarding

' Parlatore's prospective testimony).

l The Court did not issue a contempt citation given what it later described as (ûthe productive
! -
l
J discussion about expectations for additional searches and the contents of a certification for

compliance with jhe May 2022 subpoena and the Court's Orders issued on November 9 and 18,

2022, and the Office's apparent willingness to try to meet those expectations.'' Crime-Fraud

Op'inion at 32 n.9. The Court ordered the Offce to file a revised certification with additional

details, and the Court specified that dGfull compliance'' with the Court's orders would require,

among other things, that ûûparlatore would testify before the grand jury regarding the Office's

efforts and due diligence to respond to the M ay 2022 subpoena, including testifying to information

' 

not already m entioned in the revised certification and details regarding how Parlatore determiried

which locations needed to be searched and when, why certain locations were selected to be

searched and others not, efforts by Bobb to prepare to sign the June 3, 2022 certification, the

identities of the search-team m embers, and those members' exact search m ethodologies.'' Id. at

32-33. lt was understood that Parlatore Eçmight be asked questions about the content of direct

conversations with the form er president'' and that there might be the çGpotential need for additional

litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations with the former president.'' 1d. at 33-34.

The Office provided a revised certification, swonz by Parlatore, on December 16, 2022. In

re Grand Jhzz Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 34 (Dec. 16, 2022). The revised

certification described searches, including a search of M ar-a-Lago on December l 5-16, 2022,
I

l conducted by two Stelite professionals'' with military bxperience and experience GKsearching for

i sensitive documents'' and Gtcontraband.'' f#. at 5-1 1. The search of Mar-a-laago Ellrjemarkably . . .
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uncovered four more responsive records,'' which the certification t&misleadingly refergredj to . . .

as Glow-level m inisterial documents.''' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 35.

Parlatore appeared before the grand jury on December 22, 2022.Parlatore explained that

he represented the former President but that he understood his appqarance before the grandjury as

principally to provide his Ktpersonal knowledge'' about efforts undertaken by the post-presidency

office <çto comply with'' the M ay 2022 subpoena. GJ Tr. 10-1 1. He acknowledged that such

testimony (tgolrdinarily'' would be handled Etby a custodian of records for the organization.'' GJ

Tr. 12. Parlatore thus acknowledged that he was Kfwearling) two hats,'' namely, an attorney for the

former President and a stand-in custodian. GJ Tr. 1 1.

Before questioning turned to the substance of Parlatore's Sspersonal knowledge'' of

subpoena compliance, the government prosecutor clarified that the government was GEnot seeking

today to elicit . . . privileged inform ation.'' GJ Tr. 13. At the same time, the prosecutor alerted

Parlatore that if Parlatore claimed privilege in response to any question, the prosecutor would ask

Parlatore which privilege he was invoking and Eçthe basis for the invocation.'' GJ Tr. 13. Parlatore

responded, IKsure,'' and when the prosecutor followed up to ask whether Parlatore understood,

Parlatore said, EtAbsolutely.'' GJ Tr. 13. In keeping with these exchanges- and consistent with

the Court's expectation that the govenzment would tGput gparlatoreq in the grandjury,'' ask him $:a

whole series of questionsr'' and create t:concrete grandjury transcripts about what is said and what

isn't said, what is left unanswered,'' Contempt Hearing Tr.1 1, z8- governm ent prosecutors

probed Parlatore's knowledge and conduct as the functional equivalent of a custodian of records,

and when Parlatore refused to answer questions based on privilegé, they sought to clarify the

recise nature and scope of Parlatore's privilege invocations. At one point, Parlatore ciaimedP

attorney-client privilegé after being asked whether the former President was Rhe source for

- 16 -
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Parlatore's testimony about statements the former President purportedly m ade to govem ment

investigators about being cooperative. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then asked if a client could

waive privilege and questioned why the former President had not allowed Parlatore to testify as to

these conversations if he (the former President) meant to be cooperative, but the government

prosecutor also quickly made clear that she was lsabsolutely not saying'' that waiver of privilege is

required to be cooperative and that, consistent with her earlier statem ent, she did not mean to

Eçinduce any waivers.'' GJ Tr. 40-43. Nonetheless, Parlatore on several occasions accused the

govenzm ent prosecutors of (dtrying to improperly invade the attorney/client privilege.'' GJ Tr. 45,.

see also GJ Tr. 77. After one such accusation, a government prosecutor conveyed to Parlatore that

ççif ghe) wantledq to invoke the privilege, gheq canjust say that'' instead of casting aspersions about
I uu ,, (u v

r. yy.i what the people on this side of the table are and are not trying to do.
i

Over the course of the 245-page grand jury transcript, Parlatore claimed privilege

numerous times. See, e.g., GJ Tr. 25 (attorney-client and work-product privilege concerning who

told Parlatore about Christina Bobb's efforts to respond to the subpoena in Bobb's capacity as

custodian of recordsl; id. at 40 (attonzey-client privilege concerning whether the former President

recounted to Parlatore a conversation between the form er President and a federal govenzment

prosecutor about which Parlatore had just testifedl; id. at 45 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concerning the individuals with whom Parlatore spoke before his grandjury testimony);

id. at 47 (privilege concerning what Boris Epshteyn told Parlatorel; id. at 58-59 (attorney-client

d work-product privilege conceming whether Parlatore had asked anyone if boxes had belnan

moved out of the storage room before June 2, 2022),. id. at 77 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke before deciding to search Bedminsterl; id.

at 104 (privilege concerninjwhy locations other than Mar-a-Lago, including storage tinits, Trump
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Tower, and the Flagler oftsce, were not searched before November 9, 2022)', id. at 1 13 (work-

product privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke to determine not to search M ar-a-

Lago in November 2022),' id. at 1 14 (work-product privilege concerning whether the legal team

consulted any documents in making the determination not to search M ar-a-tvago in N ovember

2022)9 id. at 146 (work-product privilege concerning whether individuals hired to carry out

searches took notes, photographs, or video recordings, or sent emails, text messages, or any kind

of messagesl; id. at 155-56 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore spoke with anyone to

determine if the General Services Administration (GSA) packed boxes that were shipped out from

the White House); id at 163 (privilege concerning whether somebody talked to the former

President); id. at 1 85 (privilege concerning the identity of the person with whom Parlatore spoke

to determine the former President' s ttnormal movements'' between propertiesl; id. at 196 (privilege

concerning what the search team generally told Parlatore about documents found at Mar-a-Lagol;

id. at 217 (attorney-client and work-product privilege conceming what steps Parlatore took to

determine whether any boxes with documents that had classified markings had been moved); id.

at 236 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore told the former President that Parlatore was

testifying before the grandjury). In some instances, those privilege invocations came in response

to çEquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search.'' In re Feldberg, 862

F.2d 622, 628 (7th Cir. 1988) (concluding that such questions are not covered by attorney-client

privilege).

2. Discussion

The former President contends (Mot. at 5, 9-10)that the govemment engaged in

prosecutorial misconduct by asking Parlatore questions that he declined to answer on privilege

grounds and, in one instance, âllegedly invited the grand jury to draw improper inferenées from
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!
I
!

'

j!
l lready possesses parlatore's grand jury transcript, and any alleged misconduct during thea1 

.

questioning of Parlatore would not warrant the production of grand jury transcripts for other

witnesses based on unfounded speculation that alleged m isconduct with respect to one witness

supports the conclusion that there was misconduct during the questioning of different witnesses.

But regardless, the former President's claim also fails because his misconduct allegations are

Parlatore's refusal to answer a question based on atlorney-client privilege. As explained above,

these claims do not support the relief requested by the former President. The former President

unfounded.

It was entirely proper to ask Parlatore questions about his knowledge and conduct as the

individual designated to perform the responsibilities of a custodian of records for the Office, even

if Parlatore refused to answer some questions based on claims of privilege. That was precisely the

procedure the Court contemplated when it deferred consideration of a contempt citation after the

former President's counsel represented that Parlatore would be available to testify in the grand

jury as the equivalent of a custodian of records, even if Parlatore did not embrace that

nomenclature. The Court expected the government to ask Parlatore a Ssseries of questions'' to

create a iEfairly complete record . . . of where the holes were,'' i.e., the questions Parlatore would

refuse to answer based on prlvilege. Contempt Hearing Tr. l l . lt was understood by all that there

would be a Cdpotential need for additional litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations

with the former president.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 33-34. The government did not commit

I m isconduct by proceeding along these established ground rules and asking questions that elicited

1-
! privilege claims to potentially tee up future litigation. Indeed, when the government filed a motion
l
I
r to compel testimony from the former President's attorney Jennifer Little under the çrim e-fraud

exception, the former President argued that the motion was not yet ripe because the governm ent
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did not put her in the grandjury and require her to decline to answer questions and instead received '

confirm ation from her attorney that she would decline to answer questions. See Crime-Fraud Op.

78 n.24. The form er President cannot claim that the government committed misconduct by

following the procedure with Parlatore that he claims the government was required to follow with

Little.

To the extent the former President suggests that the frequency with which Parlatore

invoked privilege was problematic, see Mot. at 5 (noting that Parlatore invoked privilege EGgnlo

fewer than
-/èrf-p-/vc times''), that was a problem of the former President's own making. Rather

than select a non-lawyer to act as a custodian of records, he selected a lawyer; indeed, a lawyer

who represented him personally. Regardless of Parlatore's status as a lawyer, however, the

governm ent was entitled to question Parlatore to determine whether there had been full compliance

with the May 2022 subpoena. KW grand july may compel a corporate records custodian to testify

about the nature of his search and the adequacy of the disclosure,'' indeed, Cslsquch an inquiry may

be essential to determine whether the grandjuly has received the documents to which it is entitled.''

Feldberg, 86i F.2d at 627. And CGlijf the inquily itself is legitimate, the addressee of the subpoena

cannot put the subject off limits by having counsel turn over the documents.'' 1d. lçsince questions

about the adequacy of the search do not entail legal advice, the topic is not off limits just because

an attorney plays a role.'' 1d. To be sure, an attorney-custodian's advisory communications with

a client may be privileged, but the Office could not EEthrow the veil of privilege over details of how

Gles were searched, and by whom, through the expedient of involving a lawyer in the process.''

Id. at 628,' see ftf (çsquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search'' are

not privileged).
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Ignoring this larger context, the former President focuses (Mot. 5, 9) on a single exchange

between Parlatore and the government prosecutor. ln response to questions concerning whether

the former President would permit the government to (Clook inside'' boxes in a storage area at M ar-

a-Lago, Parlatore testified that the former President had told governm ent investigators during a

meeting on June 2, 2022 (for which Parlatore was not present), that E'if there's anything else you

need, come let me- you let us ltnow.'' GJ Tr. 40. W hen asked in a follow-up question whether

the former President had told Parlatore about the former President's seem ingly cooperative

statem ent, Parlatore refused to answer on the basis that any communications between him and his

client, the former President, were privileged. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then inquired whether the

attorney-client privilege was limited to communications for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.

GJ Tr. 41. Parlatore suggested instead that Ccgaqny infonuation obtained from a client is part of . . .

legal advice or representation.'' GJ Tr. 41. After Parlatore confirm ed, in response to a question,

that a client can waive the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor asked, ççif the former President's

so cooperative, why hasn't i!e allowed you to share his conversations with the Grand Jul'y today.''

GJ Tr. 41.

To be clear, no grand jury witness or subject is required to waive privilege to be deemed

cooperative, and the government regrets this particular exchange with Parlatore to the extent it

may be construed to support such a suggestion. But whatever implication could be drawn from

the prosecutor's question taken in a vacuum, the prosecutor quickly and emphatically corrected

any potential m isunderstanding, and the questioning proceeded thereafter as retlected in more than

200 additional pages of the transcript. W hen Parlatore suggested that the prosecutor's question

implied that to be cooperative required waiving the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor

immediately made clear that she was çtabsolutely not saying that'' GJ Tr. 42, and that the
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governm ent was not seeking tsto induce any waivers . . . of attorney/client privilege,'' GJ Tr. 43.

That statement, moreover, reflected the similar caution the govem ment prosecutor had made at the

outset of Parlatore's testimony. See GJ Tr. 13 (government prosecutor explaining to Parlatore that

Cçwe are not seeking today to elicit from you privileged information'').This context cured any

potential for grand juror confusion and refutes the former President's claim of misconduct.

B. August 2022 M eeting with Stanley W oodward at the Departm ent of Justice

1. Relevant facts

W altine Nauta served as a valet--often referred to as a Ktbody man''- for the former

President both during and after his presidency. At the time of the m eeting described in the

Disclosure Motion, Nauta was a subject of the Special Counsel's Office's investigation. The FBI

interviewed Nauta on May 26, 2022, and he testified before the grand jury in the District of

Columbia on June 21, 2022. At his interview, he was represented by Derek Ross. During his

grand jul'y appearance, Nauta was represented by Derek Ross and Cameron Seward.

After Nauta had testified in the grand jury and DOJ attorneys had informed Ross and

Seward that he had become a subject of the grand jul'y investigation, Nauta obtained new counsel,

Stanley W oodward. On August 15, 2022, attorneys for the National Security Division (NSD) who

were handling the investigation at that tim e contacted W oodward by email to invite W oodward to

m eet with them to discuss Nauta. The email stated: GW s you know from M r. Nauta's previous

counsel, Derek Ross, we and the FB1 would like to further question M r. Nauta about various

records stored at M ar-a-taago. W e thinlc it would be beneficial first to meet with you in person to

discuss the way forward with M r. Nauta. Please 1et us know your availability for later this week.''

ln response to that invitation, W oodward agreed to meet with prosecutors assigned to the

investigation at their office in the M ain Justice Building on August 24, 2022.
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W oodward m et with the prosecutors on August 24, 2022 at the M ain Justice Building to

discuss Nauta. Three prosecutors were present in person and one prosecutor participated by video.

The prosecutors in the room were Jay Bratt (Chief of the Counterintelligence and Expori Control

Section (CES)), Julie Edelstein (Deputy Chief of CES), and Brett Reynolds (Trial Attorney in

CES). Michael Thakur (Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida)

participated by video. The prosecutors informed W oodward that Nauta had criminal exposure and

that he was a subject of the grand jury investigation. They also infonned Woodward that they

were interested in obtaining Nauta's potential cooperation and resolving his situation. W oodward

asked about the topics on which they were interested in Nauta's cooperation, and the prosecutors

infonued him that the focus was on N auta's involvement in moving boxes. W oodward indicated

that he had not yet met with Nauta to discuss the matter, but that he would speak with Nauta and

might be interested in providing an attorney proffer after he spoke With his client. At the

conclusion of the meeting, W oodward indicated that he would get back to the prosecutors after

speaking with Nauta. Woodward did not object to anything that happened in the meeting or raise

any allegations or complaints about how the prosecutors had handled the meeting---either at that

time, in any of his many subsequent dealings with the prosecutors in jhis investigation, or at any

time until the filing of the present Disclosure M otion.

Afterthe August 24 meeting, on September 30, 2022, the prosecutors and W oodward spoke

by telephone about Nauta, and the prosecutors reiterated their interest in sitting down again with

Nauta. In that call, W oodward did not raise any allegations or complaints about what had

transpired in his m eeting with the prosecutors on August 24. W oodward later requested to review

the transcript of Nauta's grand jury testimony, and, consistent with D.C. Circuit law, see In re

Grandlury, 490 F.3d 978, 990 (D.C. Cir. 2007), in October 2022 the prosecutors arranged for him
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to do so. Again, W oodward m ade no complaint about anything that had happened in his earlier

meeting with the prosecutors. Indeed, in more than nine months since the August 2022 meeting,

W oodward- who has dealt with several prosecutors from the Special Counsel's Office during that

span- never raised any allegation, concern, or complaint about that meeting. The government had

never seen or hçard of any such complaints about that meeting until the Disclosure M otion.

2. Discussion

The Disclosure Motion (Mot. 3) claims that one of the prosecutors in the August 24

meeting, Jay Bratt Cçthreatened gWoodwardj that he would lessen his odds of a judicial

appointment if he failed to pressure (Nautaj to cooperate with the OSC. . .'' The government flatly

rejects the claim that anyone threatened Woodward in that meeting in any way or that the

govelmment Itinsinuated'' any connection whatsoever between Woodward's potential judicial

nom ination and Nauta's potential cooperation. lndeed, the notion that a 3o-year veteran federal

prosecutor would engage in such a ham -handed tactic in this sensitive investigation in a meeting

alongside three other prosecutors and in the context of his first interaction with a defense attorney

is nonsensical. And the belated suggestion that such conduct took place in the meeting- nine

m onths after the fact and only days after W oodward has been informed that Nauta is a target-
N

bolsters that conclusion. Below we discuss the claim and address the version of events and

arguments that are now being proffered by the former President and W oodward.3

3 W ith leave from the Court, the governm ent contacted M r. W oodward on June 7, 2023, to review
with him the claim s that were m ade on pages 4 and 10 of the Disclosure M otion, and the
government provided W oodward with the relevant excerpts from those pages of the motion. The
government informed W oodward that it was committed to providing the Court with an accurate
account of what W oodward recalled from his m eeting with the prosecutors in August 2022, and,
at the government's invitation, W oodward agreed to provide his own written version of what took '
place so that the govelmment could provide that to the Court with its response to the m otion.
W oodward's letter is attached as Exhibit A .
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The allegations in the Disclosure M otion hinge entirely on one benign fact: during the

August 2022 meeting, Bratl mentioned som ething about W oodward's connection to the D.C.

Superior Coul't Judicial Nomination Commission rEcommission''). Bratt recalls that he had never

dealt with W oodward previously but was aware of the favorable reputation of W oodward's

partner, Stanley Brand. Prior to the meeting, Bratt did an internet search and found infonnation

that he believed indicated that W oodward was on the Commission, which handles nominations for

appointm ent to the Superior Court bench in the District of Columbia. Bratt's recollection is

corroborated by information that currently on the Commission's websitel
;

1' htps://jnc.dc.gov/biography/stanley-woodward-jr (Copy at Exhibit B). A google search for

Woodward brings up a link that displays Gçstanley Woodward, Jr. / jnc - Judicial Nomination

Commission,'' and clicking on the link brings up a page with the prom inent header, ttludicial

Nom ination Commission'' and below it provides W oodward's biography. As such, the webpage

suggests on its face that W oodward is connected to the Comm ission. Bratt mentioned this to

W oodward early in their meeting purely as a matter of professional courtesy and only to indicate

to W oodward that he understood that W oodward must have a good reputation. Nothing more was

intended.

The prosecutors recall (and Woodward confirms) that Woodward corrected Bratt about the

details. Bratl recalls that W oodward corrected him by explaining that W oodward was not on the

Commission, but instead that he was, in fact, a potential nominee. W oodward has a different

recollection of those details. He says that Bratt mentioned that W oodward was a nominee, andI
1-

l woodward corrected him that he was not
, in fact, a nominee, but that, consistent with the Superiorl

i Coul't nomination process
, W oodward's name had been submitted by the Comm ission to the W hite
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House for apotential nomination.4 Pgtting aside the details of this confusion, the prosecutors who

participated in the m eeting are clear that Bratt's comments contained no threat or suggestion of

any quid pro quo, and that the exchange was purely professional. They are also clear that

W oodward said nothing to the contral'y in the meeting or any tim e thereafter.

The Disclosure M otion takes this benign exchange that stemmed from professional

courtesy in a meeting nine m onths ago and now attempts to spin it into a tale of pressure, threats,

and insinuation with the transparent goal of derailing the investigation at a critical mom ent. The

Court should reject this ploy.

The timing of this claim betrays its purpose. W oodward did not balk at anything that was

said in the m eeting either in the meeting itself or for many months thereafter, during which tim e

he has dealt with prosecutors from the Special Counsel's Office. Woodward likewise never (until

the Disclosure Motion) suggested that he understood the prosecutors in the August 2022 to have

m ade any threats or quidpro quo insinuations. That is because no such thing tookplace. Tellingly,

the allegation surfaced for the very first time in this motion, which was filed shortly after

W oodward was inform ed that Nauta was a target of the investigation, and on the eve of a meeting

that the former President's attorneys had with the Departm ent of Justice and the Special Counsel

to urge the governm ent not to proceed with the case.

Woodward's letter (at 2) claims that, (lto the best of Mr. Woodward's recollection,'' Brat't

concluded the conversation on the topic of the Superior Court nomination or Commission with

words to the effect of, çç1 wouldn't want you to do anything to mess that up.'' See also Disclosure

Motion, at 4 (attributing the same quotation to Bratl). The government flatly denies that any such

4 W oodward's letter confirms that his name was submitted by the Comm ission on November 23,
2020, nearly two years before his m eeting with the prosecutors in this investigation.
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words were used in the meeting. The allegation that Bratt conveyed such a thing in this meeting

is entirely incredible, and W oodward's qualification that this particular rendition is Eçto the best of

my recollection'' (a qualifier that is notably absent from the Disclosure Motion) belies its

unreliability. As W oodward's letter m akes clear, he is well aware of the Justice Departm ent's

Office of Professional Relponsibility (OPR) and of the opportunity to submit a complaint to them,

yet faced with this supposed threat by a prosecutor, he did no such thing. To the contrary, the issue

was never raised until the form er President and W oodward learned that the investigation was

com ing to a head, and the former President filed the Disclosure M otion in an effort to derail it.

lndeed, Woodward's letter (at 2) confirms the motive: he suggests that the matter now be referred

to OPR for its assessment, and that the Court should take action so that Ssan# indictment arising

from this investigation not 1ie until such assessment is reached.'' The goal is clear.

The Disclosure M otion includes other allegations regarding what happened in the August

2022 meeting with the prosecutors that warrant a response.Specifically, the Disclosure M otion

contends (Mot. 4) that the following took place in the meeting:

. Bratt had (twhat appeared to be a folder containing information about M r. W oodward.''

. ((M r. Bratt thereupon told M r. W oodward he didn't consider him to be a (Trump lawyer.'''

@ $$M r. Bratt advised M r. W oodward that (one way or the other' his client, W altNauta, would

be giving up his lavish lifestyle of Sprivate planes and golf clubs' and hr encouraged M r.

Woodward to persuade Mr. Nauta to cooperate with the government's investigation (this

was prior to the appointment of the Special Counsell.''

Bratl did not put together a Gtfolder'' regarding W oodward or display any such thing in the

m eeting. As discussed above, Bratt did a routine, public-source internet search regarding -

W oodward's background before the m eeting and found the Judicial Nom ination Commission page
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I

that showed W oodward's connection to the Commission. That single internet reference led to
li

I Bratt's benign comment in the meeting, and nothing more.
l' The Disclosure M otion points to the fact that Bratt raised the issue of whether W oodward. I
I

' ; was a (Trump lawyer'' or some other words to that effect. W hatever the particular words that were
!
' 

used, the topic of W oodward's independence was, indeed, raised by the government, and rightly

so. Because W oodward was replacing counsel who had represented Nauta previously, and who

'
. had brought him in for a voluntary interview and grand jury appearance, it was relevant for the
' government to know whether W oodward was independent from the regular team of lawyers

representing the fonner President, against whom Nauta m ight provide incriminating infonnation.

LW oodward indicated that he was independent
, and he raised no complaint about the question belng

asked. The governm ent was right to inquire about W oodward's connection to the fonuer

President's team . To date, W oodward and/or his fil'm are representing approximately twelve

subjects and witnesses in the investigation into the former President's retention of classified

documents and the investigation into interference with the 2020 presidential election. The list

includes at least one witness who the government believes may have incrim inating inform ationf

' 

about both Nauta and the former President. And the government's evidence indicates that, in the1
:

l

period between October 2021 and November 2022, W oodward's finn received more than

$170,000 in legal fees from the former President's Save America PAC, which has paid the legal

. fees of dozens of subjects and witnesses in these matters. In this context, the government was and

, is right to inquire about the independence of counsel.
l
i'
t In the meeting, as the prosecutors discussed with W oodward the strength of their case

l i t Nauta and the possibility of Nauta's cooperation
, Bratt mentioned that he understood that. aga ns

' xauta was living a lifestyle as the form er president's body m an that would be difficult to give up,
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which Nauta would alm ost certainly have to do if he were to cooperate in the investigation. Again,

there was nothing inappropriate or threatening about this comment to W oodward in W oodward's

capacity as Nauta's new attorney; it was a simple and accurate statem ent about the situation that

Nauta faced. Woodward did not object to the comment or dispute the truth regarding Nauta's

predicament. Like the other comm ents, W oodward never mentioned or complained about it, and

the government was unaware of this purported concern until the Disclosure M otion was filed.

ln sum , the characterization of the m eeting set forth in the Disclosure M otion and

: W oodward's letter is not credible. At best, and giving W oodward's letter the most charitable
t-I
I reading possible

, the facts indicate that W oodward had a profound m isunderstanding of what Bratt1.
k
:'
. said and m eant to convey in the m eeting, and he is now- nine months later- warping that

misunderstanding into an allegation of m isconduct for strategic reasons. Both sides agree that the

topic of the Nominations Commission came up in the meeting, but only the governm ent's version

of events is logical and credible. The only reasonable conclusion is that Brat't m entioned the topic

of W oodward's connection to the Commission solely as matter of polite conversation regarding

W oodward's legal experience and reputation. This was done by way of introduction and intended

as a professional complim ent in light of the fact that Bratt had not worked with W oodward

previously. Bratt and the other prosecutors understood it that way. They certainly did not perceive

Bratt to have said or done anything threatening or intim idating.

The claim that Bratt began the meeting in August 2022 with a brazen threat is false. Bratt

a veteran prosecutor of m ore than 30 years and Chief of CES, did nothing inappropriate in the

August 2022 meeting, and the Special Counsel's Oftsce and its prosecutors are committed to the
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highest standards of professionalism in this investigation.s The much belated and eleventh-hour

claim by the former President and W oodward at this stage of the investigation should not be

credited, and the Disclosure M otion should be denied.

C. Grand Jury Appearance of Kashyap Patel in Septem ber 2022

Relevant facts

Without supplying any surrounding context, the Disclosure Motion argues (Mot. 6) that a

prosecutor from the Special Counsel's Office Gtbalked at delaying the Grand Jury appearances of

several witnesses represented by Stanley W oodward afler M r. W oodward suffered a compound

fracture in a motor vehicle accident.'' lt further contends li4l that the prosecutor tscallously asked,

tW hat will you come up with next week?''' Viewed in context, however, the facts of the

scheduling exchange provide no support for the fonmer President's claim .

On M onday, September 19, 2022, the FBI personally served witness Kashyap Elltash'' Patel

with a grandjuly subpoena, commanding him to appear on September 29, 2022. Prior to engaging

counsel, Patel contacted government counsel on Friday, September 23, 2022, to request a two-

week extension. The government agreed to that extension and set his appearance for October 13,

2022. Thereafter, W oodward contacted government counsel on September 27, 2022, explaining

that he hadjust begun a lengthyjury tçiaL- unitedstates v. Rhodes et al., No. 22-c1--15 (D.D.C.)-

but that Patel had retained him . On September 30, 2022, W oodward requested an additional

indefinite extension of Patel's grand jury appearance until some point after the Rhodes trial

concluded. (Ultimately, the verdict in that trial was not returned until November 29, 2022,

5 On June 7
, 2022, at Bratt's request, the Special Counsel's Office reached out to OPR so that he

could make a self-referral of thls issue for OPR'S review. Such self-referrals are m ade routinely
when' allegations are made against Department of Justice prosecutors in order to ensure the
integrity of our work. The self-referral is in no way an indication that Brat't oi the Special Counsel
Office's believe that he did anything inappropriate.
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approximately six weeks after Patel's already-postponed appearance date of October l3, 2022.)

The government was unwilling to consent to the indefinite extension that W oodward sought.

W oodward, for his part, declined various alternatives offered by the government, including

scheduling Patel's grand jury appearance for Friday aRernoons, when the Rhodes trial Was not

sitting, and a voluntary interview by prosecutors and agents over a weekend.

On October 7, 2022, Patel (through Woodward) filed a motion to quash his grand jury

appearance, arguing that requiring Patel to appear pursuant to the grand jury's subpoena would

violate his constitutional rights by depriving him of his counsel of choice, i.e., W oodward, who

was occupied with ajury trial elsewhere in the coudhouse. The Coul't denied the motion to quash

on October 1 1, 2022, see In re GrandluryNo. 22-03 Subpoena :J-13, No. 22-:-41, Minute Order

(Oct. 1 1, 2022), and required Patel to appear as scheduled on October 13. See id. (((Mr. Patel

requests a delay of some unspecified time period in his testimony because his counsel, Stanley

W oodward, will be engaged in the United States v. Rhodes trial, Case No. 22-cr-15, scheduled to

last several weeks, with no prom ises as to when his counsel will have tim e available. M r. Patel

retained Mr. Woodward on the attorney's first day of jury selection in Rhodes when such

circumstance made fully apparent that counsel would be unavailable during M r. Patel's scheduled

grand jury testimony. In addition, the government has already demonstrated flexibility in meeting

Patel's scheduling needs . . . . Testifying before a grandjury is not a game of find-or-seek-a-better-

tim e or catch-me-if-you-can, and a witness cannot indefinitely delay a proceeding based on his

counsel's convenience . . . .'').

Patel appeared before the grandjury on October 13, 2022, where he repeatedly declined to

answer questions on the basis of the rights afforded to him by the Fiflh Amendment. Thereafter,

the gokèrnment moved to compel Patel's testimony. The Coul't gianted the government's motion
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to compel, contingent on the government offering statm ory imm unity. The government ultim ately

did so, granting Patel statutol'y immunity pursuantto 18 U.S.C. j 6003 for his grandju'ry testimony.

The Court's order on the m otion to compel specifically directed Patel to appear before the grand

jury on either October 27 or November 3, 2022--dates that had been cleared with al1 counsel

during a hearing on the motion to compel.

On October 24, 2022, NSD Trial Attorney Bretl Reynolds contacted W oodward and

indicated that Patel's testim ony had been set for October 27. In that same em ail communication,

Reynolds indicated that he had heard about Woodward's injury (which happened during the

Rhodes trial) and wished him well. Woodward responded that he would not know until two days

later, October 26, whether he would require surgery that would occupy him on October 27, and

suggested that it would be ttprudent'' for the government to book grand jury time for November 3

as well. Reynolds responded that they would prefer to proceed on October 27 if possible, but that

if Woodward's injury made it impossible to do so, the government would çsmove some things

around to get the appearance locked in for L'November 3j.'' Woodward and Reynolds spoke by

phone the next day, October 25, 2022. During the call, Reynolds conveyed his preference to

proceed that week, because there was no predicting whether anything unforeseen would happen

the next week. Reynolds recalls that W oodward had infonned them that his wife was due to have

a baby that coming weekend, and he feared that Woodward's trial obligations, injul'y, baby, and

any other unforeseen events would further delay things. As noted above, the Court's order directed

the appearance to occur on either October 27 or November 3, so any further delay would have

required additional motions practice. During the sam e call, however, W oodward advised for the

first time that Patel's appearance on October 27 would be categorically impossible because of

ci ' dition. with that representation by woodward, th: prosecutors did not force himwoodwat s con
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to proceed that week, and instead agreed to his request to delay Patel's grandjury testimony to the

next week, November 3. That offer was confirmed to W oodward by email that evening, offering

additional sympathy for Woodward's injury. Neither at the time or any time subsequently did

Woodward and Patel object to the government accommodating their request to move the testimony

to November 3, and Patel ultimately testified before the grand jury on November 3 under the

government's grant of statutory immunity.

2. Discussion

There was nothing inappropriate about the government's effol'ts to move the grand jul'y

investigation along promptly or the prosecutor's exchanges with W oodward regarding the

scheduling of Patel's appearance. Ultim ately, Reynolds agreed to delay the testimony by a week

to accommodate Woodward's needs, and he expressed sympathy for Woodward's injury on more

than one occasion. lt may be that the prosecutor's use of a phrase indicating his desire to m ove

forward with the testimony that week was interpreted as harsh by W oodward, but even if that is'

so, it provides no basis for the extraordinary relief requested in the Disclosure M otion.

D. Obtaining the Password for Chamberlain Harris's Laptop in Decem ber 2022

1. Relevant facts

On January 7, 2023, during the course of the litigation on the jovernment's motion to

compel compliance with the May 1 1 grand jury subpoena, Chamberlain Harris, an administrative

assistant at M ar-a-Lago, voluntarily provided a laptop to the government. The governm ent asked

Harris for the password so that it could access the laptop and identify any relevant material,

including classified information, on the laptop. W hen Harris declined to provide the password and

Harris's counsel, John lrving, indicated that Save America PAC, not Harris, owned the laptop and

directed govèrnm ent counsel to request the password from either Trufnp attorney Jim Trusty or
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Evan Corcoran, the government infonned Irving that it would issue a grand jury subpoena

requiring her appearance before the grand jury so that the grand jury could direct her to provide

. the password. Harris, through her counsel, then agreed to provide the password.

2. 'Discussion

The former President (Mot. 6) suggests that there was some impropriety in this exchange

with Harris and her counsel, but he does not identify what that impropriety might be. Harris was

represented by counsel and m ade the informed decision to provide the password for a laptop that

she had already turned over to the government. She was free to assert any privilege she m ight

have, including anj potential Fifth Amendment privilege, or to file any objection to the procedure,

but she and her counsel made the decision to simply provide the password. There was nothing

inappropriate or heavy-handed about this process. M oreover, because Hanis nevertestified before

the grand jury, the exchange with Harris and her counsel provides no support for this motion for

access to grandjury materials.

E. Seizure of Carlos De Oliveira's Cell Phone in January and February 2023

1. Relevant facts

On January 13, 2023, the FBI conducted an audio-recorded knock-and-talk interview with

Carlos De Oliveira, the property manager at M ar-a-laago. The next day, the FBI served De Oliveira

with a subpoena to testify before the grand jury on Janual'y 20, 2023. On January 17, attorney

Jolm lrving alerted prosecutors at the Special Counsel's Office that he represented De Oliveira.

On January 19, Irving accepted service of a grand jury subpoena for records including De

Oliveira's communications. The return date for the subpoena was January 26 (one week from

issuance). Irving indicated that he could not meet the deadline for producing communications and
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asked whether De Oliveira's January 20 testimony before the grand jury could be postponed until

afler he had produced records. The prosecutors declined to delay his testimony.

De Oliveira testified before the grandjury on January 20. That day, lrving provided screen

shots of a lim ited set of messages between De Oliveira and Nauta that were responsive to the

subpoena. On January 25, the government agreed to an extension until February 3 for the

production of communications in response to the subpoena.

On January 30, the government investigative team received a tranche of Nauta

com munications that had been released by the government filter team that was reviewing Nauta's

g phone. Among those communications were texts between Nauta and De Oliveira about a trip that
!-
' Nauta made to Mar-a-Lago on June 25, and texts from Nauta tt) De Oliveira about keeping quiet af 

.

i
July 10 trip that Nauta and the former President made to Mar-a-Lago. ln the grand jury, De

Oliveira denied (falsely) that the former President traveled to Mar-a-Lago in the summer of 2022.

The next day, January 31, the FB1 identified closed-circuit television (CCTV) video

footage of Nauta and De Oliveira in the area of the storage room at M ar-a-taago during Nauta's

June trip. These clips were directly relevant to the govelmment's investigation into whether Nauta

and De Oliveira attempted to obstruct the investigation by disabling or attempting to disable CCTV

cameras or deleting footage after they became aware that the govenzm ent had subpoenaed CCTV

footage in the area of the storage room. On February 2 and February 9, lrving produced collections

of records from De Oliveira's phone, but they did not include any communications between De

Oliveira and Nauta regarding the July 10 trip- the very communications that the government had

reviewed on Nauta's phone, and therefore knew should have been on De Oliveira's phone.

On February 10, the FB1 executed a warrant and obtained De Oliveira's phone. The
l

government told lrving that am ong the reasons a search warrant was exectzted was because De
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Oliveira had provided false testimony in the grand jury, including about the July 10 trip.

Thereafter, on February 17 and M arch 20, lrving m ade further productions of records in response

to the grand jury subpoena.

2. Discussion

There was nothing inappropriate about the government's decision to proceed on two tracks

in order to ensure that it obtained a1l relevant evidence from De Oliveira's cell phone. By seizing

and searching the phone, the govenzment ensured that the device was subject to a fu11 forensic

review in light of its concerns about potential perjury and obstructive conduct by De Oliveira.

There is nothing that would require the governm ent to set aside De Oliveira's obligation to comply

with the grandjury subpoena at the same time, and he made no motion to the Coul't to do so. These

facts provide no support for Trump's motion for access to grand jury material.

F. Grand Jury Appearance of M argo M artin in M arch 2023

1. Relevant facts

The Disclosure Motion claims (Mot. 9) that the Special Counsel's Office required witness

Margo Martin to appear before the grand jul.y çlwith only 72 hours of notice'' and refused to delay

her appearance so that her newly retained counsel would have sufficient time to consult with her

before her appearance. That claim is inaccurate. M artin's counsel agreed to accept service and

was served with a grand jury subpoena by email on Friday, March l 0, 2023. The grand jury

subpoena called for her appearance the following Thursday, M arch 16, 2023, the date that she

appeared before the grand jul'y.

2. Discussion

There is no basis for any claim that the governm ent engaged in misconduct in connection

with the subpoena tti M artin, nor does the tim ing of the subpoena and her appe'arance provide any
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basis for the request to review grand jury materials.Matin was represented by experienced

counsel throughout, and the government's efforts to move quickly and efficiently in this important

investigation were reasonable and appropriate.

Conclusion

The Court should deny the Disclosure M otion.

Respectfully submitted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N.Y. Bar No. 2678084

By: /s/ Jack Smith

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
John M. Pellettieri (N.Y. Bar No. 4145371)
Assistant Special Counsel

June 8, 2023
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENAS
GJ42-17 and GJ42-69

CASE NO. 23-gj-10

UNDER SEAL

OPPOSITION TO AM ENDED M OTION FOR
DISCLOSURE OF GM ND JURY M ATERIALS

Ctr-flhe proper functioning of our grandjury system depends upon the secrecy of grandjury

proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. of Cal. v. Petrol Stops Nw., 441 U.S. 21 1, 218 (1979). This

bedrock principle, embodied in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e), protects several vital

interests, including ensuring that witnesses Eçcome forward voluntarily'' to Citestify fully and

frankly'' without fear of Gfretribution'' or çtinducements.'' f#. at 219. Former President Donald J.

Trump nevertheless claims that these vital interests are outweighed by his own particularized need

to review the testimony and associated m inutes of four current or former employees who

pumortedly appeared before the grand jury. 1 See Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury

M>terials, 23-:-10 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5, 2023) (tDisclosure Motion'' or EGMot.''). That

extraordinary request proceeds in three parts. First, the former President m akes a series of baseless

allegations of prosecutorial m isconduct, grounded in a combination of factual errors,

mischaracterizations, and ad hominem attacks. Second, even though only one of his allegations

even purports to relate to conduct before the grand jury and that allegation involves a witness

whose transcript he already has- he relies on illogical inferences to suggest that if a prosecutor

acted with what he deems to be unreasonable urgency in scheduling a witness's appearance or

' In light of Rule 6(e), the government neither confirms nor denies whether the four individuals
named in the motion in fact testified before the grandjury. For purposes of this response, however,
the government will refer to the named employees as wim esses.
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document production, it follows that the prosecutor likely engaged in som e unspecified form of

tEmisconduct'' or Gçabuse'' when the same witness appeared before the grand jury. And third, the

former President speculates that if he indeed finds the unspecified misconduct or abuse that he is

looking for, it could somehow assist him in preparing Clpotential litigation regarding the abuse of

the grand jury and possibly a motion for disqualitication of certain'' government attorneys,

although without identifying any cognizable legal basis for such a motion. f#. at 8.

The form er President's allegations of prosecutorial m isconduct are unfounded. But even

if they were taken at face value- which, as explained below and in the government's cx parte

submission, they should not be- the Disclosure M otion would fall far short of establishing any

sort of particularized need for the materiàls, much less one that outweighs the powerful need for

continued secrecy. The m otion should therefore be denied.z

BACKGROUND

This m atter arises from the former President's retention of classified materials after his

term in office ended, and the government's efforts to retrieve those materials. After the United

States National Archives and Records Administration (çCNARA'') informed the Department of

Justice that 15 boxes that the former President had previously stored at his residence at M ar-a-

Lago and provided to NAllA in January 2022 contained classified documents, a grandjury in this

district, on M ay 1 1, 2022, issued a subpoena to the custodian of records for the former President's

post-presidential office- the Office of Donald J. Trump (the Ctoffice''h-requesting Cslaqny and a1l

docum ents or writings in the custody or control of Donald J. Trump and/or the Oftice of Donald

2 Although this response uses the same caption as the motion to which it responds, the former
President's motion appears tè be procedurally improper, insofar as he files a free-floating request
for grand jury material using a case caption associated with prior litigatipn related to two
subpoenas issued to witnesses @ho have nothing to do with the instant motion.
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J. Trump bearing classitkation markings glist of classification markingsl.'' As this Court has

explained, (tgelnsuring compliance with the May 2022 Subpoena has been slow-going, prompting

the government to seek and execute a search warrant at M ar-a-Lago, additional government

motions regarding inadequate compliance, repeat visits to this Court, and new searches conducted

and updated certifications filed, with the compliance effol't dragging into mid-December 2022,

when additional classitied documents were recovered from a closet in the Office's designated

space at Mar-a-laago.'' Opinion, In re Grandlury Subpoena, 23-gj-10, ECF No. 19, at 7 (Mar. 17,

2023) (Etcrime-Fraud Opinion').

In summary, on June 3, 2022, attorneys Evan Corcoran and Cluistina Bobb m et with three

FB1 agents and an attorney from the Department of Justice (Jay Brat't) and turned over a

certification and a folder containing 38 documents with classification m arkings. The cedification

was signed by Bobb, who was identified as the OfGce's custodian of records, and stated that

Etgblased upon the infonnation that has been provided to me, 1 am authorized to certify, on behalf

of the Office of Donald J. Trump,'' that çsgaj diligent search was conducted of the boxes that were

moved from the W hite House to Florida,'' the search was conducted EGin order to locate any and a1l

documents that are responsive to the subpoena,'' and Sslajny and all responsive documents

accompany this certification.'' Despite the certification, on August 8, 2022, federal agents

searched M ar-a-taago pursuant to a warrant and seized over 100 documents with classification

m arkings. About a month later, in response to another request from the govem ment, the Office

refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification. Litigation

before this Court ensued, resulting in additional searches and certitications signed by attorney

Timothy C. Parlatore, who testified before the grand jul'y in December 2022. The grand jury's

/' latore's testimony, and among other things, this Court gràhtted theinvestigation continued after p:
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government's motion to compel two attorneys for the former President to appear befoie the grand

jury and provide certain testimony under the crime-fraud exception to the atlorney-client privilege.

The former President now seeks transcripts of testimony from four individuals who he

believes have testified before the grandjury. The former President accuses (Mot. at 2) government

prosecutors of ççmisconduct and bias'' in the grand jury. According to the former President, he

C'anticipates that he will pursue relief from this Coulï,'' and he requests the transcripts itltqo enable

him to do so with a fuller record.'' M ot. at 3. The former President mentions tipotential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process'' and states he will ltpossibly'' file a (tmotion for

disqualification of certain'' governm ent attorneys, M ot. at 8, although he does not disclose the

forum in which he will pursue this litigation.

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD

GTederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) prohibits disclosure of çmattergs) occurring

before the grand jury,' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(2), and thus requires that ( (rqecords, orders, and

subpoenas relating to grand-jury proceedings must be kept under seal to the extent and as long as

necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a matter occurring before a grand jury,' Fed.

R. Crim. P. 6(e)(6).'' In re Grand .7'?zr.)' Subpoena, Judith Miller, 493 F.3d 152, 154 (D.C. Cir.

2007). That rule of secrecy û'safeguards vital interests in (1) preserving the willingness and candor

of witnesses called before the grand jury; (2) not alerting the target of an investigation who might

otherwise flee or interfere with the grandjury; and (3) preserving the rights of a suspect who might

later be exonerated.'' McKeever v. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844 (D.C. Cir. 2019). Afler all, 'sltlhe

grandjury as a public institution serving the community might suffer if those testifying today knew

that the secrecy of theirtestimony would be lifted tomorrow,'' which is a particularly acute concern

. .t $

where, as here, Cçgtjhe witnesses . . . may be employees . . . of potential defendants.'' Unitedbstates
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v. Procter & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958); see also Douglas Oil Co. ofcal. v. Petrol

Stops #w. , 441 U.S. 21 1, 222 (1979).

To preserve the (tindispensable secrecy of grandjury proceedings,'' Procter (f Gamble Co.,

356 U.S. at 682 (quotations omitted), CTederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) makes quite clear

that disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury is the exception and not the nIle,''

McKeever, 920 F.3d at 844 (quotations omitted). For such an exception to apply, a movant must

generally tçcarl-yg) the heavy burden of showing (that a particularized need exists' that (outweighs

the policy of secrecy.''' Unitedstates v. Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d 21, 47 (D.D.C. 2017) (quoting

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. v. Unitedstates, 360 U.S. 395, 400 (1959)).

As the former President acknowledges (Mot. 7), the only exception even arguably
/

implicated here pertains to disclosure (Cpl-eliminarily to or in connection with a judicial

proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). Parties attempting to meet this standard çdmust show

(11 that the material they seek is needed to avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding,

(2q that the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy, and g3q that their

request is structured to cover only material so needed.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222,. see

Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Tillerson, 270 F. Supp. 3d 1, 4-5 (D.D.C. 2017). Under this standard, çlgiqt

is clear . . . that disclosure is appropriate only in those cases where the need for it outweighs the

public interest in secrecy, and that the burden of demonstrating this balance rests upon the private

party seeking disclosure.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 223.

ARGUM ENT

The formerpresident's Disclosure M otion should be denied. lndeed, even if the allegations

of misconduct were to be taken at face value, which they should not be, the former President has

failed to show any sort of particulâlized need for the requested materials, much less one tkat
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outweighs the values underlying the policy of secrecy, which are at their apex in the circumstances

presented here. To thq contrary, the former President is engaged in a transparent fishing expedition

whose real goal appèars to be uncovering what his current and former employees m ay have told

the grand jul'y, ostensibly grounded in the speculative possibility that his review might turn up

unspecified examples of (Cmisconduct'' that couldjustify future extraordinary relief, in the form of

a motion to disqualify government counsel. This falls far short of the necessary show ing.

M oreover, the Disclosure M otion's allegations of m isconduct rest on several errors,

mischaracterizations, and baseless accusations, and it does not establish any credible claim of

prosecutorial misconduct.

1. The Disclosure M otion W ould Fail Even If Its Facts W ere Taken at Face Value.

A. The form er President has not shown that the m aterial is needed to avoid a

possible injustice in another judicial proceeding.

To establish a particularized need for grandjury materials preliminarily to or in colmection

with anotherjudicial proceeding, a party must identify a particularized use (çrelated fairly directly

to some identifiable litigation, pending or anticipated.'' United States v. Baggot, 463 U.S. 476,

480 (1983). çû(1)t is not enough to show that some litigation may emerge from the matter in which

the material is to be used, or even that litigation is factually likely to emerge.'' 1d. (The focus is

on the actual use to be made of the material,'' and C<lilf the primary purpose of disclosure is not to

assist in preparation or conduct of ajudicial proceeding, disclosure under ((E)j(i) is not pennitted.''

1dL Moreover, Etthe request for grand jury material must be more than a request for authorization

to engage in a fishing expedition.'' In re Eyecare Physicians ofAm., 100 F.3d 514, 518 (7th Cir.

1996) (cleaned up); see In re Grandlury 95-1, 118 F.3d 1433, 1437 (10th Cir. 1997) (same). As

such, (twhere a defendant fails to provide a discrete reason, and instead relies on speculation or
. a , '
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unsupported assumptions, courts have made clear that disclosure of grand jury minutes is not

warranted.'' Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d at 47.

Here, the form er President's m otion rests on m ere speculation and unsupported

assumptions about what the grand jury materials might show. Indeed, unlike in other cases in

which disclosure has been authorized, he offers neither evidence nor even a theory of what

specifically the grand jury transcripts might show, beyond the vague suggestion that they might

show some form of unspecified Csmisconduct.'' See In re Grand Jury 95-1, 118 F.3d at 1437

(reversing authorization under Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i) where the movant's alleged need for grandjury

materials to prepare a motion forjudicial disqualification was ttgeneral and vague'' and the absence

of allegations about what the material would contain E<clearly indicates the speculative nature of

gthe movant'sq allegations . . . and suggests gthe movant) was simply interested in engaging in a

fishing expedition''). Some of the very cases the former President relies on (Mot. 9) illustrate the

same point. See, e.g., United States v. Schlegel, 687 F. App'x 26, 30 (2d Cir. 20 17) (affirming

denial of request for grand jury materials where the defendant Stfailed to articulate any concrete

allegations of Government misconduct'' and instead (tmerely speculateldj'' about what the

government may have presented to the grand jury); United States v. Hunt, 534 F. Supp. 3d 233,

259 (E.D.N.Y. 2021) (denying request for grand jury materials where the defendant's allegations

of prosecutorial misconduct Elultimately amount to mere speculation that the Government

(potentially' gave a misleading instruction to the grand jur/').

M oreover, the former President makes no effol't to connect the facts that he purportedly

hopes to find with the specific use he intends to m ake of them . But a showing of particularized

need ûûcannot even be made without consideration of the particulars of thejudicial proceeding with

respect to which disclosure is sought.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 480 n.4. Here, the form er
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President suggests (Mot. 8) that he needs the material because he (tanticipates potential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand July process and possibly a m otion for disqualification of certain

OSC attorneys.''

He does not, however, identify any cognizable basis for a pre-indictment motion alleging

abuse of the grandjury process. Cf 2 Fed. Grand Jury j 21:3 (2d ed.) (noting that Etgaq person who

wants to challenge grand jury abuse during an investigation, before an indictment has been

returned . . . will have standing to do so. only if she has been subpoenaed to testify or othelwise

provide evidence to the grand jury, or if she has standing to act on behalf of a third party which

has been subpoenaed to provide evidence to the grand jury'') (footnotes omittedl).

Nor does he identify any cognizable basis for disqualification, such as a contlict of interest.

This failure is particularly striking given that GEgtqhe disqualifcation of Government counsel is a

drastic m easure and a court should hesitate to impose it except where necessary.'' Unitedstates v.

Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th Cir. 2003) (quotations omitted). lndeed, as the Ninth Circuit

recently explained, t'ltlhe doctrineof separation of powers requires judicial respect for the

independence of the prosecutor,'' such that Csabsent a violation of the Constitution, a federal statute,

or a procedural rule,'' courts ttdo not dictate to the Executive branch who w ill sel've as its

prosecutors.'' United States v. Williams, -- F.4th --, 2023 WL 3516095, at *5 (9th Cir. May 18,

2023) (cleaned up). ûtput differently, gcourtsj do not stamp a chancellor's foot veto over activities ,

of coequal branches of government unless compelled by the 1aw to do so.'' f#. (quotations

omitted). Here, the former President has not identified any law that could possibly compel the

Court to grant a m otion to disqualify any government attorney from participating in this case.
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The Disclosure M otion therefore fails to show that the requested material (lis needed to

avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. The

m otion may be denied on that basis alone.

B. T. he former President has not shown that the need for disclosure is greater
than the need for continued secrecy.

Even if the former President had shown a particularized need (which he has not), the

Disclosure M otion fails to show tçthat the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued

secrecy.'' Douglas Oil Co., 44l U .S. at 222. The balance between particularized need and secrecy

Cishould always be weighted presumptively toward the govermnent when the targets of a grand

jury investigation are requesting disclosure of grandjury testimony for use in that proceeding.'' In

reAntitrust Grandluly, 805 F.2d 155, 162 (6th Cir. 1986). Ecconcern as to the f'uture consequences

of frank and full testimony is heightened where the witness is an employee of a gsubject) under

investigation.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. In a11 cases, ççcoul'ts must consider not only the

immediate effects upon a particular grandjury, but also the possible effect upon the functioning of

future grandjuries,'' with a particular eye toward the possibility that the Ktltlear of future retribution

or social stigm a may act as powerful deterrents to those who would come forward to aid the grand

jury in the performance of its duties.'' Id. lt is difficult to conceive of something more likely to

chill full and frank testimony, both now and in future cases, than an employer attempting to see

what his employees may or may not have told the grand jury.

These factors make the public interest in secrecy extremely weighty. ln combination they

likely would outweigh even the strongest possible showing of particularized need, and certainly

outweigh the nonexistent showing that the former President has made here.

The former President seeks to avoid this conclusion by invoking t'Mot. 1 1-12) ççthe

common-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer Enecessary' when the contents of grand jury
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matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d at 1140. Of

course, (Cgtlhere must come a time . . . when information is sufficiently widely known that it has

lost its character as Rule 6(e) material.'' In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994). But in

seeking to make such a showing here, the fonner President conflates public knowledge of the/lcf

of an investigation (which is indeed widely known) with public knowledge of the substance of the

testimony that specific witnesses purpo/edly gave to the grand jury, which neither the public nor

the former President ltnows. lndeed, the whole prem ise of his motion is that he would like to

know, but at present can only speculate about, (tlkule 6(e)'s bread and butter: the identities of

witnesses orjurors, the substance of testimony as well as actual transcripts, the strategy or direction

of the investigation, the deliberations or questions of jurors, and the like.'' Judicial Watch, Inc.,

270 F. Supp. 3d at 5 (quotations omitted). Based on the reporting that the former President relies

on (Mot. 1 1 nn. 3-5), it does not appear that any of the four named witnesses has even confinned

that he or she appeared before the grand jul'y, much less publicly disclosed the substance of any

testimony that he or she may have given.

Moreover, even in cases where details of a witness's grand jury testimony have been

reported in the press, that alone does not make the testimony discoverable, since Cdlkule 6(e) does

not create a type of secrecy which is waived once public disclosure occurs,'' Barly v. Unitedstates,

740 F. Supp. 888, 891 O .D.C. 1990), particularly where, as here, the government has neither

confirmed nor denied the accuracy of any public reporting, see In re North, 16 F.3d at 1245. As

such, the fonner President's misplaced reliance on cases involving requests for the disclosure of

already-public information does nothing to alter the conclusion his '<need'' for the material, such

as it is, is heavily outweighed by the need for continued grand jury secrecy. See In re New York

Times Co.,No. MC 22-100, 2023 WL 2185826, at *14-15 O .D.C. Feb. 23, 2023) (denying request

- 1 0 -
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for grand jury materials related to Eçformer President Trump's privilege challenge to the Jan. 6

grand jury investigation''l; In re Press Application for Access to Judicial Records Ancillary to

Certain Grand Jhry Proceedings Concerning Donald .f Trump 4 the Trump Organization, No.

MC 220128, ECF No. 6 (D.D.C. Mar. 1 1, 2023) (denying request for grand jury materials related

to certain aspects of the classified-documents investigation).

C. The form er President has not shown that his request is structured to cover
only needed m aterial.

Finally, the Disclosure M otion is structured to cover more than the purportedly needed

material. To be sure, given the speculative nature of the request, it is hard to say that any material

is more or less Cdneeded'' than any other. But the Disclosure M otion goes further than even i$s own

internal logic would allow. After all, the former President's theol'y appears to be (Mot. 5) that if

prosecutors unreasonably conveyed (ta false sense of urgency'' when dealing with certain

witnesses, it spmehow follows that the prosecutors must also Ethave been abusive in theif treatment

of witnesses appearing before the grand jury.'' But even that dubious logic provides no suppol't

for the request (f#. at 10) to review Csthe Cminutes' during which prosecutors often share thoughts

about the direction of the investigation and their impressions of witnesses who have been

questioned.'' lndeed, his request for the minutes only supports the inference that he is engaged in

a fishing expedition seeking insight into the inner worldngs of the investigation.

II. The Disclosure M otion Rests on Num erous Factual Inaccuracies and
M ischaracterizations.

Although the former President's motion is legally deficient and can- and should- be

dismissed on that ground alone, the form er President's factual allegations of prosecutorial

misconduct are also false and unfounded. The government addresses the allegations regarding the

questioning of attorfley Timothy C. Parlatore before the grandjuly in this sealed brief because the
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former President possesses the transcript of Parlatore's grand jury testimony. The government

necessarily addresses the remaining allegations in its exparte subm ission.

A. Grand Jury Testimony of Tim othy Parlatore

1. Relevant Facts

Until his recent withdrawal from representing the former President, Timothy Parlatore

represented the former President with respect to the M ay 2022 subpoena starting in October 2022,

a couple months after the execution of the search warrant at M ar-a-Lago. Parlatore Grand Jury

Tr., In re Grandlury Subpoena, 23-gj-10, ECF No. 12, at 16-17 (Mar. 10, 2023) (IIGJ Tr.''). About

a month earlier, on September 15, 2022, the government had expressed its continuing concern that

the former President or his Office retained additional classified docum ents beyond those

uncovered through execution of the search warrant. See Crime-Fraud Opinion at 23. After the

Office refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification, the

government filed a m otion to compel compliance with the M ay 2022 subpoena. f#. at 23-24.

M inutes before the hearing on the motion to compel began on October 27, 2022, counsel for the

former President provided the government and the Court with a declaration from Parlatore stating

that the Office had authorized him to provide the declaration and describing a search tûundertaken

on the premises at Bedminster,'' where the fonner President maintained a residence, by i:elite

professionals who have extensive prior experience searching for sensitive documents and

contraband.'' Declaration of Timothy C. Parlatore, Esq. In re Grand Jhr.p Subpoena, No. 22-:-

40, ECF No. 9, at 2 (Oct. 26, 2022).

The Court granted the govermnent's motion to compel on Novem ber 9, 2022, and issued

an order stating that çça custodian with Grst-hand ltnowledge of the OfGce's diligent and

comprehensive efforts to locate responsive documentj and with the ability to certify that no
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additional responsive records rem ain in the Office's possession, must comply with the subpoena.''

Order, ln re Grandlury Subpoena, 22-:-40, ECF No. 15, at 2 t'Nov. 9, 2022). The order required

that the Office provide the government with a new oertification (tfrom a custodian of records with

personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the grand jury subpoena'' and that the

custodian Csappear before the grandjury to provide testimony regarding'' the Office's (Ccompliance

efforts and veritk ation of the contents of the certification.'' Id. at 2-3.

Parlatore filed a status report on behalf of the Office six days later describing efforts to

search for responsive documents and disclosing that two additional classified documents had been

found in a storage unit leased by the Office. In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF

No. 19 (Nov. l5, 2022). The status report identified five locations to search for itpotentially

responsive documents'' and stated that one of those locations, M ar-a-Lago, would not be searched

because there was ltno reason to believe that potentially responsive documents remainledj there.''

1d. at 1-2. ln a m inute order on November 18, 2022, the Court partially granted a motion by the

Office for additional time to file a final certification and set a new deadline of November 23, 2022,

noting an Gtobvious concern'' that the status repol't was submitted by an attorney who did not a'ttest

to be û:a custodian of records with personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the

grandjury subpoena,'' a requirement of both the May 2022 subpoena and the Court's November 9

order. Minute Order, fn re Grandluly Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40 (Nov. 18, 2022).

On November 23, 2022, Parlatore subm itted a sworn certification that largely reiterated the

1

1 information from the November 9 status report but included some additional details, including
7
1 i

nformation about an intervening search of Trump Tower. See In re Grand A r.p Subpoena, Case
l
j No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 22 (Nov. 23, 2022). Contrary to the Court's previous orders, the

éertification contained a section, entitled tGlkole of Certificant'' asserting that the Office was not
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obligated to use a custodian of records. 1dL at 7-8. The certification stated that Parlatore would

testify IEto the lim ited information contained'' in the certification, ççwithout any further waiver of

privilegegjq'' although the Office's position was that EEno further testimony should be necessary.''

1d. at 8. As the Court later explained, Cçgnjo additional details were provided to clarify that

qualifying language, leavhzg the government guessing as to what infonuation exactly Parlatore

would provide during any subsequent testim ony- c.g., whether his testimony would include

details not specifically provided in the certification or whether the Office planned to instruct

Parlatore to i'nvoke privileges not previously asserted in this litigation, such as attorney-client

privilege, work-product privilege, or executive privilege, should he be questioned about any matter

outside the four corners of the certification.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 30-31.

The governm ent filed a motion for an order requiring the Office to show cause why it

should not be held in civil contempt for failure to comply with the Court's November 9 order. At

a hearing on the motion on December 9, 2022, the Court stated that it lacked a E'complete record''

to issue a contempt citation because the government had not put Parlatore in the grand jury and

G'asked him a whole series of questions.'' Hearing Tr. at 1 1-13, In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Case

No. 22-:-40 (Dec. 9, 2022) (Contempt Hearing Tr.). The Court explained that to evaluate

compliance with its orders and a potential contempt citation, it was Cçgoing to want concrete grand

jury transcripts about what is said and what isn't said, what is left unanswered.'' Id. at 28. Counsel

for the former President and his post-presidential office confirmed that Parlatore would be KGwilling

to'' testify about çcwhere the search was conducted, why areas were searched, why areas weren't

searched- all of the normal things that a custodian of records would do, he will do it,'' although it

Efmay involve a different issue'' if Parlatore were asked a question about çtspecific conversations

- 14 -
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with his client,'' the former President. f#. at 31,. see id. at 38-39, 43 (colloquies regarding

Parlatore's prospective testimony).

The Coul't did not issue a contempt citation given what it later described as Cçthe productive

discussion about expectations for additional searches and the contents of a certification for

compliance with the M ay 2022 subpoena and the Court's Orders issued on November 9 and 18,

2022, and the Office's apparent willingness to try to meet those expectations.'' Crim e-Fraud

Opinion at 32 n.9. The Court ordered the Office to file a revised certification with additional

details, and the Court specified that Etfull compliance'' with the Court's orders would require,

among other things, that Ctparlatore would testify before the grand jul'y regarding the Office's

effol'ts and due diligence to respond to the M ay 2022 subpoena, including testifying to information

not already mentioned in the revised certification and details regarding how Parlatore determined

which locations needed to be searched and when, why certain locations were selected to be

searched and others not, efforts by Bobb to prepare to sign the June 3, 2022 certification, the

identities of the search-team members, and those m embers' exact search methodologies.'' 1d. at

32-33. lt was understood that Parlatore ççm ight be asked questions about the content of direct

conversations with the former president'' and that there m ight be the Cdpotential need for additional

litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations with the former president.'' 16L at 33-34.

The Office provided a revised certification, sworn by Parlatore, on December 16, 2022. In

re Grand Jury Subpoena,Case No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 34 (Dec. 16, 2022). The revised

certification described searches, including a search of M ar-a-Lago on December 15-16, 2022,

conducted by two Cdelite professionals'' with m ilitary experience and experience Cssearching for

sensitive documents'' and G&contraband.'' 1d. at 5-1 l . The search of Mar-a-taago Etlrlemarkably . . .

- 1 5 -
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uncovered four more responsive records,'' which the certification çtmisleadingly referlredj to . . .

as Elow-level ministerial docum ents.''' Crim e-Fraud Opinion at 35.

Parlatore appeared before the grand jury on December 22, 2022.Parlatore explained that

he represented the fonuer President but that he understood his appearance brfore the grandjury as

principally to provide his ftpersonal knowledge'' about efforts undertaken by the post-presidency

oftice EEto comply with'' the M ay 2022 subpoena. GJ Tr. 10-1 l . He acknowledged that such

testimony Ktlolrdinarily'' would be handled çtby a custodian of records for the organization.'' GJ

Tr. 12. Parlatore thus acknowledged that he was tlwearlingj two hats,'' namely, an attorney for the

fonner President and a stand-in custodian. GJ Tr. 11.

Before questioning turned to the substance of Parlatore's ttpersonal ltnowledge'' of

subpoena compliance, the government prosecutor clarified that the governm ent was Kcnot seeking

today to elicit . . . privileged information.'' GJ Tr. 13. At the same time, the prosecutor alerted

Parlatore that if Parlatore claimed privilege in response to any question, the prosecutor would ask

Parlatore which privilege he was invoking and ttthe basis for the invocation.'' GJ Tr. 13. Parlatore

responded, EEsure,'' and when the prosecutor followed up to ask whether Parlatore understood,

Parlatore said, çW bsolutely.'' GJ Tr. l3. In keeping with these exchanges- and consistent with

the Court's expectation that the government would (ûput gparlatoreq in the grandjury,'' ask him $6a

whole series of questions,'' and create (tconcrete grandjury transcripts about what is said and what

isn't said, what is left unanswered,'' Contempt Hearing Tr.11, z8- government prosecutors

probed Parlatore's knowledge and conduct as the functional equivalent of a custodian of records,

and when Parlatore refused to answer questions based on privilege, they sought to clarify the

precise nattlre and scope of Parlatore's privilege invocations. At one point, Parlatore claimed

attorney-client privilege after being asked whether the former President was the sQurce for
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Parlatore's testim ony about statements the former President purportedly m ade to government

investigators about being cooperative. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then asked if a client could

waive privilege and questioned why the former President had not allowed Parlatore to testify as to

these conversations if he (the former President) meant to be cooperative, but the government

prosecutor also quickly made clear that she was Gtabsolutely not saying'' that waiver of privilege is

required to be cooperative and that, consistent with her earlier statem ent, she did not m ean to

çEinduce any waivers.'' GJ Tr. 40-43. Nonetheless, Parlatore on several occasions accused the

government prosecutors of Gttrying to improperly invade the attorney/client privilege.'' GJ Tr. 45,.

see also GJ Tr. 77. After one such accusation, a government prosecutor conveyed to Parlatore that

Qfif gheq wantled) to invoke the privilege, (hej canjust say that'' instead of casting aspersions about

Içwhat the people on this side of the table are and are not trying to do.'' GJ Tr. 77.

Over the course of the 245-page grand jury transcript, Parlatore claimed privilege

numerous times. See, e.g., GJ Tr. 25 (attomey-client and work-product privilege concerning who

told Parlatore about Christina Bobb's effol'ts to respond to the subpoena in Bobb's capacity as

custodian of records); id. at 40 (attorney-client privilege concerning whether the former President

recounted to Parlatore a conversation between the former President and a federal government

prosecutor about which Parlatore had just testifiedl; idk at 45 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concerning the individuals with whom Parlatore spoke before his grand jury testimonyl;

id. at 47 (privilege concerning what Boris Epshteyn told Parlatorel; id. at 58-59 (attorney-client

and work-product privilege concerning whether Parlatore had asked anyone if boxes had been

moved out of the storage room before June 2, 2022); id. at 77 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke before deciding to search Bedminster); id.

at 104 (privilege conceming why locations other than Mar-a-Lago, inèluding storage units, Trump
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Tower, and the Flagler office, were not searched before November 9, 2022); id. at 1 13 (work-

product privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke to determine not to search M ar-a-

Lago in November 2022); id. at 1 14 (work-product privilege conceming whether the legal team

consulted any documents in making the determination not to search M ar-a-Lago in November

2022); id at 146 (work-product privilege conceming whether individuals hired to carry out

searches took notes, photographs, or video recordings, or sent emails, text messages, or any kind

of messagesl; id. at 155-56 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore spoke with anyone to

determine if the General Services Administration (GSA) packed boxes that were shipped out from

the White House); id. at 163 (privilege concerning whether somebody talked to the former

President); id. at 185 (privilege concerning the identity of the person with whom Parlatore spoke

to detenuine the fonner President's Elnormal movements'' between properties); id. at 196 (privilege

concerning what the search teàm generally told Parlatore about documents found at Mar-a-Lago);

ii at 2l7 (attorney-client and work-product privilege concerning what steps Parlatore took to

determine whether any boxes with documents that had classified markings had been moved); id.

at 236 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore told the former President that Parlatore was

testifying before the grand jury). ln some instances, those privilege invocations came in response

to (Cquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search.'' In re Feldberg, 862

F.2d 622, 628 (7th Cir. 1988) (concluding that such questions are not covered by attorney-client

privilege).

2. Discussion

The former President contends (Mot. at 5, 9-10) that thegovernnnent engaged in

prosecutorial m isconduct by asking Parlatore questions that he declined to answer on privilege

grounds and, in one instance, allegedly invited the grand jury to draw improper inferences from

- 1 8 -
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Parlatore's refusal to answer a question based on attonzey-client privilege. As explained above,

these claims do not support the relief requested by the former President. The former President

already possesses Parlatore's grand jury transcript, and any alleged misconduct during the

questioning of Parlatore would not warrant the production of grand jury transcripts for other

witnesses based on unfounded speculation that alleged m isconduct with respect to one witness

suppol'ts the conclusion that there was misconduct duriflg the questioning of different witnesses.

But regardless, the former President's claim also fails because his m isconduct allegations are

unfounded.

It was entirely proper to ask Parlatore questions about his knowledge and conduct as the

individual designated.to perform the responsibilities of a custodian of records for the Office, even

if Parlatore refused to answer some questions based on claims of privilege. That was precisely the

procedure the Court contemplated when it deferred consideration of a contempt citation after the

former President's counsel represented that Parlatore would be available to testify in the grand

jury as the equivalent of a custodian of records, even if Parlatore did not embrace that

nomenclature. The Court expected the government to ask Parlatore a Kcseries of questions'' to

create a çlfairly complete record . . . of where the holes were,'' f.c., the questions Parlatore would

refuse to answer based on privilege. Contempt Hearing Tr. l l .lt was understood by al1 that there

would be a (tpotential need for additional litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations

with the former president.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 33-34. The governm ent did not commit

m isconduct by proceeding along these established ground rules and asking questions that elicited

privilege claim s to potentially tee up future litigation. Indeed, when the government filed a motion

to compel testimony from the former President's attorney Jermifer Little under the crime-fraud

exception, the fdrm er President argued that the motion was not yet ripe bècause the government
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did not put her in the grandjury and require her to decline to answer questions and instead received

confirmation f'rom her attorney that she would decline to answer questions. See Crime-Fraud Op.

78 n.24. The former Presidentcannot claim that the governm ent committed misconduct by

following the procedure w ith Parlatore that he claims the government was required to follow with

Little.

To the extent the former President suggests that the frequency with which Parlatore

invoked privilege was problematic, see Mot. at 5 (noting that Parlatore invoked privilege Gçgnlo

fewer than
-/èrtp/vc times''), that was a problem of the former President's own making. Rather

than select a non-lawyer to act as a custodian of records, he selected a lawyer; indeed, a lawyer

who represented him personally. Regardless of Parlatore's status as a lawyer, however, the

govetmment was entitled to question Parlatore to determine whetherthere had been full compliance

with the M ay 2022 su' bpoena. <EA grand jury may compel a corporate records custodian to testify

about the nature of his search and the adequacy of the disclosure,'' indeed, (Clsluch an inquiry may

be essential to determine whether the grandjury has received the documents to which it is entitled.''

Feldberg, 862 F.2d at 627. And (Cgilf the inquiry itself is legitimate, the addressee of the subjoena

cannot put the subject off limits by having counsel turn over the documents.'' 1d. çtsince questions

about the adequacy of the search do not entail legal advice, the topic is not off limits just because

an attorney plays a role.'' 1d. To be sure, an attorney-custodian's advisory communications with

a client may be privileged, but the Office could not (ttlzrow the veil of privilege over details of how

files were searched, and by whom, through the expedient of involving a lawyer in the process.''

1d. at 628; see /#. (tcquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search'' are

not privileged).

- 20 -
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lgnoring this larger context, the fonner President focuses (Mot. 5, 9) on a single exchange

between Parlatore and the government prosecutor.ln response to questions concerning whether

the form er President would permit the governm ent to (çlook inside'' boxes in a storage area at M ar-

a-Lago, Parlatore testitied that the former President had told government investigators during a

meeting on June 2, 2022 (for which Parlatore was not present), that (çif there's anything else you

need, come let me- you 1et us know.'' GJ Tr. 40. W hen asked in a follow-up question whether

the former President had told Parlatore about the form er President's seemingly cooperative

statement, Parlatore refused to answer on the basis that any colnmunications between him and his

client, the fonuer President, were privileged. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then inquired whether the

attorney-client privilege was lim ited to communications for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.

GJ Tr. 41. Parlatore suggested instead that Ellalny information obtained from a client is part of . . .

legal advice or representation.'' GJ Tr. 41. After Parlatore confirmed, in response to a question,

that a client can waive the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor asked, iûif the fonuer President's

so cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you to share his conversations with the Grand Jury today.''

GJ Tr. 41.

To be clear, no grand jury witness or subject is required to waive privilege to be deemed

cooperative, and the govemm ent regrets this padicular exchange with Parlatore to the extent it ,

m ay be construed to support such a suggestion. But whatever implication could be drawn from

the prosecutor's question taken in a vacuum , the prosecutor quickly and emphatically corrected

p any potential misunderstanding, and the questioning proceeded thereafter as retlected in more than
l
l 200 additional pages of the transcript

. W hen Parlatore suggested that the prosecutor's questioni

1 implied that to be cooperative required waiving the atorney-client privilege, the prosecutorI

immediately made clear that she was Etabsolutely not saying that'' GJ Tr. 42, and that the

- 2 1 -
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government was not seeking (ûto induce any waivers . . . of attorney/client privilege,'' GJ Tr. 43.

That statement, moreovqr, retlected the similar caution the govem ment prosecutor had made at the

outset of Parlatore's testimony. See GJ Tr. 13 (government prosecutor explaining to Parlatore that

GGwe are not seeking today to elicit from you privileged information'').This context cured any

potential for grandjuror confusion and refutes the fonuer President's claim of misconduct.

Conclusion

The Court should deny the Disclosure M otion.

Respectfully submitted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N.Y. BarNo. 2678084

By: /s/ Jack Smith

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
John M. Pellettieri (N.Y. Bar No. 4145371)
Assistant Special Counsel

June 8, 2023
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTW CT OF COLUM BIA

INRE GRAND JURY SUBPOENAS CASE NO. 23-:-38

UNDER SEAL AND EX PARTE

OP/OSITION TO AMENDED MOTION FOR
DISCLOSURE OF GRAND JITRY M ATERIALS

Ctl-l-qhe proper functioning of our grandjury system depends upon the secrecy of grandjury

proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. of Cal. v. Petrol Stops #w., 441 U.S. 21 1, 218 (1979). This

bedrock principle, embodied in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e), protects several vital

interests, including ensuring that witnesses KEcome forward voluntarily'' to Gttestify fully and

frankly'' without fear of G&retribution'' or ç'inducements.'' Id at 219. Former President Donald J.

Trump nevertheless claims that these vital interests are outweighed by his own particularized need

to review the testimony and associated minutes of four current or former employees who

purportedly appeared before the grand jury. See Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury

Materials, 23-:-10 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5, 2023) (QtDisclosure Motion'' or (1Mot.''). That

extraordinary request proceeds in three pads. First, the former President makes a series of baseless

allegations of prosecutorial miscopduct, grounded combination of factual errors,

mischaracterizations, and ad hominem attacks. Second, even though only one of his allegations

even purports to relate to conduct before the grand jury- and that allegation involves a witness

whose transcript he already has- he relies on illogical inferences to suggest that if a prosecutor

acted with what he deems to be unreasonable urgency in scheduling a witness's appearance or

document production, it follows that the prosecutor likely engaged in some unspecified form of

çvmisconduct'' or Etabuse'' when the same witness appeared before the grand jury. An' d third, the
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fonuer President speculates that if he indeed finds the unspecitied misconduct or abuse that he is

looking for, it could som ehow assist him in preparing Scpotential litigation regarding the abuse of

the grand jury and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain'' government attomeys,

although without identifying any cognizable legal basis for such a motion. 1d. at 8.

The former President's allegations of prosecutorial misconduct are unfounded. But even

if they were taken at face value- which, as explained below, they should not be- the Disclosure

M otion would fall far short of establishing any sort of particularized need for the materials, much

less one that outweighs the powerful need for continued secrecy. The motion should therefore be

denied.

BACKGROUND

This matter arises from the fonner President's retention of classified m aterials after his

term in office ended, and the government's efforts to retrieve those materials. After the United

States National Archives and Records Adlninistration (<1NARA'') informed the Department of

Justice that 15 boxes that the former President had previously stored at his residence at M ar-a-

Lago and provided to NAlkA in January 2022 contained classified documents, a grandjury in this

district, on M ay 1 1, 2022, issued a subpoena to the custodian of records for the form er President's

post-presidential office-the Office of Donald J. Trump (the Gçoffice''l-requesting Etrajny and all

documents or writings in the custody or control of Donald J. Trump and/or the Office of Donald

J. Trump bearing classification markings glist of classification markingsj.'' As this Court has

explained, (tlelnsuring compliance with the May 2022 Subpoena has been slow-going, prompting

the governm ent to seek and execute a search warrant at M ar-a-Lago, additional government

m otions regarding inadequate compliance, repeat visits to this Courq and new searches conducted

and updated certifications filêd, with the compliance effort dragging into mid-Decem ber 2022,
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i
l

l FBI agents and an attorney from theDepartment of Justice (Jay

when additional classified documents were recovered from a closet in the Office's designated

space at Mar-a-Lago.'' Opinion, In re Grandlury Subpoena, 23-:-10, ECF No. 19, at 7 (Mar. 17,

2023) (ççcrime-Fraud Opinion'').

ln summary, on June 3, 2022, attorneys Evan Corcoran and Christina Bobb m et with three

Bratt) and turned over a

certifscation and a folder containing 38 documents with classification markings. The certification

was signed by Bobb, who was identified as the Office's custodian of records, and stated that

Qtgblased upon the information that has been provided to me, 1 am authorized to certify, on behalf

of the Office of Donald J. Tnlmp,'' that ç&gal diligent search was conducted of the boxes that were

moved from the W hite House to Floriday'' the search was conducted ûGin order to locate any and al1

documents that are responsive to the subpoena,'' and Cdgajny and all responsive doculnents
!

accompany this certification.'' Despite the certification, on August 8, 2022, federal agents

searched M ar-a-Lago pursuant to a warrant and seized over 100 documents with classification

markings. About a month later, in response to another request from the govemment, the Office

refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification. Litigation

before this Court ensued, resulting in additional searches and certifications signed by attorney

Timothy C. Parlatore, who testified before the grand jury in December 2022. The grand july's

investigation continued after Parlatore's testimony, and among other things, this Court granted the

govemment's m otion to compel 'two attolmeys for the former President to appear before the grand

jury and provide certain testimony under the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege.

The form er President now seeks transcripts of testimony from four individuals who he

believes have testified before the grandjury. The former President accuses (Mot. at 2) government

prosecutors of Etmisconduct and'bias'' in the grand jury. According to the former Presidbnt, he
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Klanticipates ttzat he will pursue relief from this Coult'' and he requests the transcripts ttrtlo enable

him to do so with a fuller record.'' M ot. at 3. The former President mentions Cspotential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process'' and states he will (Gpossibly'' file a (tm otion for

disqualification of certain'' government attorneys, M ot. at 8, although he does not disclose the

forum in which he will pursue this litigation.

APPLICABLE LEGAT, STANDARD

K'Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) prohibits disclosure of çmattergsj occurring

before the grand jury,' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(2), and thus requires that Clrjecords, orders, and

subpoenas relating to grand-jury proceedings must be kept under seal to the extent and as long as

necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a matter occurring before a grand jury,' Fed.

R. Crim. P. 6(e)(6).'' In re Grand Jhr.y' Subpoena, J'îf#2/; Miller, 493 F.3d 152, 154 (D.C. Cir.

2007). That rule of secrecy ttsafeguards vital interests in (1) preserving the willingness and candor

of witnesses called before the grandjury; (2) not alerting the target of an investigation who might

otherwise tlee or interfere with the grandjury; and (3) preserving the rights of a suspect who might

later be exonerated.'' McKeever v. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844 (D.C. Cir. 2019). After all, (fgtjhe

grandjury as a public institution serving the community might suffer if those testifying today knew

that the secrecy of theirtestimony would be lifted tomorrow,'' which is a particularly acute concern

where, as here, GGgtqhe witnesses . . . may be employees . . . of potential defendants.'' Unitedstates

v. Procter (:Q Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958); see also Douglas Oil Co. ofcal. v. Petrol

Stops Xw. , 441 U.S. 2 1 1, 222 (1979). 1

1 On June 8
, 2023, a grand jury in the Southern District of Florida (SDFL) returned a sealed

indictment of Nauta and the former President (ttdefendants'). The defendants have been notified
by summons, but the indictment remains sealed at this time. W e anticipate discovery b

. 
eing

provided promptly upon unsealing and entry of a protective order. The grand jury remains open
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To preserve the (çindispensable secrecy of grandjury proceedingsr'' Procter (î Gamble Co.,

356 U.S. at 682 (quotations omitted), (Tederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) makes quite clear

that disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury is the exception and not the rule,i'

McKeever, 920 F.3d at 844 (quotations omitted). For.such an exception to apply, a movant must

generally (tcartyr) the heavy burden of showing (that a particularized need exists' that (outweighs

the policy of secrecy.''' Unitedstates v. Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d 2l, 47 (D.D.C. 2017) (quoting

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. v. Unitedstates, 360 U.S. 3953 400 (1959:.

As the former President acknowledges (Mot. 7), the only exception even arguably

implicated here pertains to disclosure Edpreliminarily to or in connection with a judicial

proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). Pafies attempting to meet this standard (ûmust show

gl) that the material they seek is needed to avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding,

g2j that the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy, and (3) that their

request is structured to cover only material so needed.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222; see

Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Tillerson, 270 F. Supp. 3d 1, 4-5 (D.D.C. 2017).Under this standard, ççgijt

is clear . . . that disclosure is appropriate only in those cases where the need for it outweighs the

public inferest in secrecy, and that the burden of demonstrating this balance rests upon the private

party seeking disclosure.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 223.

ARGUM ENT

The former President's Disclosure M otion should be denied. Indeed, even if the allegations

of m isconduct were to be taken at face value, which they should not be, the former President has

failed to show any sort of particularized need for the requested materials, m uch less one that

as the govemm ent continues to investigate other potential charges in both the District of Columbia
and SDFL, including perjul'y and obstruction of justice.
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outweighs the values underlying the policy of secrecy, which are at their apex in the circumstances

presented here. To the contrary, the former President is engaged in a transparent fishing expedition

whose real goal appears to be uncovering what his current and form er employees may have told

the grand jury, ostensibly grounded in the speculative possibility that his review might turn up

unspecified examples of EEmisconduct'' that couldjustify future extraordinary relief, in the form of

a motion to disqualify government counsel. This falls far shol't of the necessary showing.

M oreover, the Disclosure M otion's allegations of misconduct rest on several errors,

mischaracterizations, and baseless accusations, and it does not establish any credible claim of

prosecutorial misconduct.

1. The Disclosure M otion W ould Fail Even If lts Facts W ere Taken at Face Value.

A. The form er President has not shown that the material is needed to avoid a
possible injustice in another judicial proceeding.

To establish a particularized need for grandjury materials preliminarily to or in connection

with anotherjudicial proceeding, a party must identify a particularized use Csrelated fairly directly

to som e identifiable litigation, pending or anticipated.'' United States v. Baggot, 463 U.S. 476,

480 (1983). $<g1jt is not enough to show that some litigation may emerge from the matter in which

the material is to be used, or even that litigation is factually likely to em erge.'' fJ. it-l-he focus is

on the actual use to be made of the material,'' and S'lijf the primary purpose of disclosure is not to

assist in preparation or conduct of ajudicial proceeding, disclosure under ((E)j(i) is not permitled.''

Id. Moreover, dtthe request for grand jury material must be more than a request for authorization

to engage in a fishing expedition.'' In re Eyecare Physicians ofAm., 100 F.3d 514, 518 (7th Cir.

1996) (cleaned up); see In re Grandlury 95-1, 118 F.3d 1433, 1437 (10th Cir. 1997) (same). As

such, tcwhere a defendant fails to provide a discrete reason, and instead relies on speculation or
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unsupported assumptions, courts have made clear that disclosure of grand jul'y minutes is not

warranted.'' Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d at 47.

Here, the former President's motion rests on mere speculation and unsupported

assumptions about what the grand jury materials might show.Indeed, unlike in other cases in

which disclosure has been authorized, he offers neither evidence nor even a theory of what

specifically the grand jury transcripts might show, beyond the vague suggestion that they might

show some form of unspecified (tm isconduct.'' See In re Grand Jury 95-1, 118 F.3d at 1437

(reversing authorization under Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i) where the movant's alleged need for grand jury

materials to prepare a motion forjudicial disqualification was CGgeneral and vague'' and the absence

of allegations about what the material would contain (tclearly indicates the speculative nature of

gthe movant'sq allegations . . . and suggests gthe movantj was simply interested in engaging in a

fishing expedition''). Some of the very cases the former President relies on (Mot. 9) illustrate the

same point. See, e.g., United States v. Schlegel, 687 F. App'x 26, 30 (2d Cir. 2017) (affirming

denial of request for grand jury materials where the defendant (Tailed to articulate any concrete

allegations of Government misconduct'' and instead Cçmerely speculategdq'' about what the

government may have presented to the grand jury); United States v. Hunt, 534 F. Supp. 3d 233,

259 (E.D.N.Y. 2021) (denying request for grand jury materials where the defendant's allegations

of prosecutorial misconduct Gçultimately amount to mere speculation that the Govemment

Epotentially' gave a misleading instnzction to the grand jury'').

i ' Moreover, the former President makes no effol't to connect the facts that he purportedly
!
1 hopes to find with the specific use he intends to make of them

. But a showing of particularized'!
1 '( t even be made without consideration of the paficulars of thejudicial proceeding with, need canno
ë

'

respect to which disclosure is sought.'' Dôuglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 480 n.4. Here, the form er
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President suggests (Mot. 8) that he needs the material because he Ctanticipates potential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain

OSC atlorneys.''

He does not, however, identify any cognizable basis for a pre-indictment motion alleging

abuse of the grandjui.y process. C/ 2 Fed. Grand Jury j 21 :3 (2d ed.) (noting that Klga) person who

wants to challenge grand jury abuse during an investigation, before an indidment has been

returned . . . will have standing to do so only if she has been subpoenaed to testify or otherwise

provide evidence to the grand jury, or if she has standing to act on behalf of a third party which

has been subpoenaed to provide evidence to the grand july''l (footnotes omittedl). .

N or does he identify any cognizable basis for disqualification, such as a conflict of interest.

This failure is particularly striking given that (tltlhe disqualification of Government counsel is a

drastic measure and a court should hesitate to impose it except where necessary.'' Unitedstates v.

Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th Cir. 2003) (quotations omitted). Indeed, as the Ninth Circuit

recently explained, 'sltjhe doctrine of separation of powers requires judicial respect for the

independence of the prosecutor,'' such that çcabsent a violation of the Constitution, a federal statm e,

or a procedural rule,'' coul'ts GKdo not dictate to the Executive branch who will serve as its

prosecutors.'' United States v. Williams, -- F.4th --, 2023 WL 3516095, at *5 (9th Cir. May 18,

2023) (cleaned up). çsput differently, (courtsj do not stamp a chancellor's foot veto over activities

of coequal branches of govemment unless compelled by the law to do so.'' f#. (quotations

omitted). Here, the former President has not identified any 1aw that could possibly compel the

Court to grant a motion to disqualify any governm ent attorney from participating in this case.

- 8-
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The Disclosure M otion therefore fails to show that the requested m aterial Csis needed to

avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. The

motion m ay be denied on that basis alone.

B. The form er President has not shown that the need for disclosure is greater
than the need for continued secrecy.

Even if the former President had shown a particularized need (which he has not), the

Disclosure M otion fails to show çsthat the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued

secrecy.'' Douglas Oil Co., 44l U.S. at 222. The balance between particularized need and secrecy

Etshould always be weighted presumptively toward the governm ent when the targets of a grand

july investigation are requesting disclosure of grandjury testimony for use in that proceeding.'' In

reAntitrust Grandlury, 805 F.2d 155, 162 (6th Cir. 1986). Cdconcern as to the future consequences

of frank and full testimony is heightened where the witness is an employee of a gsubjectq under

investigation.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. In a1l cases, (tcoul'ts must consider not only the

immediate effects upon a particular grandjury, but also the possible effect upon the functioning of

future grandjuries,'' with aparticular eye toward the possibility that the Gslflear of future retribution

or social stigma may act as powerful deterrents to those who would come forward to aid the grand

jury in the perlbrmance of its duties.'' f#. lt is difficult to conceive of something more likely to

chill full and frank testimony, both now and in future cases, than an employer attempting to see

what his employees may or may not have told the grandjury.

These factors make the public interest in secrecy extremely weighty. ln combination they

likely would outweigh even the strongest possible showing of particularized need, and certainly1I
t outweigh the nonexistent showing that the former President has made here.'
j
' The former President seeks to avoid this conclusion by invoking (Mot. 1 1-12) Etthe

common-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer (necessary' when the contents of grand jury
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matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d at 1140. Of

course, çûltjhere must come a time . . . when information is sufficiently widely known that it has

lost its character as Rule 6(e) material.'' In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994). But in

seeking to make such a showing here, the former President contlates public knowledge of the/lc/

of an investigation (which is indeed widely known) with public knowledge of the substance of the

testimony that specific witnesses purportedly gave to the grandjury, which neither the public nor

the former President knows. Indeed, the whole prem ise of his m otion is that he would like to

know, but at present can only speculate about, ttlkule 6(e)'s bread and butter: the identities of

witnesses orjùrors, the substance of testimony as well as actual transcripts, the strategy or direction

of the investigation, the deliberations or questions of jurors, and the like.'' Judicial Watch, Inc.,

270 F. Supp. 3d at 5 (quotations omitted). Based on the reporting that the former President relies

on (Mot. 1 1 nn. 3-5), it does not appear that any of the four named witnesses has even confirmed

that he or she appeared before the grand jury, much less publicly disclosed the substance of any

testimony that he or she may have given.

Moreover, even in cases where details of a witness's grand jury testimony have been

reported in the press, that alone does not make the testimony discoverable, since çKlkule 6(e) does

not create a type of secrecy which is waived once public disclosure occurs,'' Barly v. Unitedstates,

740 F. Supp. 888, 891 (D.D.C. 1990), particularly where, as here, the government has neither

confinned nor denied the accuracy of any public reporting, see In re North, 16 F.3d at 1245. As

such, the fonuer President's misplaced reliance on cases involving requests for the disclosure of

already-public information does nothing to alter the conclusion his çtneed'' for the m aterial, such

as it is, is heavily outweighed by the need for continued grand jury secrecy. See In re New York

times Co., No. MC 22-100, 2023 WL 2185826, at *14-15 (D.D.C. Feb. 23, 2023) (denying request
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for grand jury materials related to (Tormer President Trump's privilege challenge to the Jan. 6

grand jury investigation''l; In re Press Application for Access to Judicial Records Ancillary to

Certain Grand Jzfr.p Proceedings Concerning Donald JL Trump (î the Trump Organization, No.

MC 220128, ECF No. 6 (D.D.C. Mar. 1 l , 2023) (denying request for grandjury materials related

to certain aspects of the classitied-documents investigation).

C. The former President has not shown that his request is structured to cover
only needed m aterial.

Finally, the Disclosure M otion is structured to cover more than the purportedly needed

material. To be sure, given the speculative nature of the request, it is hard to say that any m aterial

is m ore or less Ctneeded'' than any other. But the Disclosure M otion goes further than even its own

internal logic would allow. After all, the former President's theory appears to be (Mot. 5) that if

prosecutors unreasonably conveyed ((a false sense of urgency'' when dealing with certain

witnesses, it somehow follows that the prosecutors must also Ethave been abusive in their treatment

of witnesses appearing before the grand jury.'' But even that dubious logic provides no support

for the request (id. at l0) to review Eçthe çminutes' during which prosecutors often share thoughts

about the direction of the investigation and their impressions of witnesses who have been

questioned.'' Indeed, his request for the m inutes only supports the inference that he is engaged in

a fishing expedition seeking insight into the inner workings of the investigation.

II. The Disclosure M otion Rests on Num eroùs Factual lnaccuracies and
M ischaracterizations.

Although the former President's motion is legally deficient and should be dismissed on

that ground alone, the form er President's factual allegations of prosecutorial m isconduct are also

false and unfounded. The discussion below supplies additional factual context in response to the
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allegations made in the Disclosure M otion and explains why those allegations do not support the

relief sought.

A. Grand Jury Testimony of Tim othy Parlatore

1. Relevant Facts

Until his recent withdrawal from representing the former President, Timothy Parlatore

represented the former President with respect to the M ay 2022 subpoena starting in October 2022,

a couple months after the execution of the search warrant at M ar-a-Lago. Parlatore Grand Jul'y

Tr., In re Grandlurysubpoena, 23-gj-10, ECF No. l2, at 16-17 (Mar. 10, 2023) (ECGJ Tr.''). About

a month earlier, on September 15, 2022, the government had expressed its continuing concern that

the former President or his Office retained additional classified documents beyond those

uncovered through execution of the search warrant. See Crime-Fraud Opinion at 23. After the

Office refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification, the

govenzment filed a motion to compel compliance with the M ay 2022 subpoena. 1d. at 23-24.

M inutes before the hearing on the m otion to compel began on October 27, 2022, counsel for the

former President provided the govelmm ent and the Coul't with a declaration from Parlatore stating

that the Office had authorized him to provide the declaration and describing a search Ctundertaken

on the premises at Bedminster,'' where the former President m aintained a residence, by tEelite

professionals who have extensive prior experience searching for sensitive documents and

contraband.'' Declaration of Timothy C. Parlatore, Esq. In re Grand Jury Subpoena, No. 22-:-

40, ECF No. 9, at 2 (Oct. 26, 2022).

The Court granted the governm ent's motion to compel on November 9, 2022, and issued

an order stating that çça custodian with first-hand knowledge of the Office's diligent and

comprehensive efforts to locate responsive docum ents and with the ability to certify that no
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additional responsive records remain in the Office's possession, must comply with the subpoenm''

Order, In re Grandluly Subpoena, 22-:-40, ECF No. 15, at 2 (Nov. 9, 2022). The order required

that the Office provide the government with a new certification llfrom a custodian of records with

personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the grand jury subpoena'' and that the

custodian (Cappear before the grandjury to provide testimony regarding'' the Office's (Ccompliance

efforts and verification of the contents of the cedification.'' 16L at 2-3.

Parlatore filed a status report on behalf of the Office six days later describing efforts to

search for responsive documents and disclosing that two additional classified documents had been

found in a storage unit leased by the Oftsce. In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF

No. 19 (Nov. l 5, 2022). The status report identified five locations to search for G'potentially

responsive documents'' and stated that one of those locations, M ar-a-Lago, would not be searched

because there was Etno reason to believe that potentially responsive documents remainledj there.''

1d. at 1-2. ln a minute order on Novem ber 18, 2022, the Court partially granted a m otion by the

Office for additional time to file a final celification and set a new deadline of November 23, 2022,

noting an Edobvious concem '' that the status report was submitted by an attorney who did not attest

to be $(a custodian of records with personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the

grand jul'y subpoenay'' a requirement of b0th the May 2022 subpoena and the Court's November 9

order. Minute Order, In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40 (Nov. 18, 2022).

On November 23, 2022, Parlatore subm itted a sworn certification that largely reiterated the

information from the November 9 status report but included some additional details, including

information about an intervening search of Trump Tower. See In re Grand Jhr.p Subpoena, Case

No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 22 (Nov. 23, 2022). Contrary to the Court's previous orders, the

certification contained a section, entitled SGlkole of Certificant,'' asserting that the Office was not
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: obligated to use a custodian of records. fJ. at 7-8. The certification stated that Parlatore would

testify (tto the lim ited information contained'' in the certification, EGwithout any furiher waiver of

privilegeg,j'' although the Office's position was that Ctno further testimony should be necessary.''

1d. at 8. As the Court later 'explained, (Egnlo additional details were provided to clarify that

qualifying language, leaving the gokenuuent guessing as to what information exactly Parlatore

would provide during any subsequent testimony- p.g, whether his testim ony would include

details not specifically provided in the certification or whether the Office plarmed tor instruct

' Parlatore to invoke privileges not previously asserted in this litigation, such as attolmey-client

, privilege, work-product privilege, or executive privilege, should he be questioned about any matter

outside the four corners of the cedification.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 30-31.

The government filed a motion for an order requiring the Office to show cause why it

J should not be held in civil contempt for failure to comply with the Court's November 9 order. At

a hearing on the motion on December 9, 2022, the Coul't stated that it lacked a EEcomplete record''

to issue a contempt citation because the government had not put Parlatore in the grand jury and
'
. Ccasked him a whole series of questions.'' Hearing Tr. at 1 1-13, In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Case

No. 22-:-40 (Dec. 9, 2022) (Contempt Hearing Tr.). The Court exjlained that to evaluate

compliance with its orders and a potential contempt citation, it was Edgoing to want concrete grand

jury transcripts about what is said and what isn't said, what is left unanswered.'' 1d. at 28. Counsel

for the form er President and his post-presidential office contirmed that Parlatore would be (lwilling
';
l ,
I to'' testify about Gtwhere the search was conducted, why areas were searched, why areas weren t
1

1
J searched- all of the normal things that a custodian of records would do, he will do it'' although it

1 (cmay involve a different issue'' if Parlatore were asked a question about Eçspecific conversations

- 14 -
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with his client,'' the former President. Id. at 31,. see id.

Parlatore's prospective testimony).

at 38-39, 43 (colloquies regarding

The Court did not issue a contempt citation given what it later described as Etthe productive

discussion about expectations for additional searches and the contents of a certification for

compliance with the May 2022 subpoena and the Court's Orders issued on November 9 and 18,

2022, and the Office's apparent willingness to try to meet those expectations.'' Crime-Fraud

Opinion at 32 n.9. The Coul't ordered the Office to Gle a revised certification with additional

details, and the Court specified that (Efull compliance'' with the Court's orders would require,

among other things, that (Tarlatore would testify before the grand jury regarding the Office's

effol'ts and due diligence to respond to the M ay 2022 subpoena, including testifying to information

not already mentioned in the revised certification and details regarding how Parlatore detennined

which locations needed to be searched and when, why certain locations were selected to be

searched and others not, effol'ts by Bobb to prepare to sign the June 3, 2022 certification, the

identities of the search-team members, and those m embers' exact search methodologies.'' f#. at

32-33. It was understood that Parlatore (tm ight be asked questions about the content of direct

conversations with the former president'' and that there might be the ttpotential need for additional

litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations with the former president.'' Id. at 33-34.

The Office provided a revised certification, sworn by Parlatore, on December 16, 2022. In

re Grand Jury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 34 (Dec. 16, 2022). The revised

certification described searches, including a search of M ar-a-taago on December 15-16, 2022,

conducted by two Etelite professionals'' with military experience and experience (Esearching for

sensitive documentj'' and lEcontraband.'' 1d. at 5-1 1 . The search of Mar-a-l-zago Csgrjemarkably . . .
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uncovered four more responsive records,'' which the certification Ctmisleadingly referlred) to . . .

as Slow-level ministerial documents.''' Crim e-Fraud Opinion at 35.

Parlatore appeared before the grand jury on December 22, 2022.Parlatore explained that

he represented the former President but that he understood his appearance before the grandjury as

principally to provide his GEpersonal knowledge'' about efforts undertaken by the post-presidency

office çEto comply with'' the M ay 2022 subpoena. GJ Tr. 10-1 l . He acknowledged that such

testimony Ccloqrdinarily'' would be handled ççby a custodian of records fèr the organization.'' GJ

Tr. 12. Parlatore thus acknowledged that he was tçweargingj two hats,'' namely, an attorney for the

former President and a stand-in custodian. GJ Tr. 1 1.

Before questioning turned to the substance of Parlatore's Etpersonal knowledge'' of

subpoena compliance, the governm ent prosecutor clarified that the government was çsnot seeking

today to elicit . . . privileged information.'' GJ Tr. 13. At the sam e tim e, the prosecutor alerted

Parlatore that if Parlatore claimed privilege in response to any question, the prosecutor would ask

Parlatore which privilege he was invoking and (tthe basis for the invocation.'' GJ Tr. l3. Parlatore

responded, (Gsure,'' and when the prosecutor followed up to ask whether Parlatore understood,

Parlatore said, dçAbsolutely.'' GJ Tr. 13. In keeping with these exchanges- and consistent with

the Court's expectation that the government would (tput (Parlatore) in the grandjury,'' ask him :Ga

whole series of questions,'' and create çEconcrete grand jury transcripts about what is said and what

isp't said, what is left unanswered,'' Contempt Hearing Tr.1 1, z8- govelmment prosecutors

probed Parlatore's knowledge and conduct as the functional equivalent of a custodian of records,1

l
I and when Parlatore refused to answer questions based on privilege, they sought to clarify the
-! ,
I , jj dI precise nature and scope of Parlatore s privilege invocations. At one point, Parlatore c a me

attorney-élient privilege after being asked whether the former President was the source for
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Parlatore's testimony about statements the fonner President purportedly m ade to government

investigators about being cooperative. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then asked if a client could

waive privilege and questioned why the former President had not allowed Parlatore to testify as to

these conversations if he (the former President) meant to be cooperative, but the government

prosecutor also quickly m ade clear that she was çtabsolutely not saying'' that waiver of privilege is

required to be cooperative and that, consistent with her earlier statement, she did not m ean to

Eiinduce any waivers.'' GJ Tr. 40-43. Nonetheless, Parlatore on several occasions accused the

government prosecutors of 'ttrying to improperly invade the attorney/client privilege.'' GJ Tr. 45,'

see also GJ Tr. 77. After one such accusation, a govelmment prosecutor conveyed to Parlatore that

Gçif ghej wantledq to invoke the privilege, ghe) canjust say that'' instead of casting aspersions about

çtwhat the people on this side of the table are and are not trying to do.'' GJ Tr. 77.

Over the course of the 245-page grand jury transcript, Parlatore claimed privilege

numerous times. See, e.g., GJ Tr. 25 (attorney-client and work-product privilege concerning who

told Parlàtore about Christina Bobb's efforts to respond to the subpoena in Bobb's capacity as

custodian of recordsl; id. at 40 (attorney-client privilege concerning whether the former President

recounted to Parlatore a conversation between the former President and a federal governm ent

prosecutor about which Parlatore had just testified); id. at 45 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concerning the individuals with whom Parlatore spoke before his grandjury testimonyl;

id. at 47 (privilege concerning what Boris Epshteyn told Parlatorel; id. at 58-59 (attorney-client

and work-product privilege concerning whether Parlatore had asked anyone if boxes had been

moved out of the storage room before June 2, 2022),. id. at 77 (attorney-client and work-product

privilege concem ing with whom the legal team spoke before dweciding to search Bedminster); id.

at 104 (privilege concerning why locations other than Mar-a-Lago, incltlding storage units, Trump
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Tower, and the Flagler office, were not searched before November 9, 2022); idL at 1 13 (work-

product privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke to determine not to search M ar-a-

Lago in November 2022),' id. at 114 (work-product privilege concerning whether the legal team

consulted any documents in m aking the determination not to search M ar-a-Lago in November

2022),. id. at 146 (work-product privilege concerning whether individuals hired to carry out

searches took notes, photographs, or video recordings, or sent emails, text messages, or any kind

of messagesl; id. at 155-56 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore spoke with anyone to

determine if the General Services Administration (GSA) packed boxes that were shipped out from

the White Housel; id at163 (privilege concerning whether somebody talked to the former

Presidentl; id. at 185 (privilege concerning the identity of the person with whom Parlatore spoke

to determine the former President's (Cnormal movements'' between propertiesl; id. at 196 (privilege

concerning what the search team generally told Parlatore about documents found at Mar-a-Lago);

idL at 217 (attorney-client and work-product privilege concerning what steps Parlatore took to

determine whether any boxes with documents that had classified markings had been moyedl; id.

at 236 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore told the former President that Parlatore was

testifying before the grand jury).In some instances, those privilege invocations came in response

to Csquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search.'' In re Feldberg, 862

F.2d 622, 628 (7th Cir. l 988) (concluding that such questions are not covered by attorney-client

privilege).

2. Discussion

The former President contends (Mot. at 5, 9-10)that the government engaged in

prosecutorial misconduct by asking Parlatore questions that he declined to answer on privilege

g'rounds and, iik one instance, allegedly invited the grand jury to draw ithproper inferences from
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Parlatore's refusal to answer a question based on attorney-client privilege. As explained above,

these claims do not support the relief requested by the former President. The former President

already possesses Parlatore's grand jury transcript, and any alleged misconduct during the

questioning of Parlatore would not warrant the production of grand jury transcripts for other

witnesses based on unfounded speculation that alleged misconduct with respect to one witness

supports the conclusion that there was misconduct during the questioning of different witnesses.

But regardless, the form er President's claim aljo fails because his misconduct allegations are

unfounded.

lt was entirely proper to ask Parlatore questions about his knowledge and conduct as the

individual designated to perform the responsibilities of a custodian of records for the Office, even

if Parlatore refused to answer some questions based on claims of privilege. That was precisely the

procedure the Court contemplated when it deferred consideration of a contempt citation after the

former President's counsel represented that Parlatore would be available to testify in the grand

july as the equivalent of a custodian of records, even if Parlatore did not embrace that

nomenclature. The Court expected the government to ask Parlatore a Ktseries of questions'' to

create a çsfairly complete record . . . of where the holes were,'' i.e., the questions Parlatore would

refuse to answer based on privilege. Contempt Hearing Tr. 1 1.lt was understood by a1l that there

would be a ç'potential need for additional litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations

with the former president.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 33-34. The government did not commit

m isconduct by proceeding along these established ground rules and asking questions that elicited

privilege claim s to potentially tee up future litigation. Indeed, when the government filed a motion

to compel testim ony from the former President's attorney Jennifer Little under the crime-fraud

exception, the form er President argued that the motion was not yet ripe bèèause the govermnent
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did not put her in the grandjury and require her to decline to answer questions and instead received

confirmation from her attorney that she would decline to answer questions. See Crime-Fraud Op.

78 n.24. The fonner President camzot claim that the government com mitted misconduct by

following the procedure with Parlatore that he claim s the government was required to follow with

Litlle.

To the extent the former President suggests that the frequency with which Parlatore

invoked privilege was problematic, see Mot. at 5 (noting that Parlatore invoked privilege Etgnjo

fewer than/tpr/yu/vc times''), that was a problem of the fonner President's own making. Rather

than select a non-lawyer to act as a custodian of records, he selected a lawyer; indeed, a lawyer

who represented him personally. Regardless of Parlatore's status as a lawyer, however, the

government was entitled to question Parlatore to detenuine whether there had been full compliance

with the May 2022 subpoena. (tA grand jury may compel a corporate records custodian to testify

about the nature of his search and the adequacy of the disclosure,'' indeed, (çlsquch an inquiry may

be essential to determine whether the grandjury has received the documents to which it is entitled.''

Feldberg, 862 F.2d at 627. And ttgiqf the inquiry itself is legitimate, the addressee of the subpoena

cannot put the subject off limits by having counsel turn over the documents.'' Id. ltsince questions

about the adequacy of the search do not entail legal advice, the topic is not off limits just because

an attorney plays a role.'' f#. To be sure, an attorney-custodian's advisory communications with

a client may be privileged, but the Office could not (ttllrow the veil of privilege over details of how

Gles were searched, and by whom, through the expedient of involving a lawyer in the process.''

1d. at 628; see ftf (&Equestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search'' are

not privileged).
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;

.1
I ' Ignoring this larger context, the former President focuses (Mot. 5, 9) on a single exchange
i
) .between Parlatore and the government prosecutor. In response to questions concerning whether

l the former President would permit the government to tllook inside'' boxes in a storage area at Mar-

a-Lago, Parlatore testified that the former President had told governm ent investigators during a

meeting on June 2, 2022 (for which Parlatore was not present), that Ctif there's anything else you

need, come let m e- you let us know .'' GJ Tr. 40. W hen asked in a follow-up question whether

the form er President had Jold Parlatore about the former President's seemingly cooperative

statement, Parlatore refused to answer on the basis that any com munications between him and his

t

client, the former President, were privileged. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then inquired whether the

attorney-client privilege was limited to communications for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.

GJ Tr. 41. Parlatore suggested instead that Ellaqny infonuation obtained from a client is part of . . .

legal advice or representation.'' GJ Tr. 41. After Parlatore confirm ed, in response to a question,

that a client can waive the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor asked, Cçif the former President's

so cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you to share his conversations with the Grand Jury today.''

GJ Tr. 4 1 .

To be clear, no grand jury witness or subject is required to waive privilege to be deemed

cooperative, and the governm ent regrets this particular exchange with Parlatore to the extent it

may be construed to support such a suggestion. But whatever implication could be drawn from

the prosecutor's question taken in a vacuum, the prosecutor quickly and emphatically corrected

any potential m isunderstanding, and the questioning proceeded thereafter as reflected in more than

200 additional pages of the transcript. W hen Parlatore suggested that the prosecutor's question

implied that to be cooperative required waiving the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor

immediately made cle'ar that she was çdabsolutely not saying that,'' GJ Tr. 42, and that the
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government was not seeking (tto induce any waivers . . . of attorney/client privilege,'' GJ Tr. 43.

That statement, m oreover, reflected the sim ilar caution the government prosecutor had made at the

outset of Parlatore's testimony. See GJ Tr. 13 (government prosecutor explaining to Parlatore that

ççwe are not seeking today to elicit from you privileged information').This context cured any

potential for grandjuror confusion and refutes the former President's claim of misconduct.

B. August 2022 M eeting with Stanley W oodward at the Department of Justice

1. Relevant facts

W altine N auta served as a valet--often referred to as a ççbody man''- for the former

President both during and after his presidency. At the time of the m eeting described in the

Disclosure Motion, Nauta was a subject of the Special Counsel's Office's investigation. The FB1

interviewed Nauta on May 26, 2022, and he testified before the grand jul'y in the District of

Columbia on June 21, 2022. At his interview, he was represented by Derek Ross. During his

grand jtlry appearance, Nauta was represented by Derek Ross and Cameron Seward.

After Nauta had testified in the grand jury and DOJ attorneys had informed Ross and

Seward that he had become a subject of the grand jul'y investigation, Nauta obtained new counsel,

Stanley Woodward. On August 15, 2022, attorneys for the National Security Division (NSD) who

were handling the investigation at that time contacted W oodward by email to invite W oodward to

meet with them to discuss Nauta. The email stated: (W s you know from M r. N auta's previous

counsel, Derek Ross, we and the FBI would like to further question M r. Nauta about various

records stored at M ar-a-Lago. W e think it would be beneficial first to meet with you in person to

discuss the way folw ard with M r. Nauta. Please 1et us ltnow your availability for later this week-''

ln response to that invitation, W oodward agreed to m eet with prosecutors assigned to the

investigation at their offick in the M ain Justice Building on August 24, 2022.

- 22 -
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W oodward met with the prosecutors on August 24, 2022 at the M ain Justice Building to

discuss Nauta. Three prosecutors were present in person and one prosecutor participated by video.

The prosecutors in the room were Jay Brat't (Chief of the Counterintelligence and Export Control

Section (çES)), Julie Edelstein (Deputy Chief of CES), and Brett Reynolds (Trial Attorney in

CES). Michael Thakur (Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida)

participated by video. The prosecutors informed W oodward that Nauta had criminal exposure and

that he was a subject of the grand jury investigation. They also informed Woodward that they

were interested in obtaining Nauta's potential cooperation and fesolving his situation. W oodward

asked about the topics on which they were interested in Nauta's cooperation, and the prosecutors

informed him that the focus was on Nauta's involvement in moving boxes. W oodward indicated

that he had not yet m et with Nauta to discuss the matter, but that he would speak with Nauta and

m ight be interested in providing an attorney proffer after he spoke w ith his client. At the

conclusion of the meeting, W oodward indicated that he would get back to the prosecutors after

speaking with Nauta. Woodward did not object to anything that happened in the meeting or raise

any allegations or complaints about how the prosecutors had handled the meeting--either at that

tim e, in any of his many subsequent dealings with the prosecutors in this investigation, or at any

tim e until the filing of the present Disclosure M otion.

Afterthe August 24 meeting, on September 30, 2022, the prosecutors and W oodward spoke

by telephone about Nauta, and the prosecutors reiterated their interest in sitting down again with

Nauta. In that call, W oodward did not raise any allegations or complaints about what had

transpired in his m eeting with the prosecutors on August 24. W oodward later requested to review

the transcript of Nauta's grand jury testimony, and, consistent with D.C. Circuit law, see In re

Grandlury, 490 F.3d 978, 990 (D.C. Cir. 2007), in October 2022 the prosecutors arranéed for him
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to do so. Again, W oodward made no complaint about anything that had happened in his earlier

m eeting with the prosecutors. Indeed, in more than nine months since the August 2022 meeting,

W oodward- who has dealt with several prosecutors from the Special Counsel's Office during that

span- never raised any allegation, concern, or complaint about that meeting. The government had

never seen or heard of any such complaints about that m eeting until the Disclosure M otion.

2. Discussion

The Disclosure Motion (Mot. 3) claims that one of the prosecutors in the August 24

meeting, Jay Bratt, Edthreatened EWoodwardj that he would lessen his odds of a judicial

appointment if he failed to pressure l autaj to cooperate with the OSC. . .'' The government tlatly

rejects the claim that anyone threatened Woodward in that meeting in any way or that the

government (tinsinuated'' any connection whatsoever between Woodward's potential judicial

nom ination and Nauta's potential cooperation. lndeed, the notion that a 3o-year veteran federal

prosecutor would engage in such a ham -handed tactic in this sensitive investigation in a m eeting

alongside three other prosecutors and in the context of his first interaction with a defense attorney

is nonsensical. And the belated suggestion that such conduct took place in the meeting- nine

m onths after the fact and only days after W oodward has been informed that Nauta is a target-

bolsters that conclusion. Below we discuss the claim and address the version of events and

arguments that are now being proffered by the former President and W oodward.z

' 2 W ith leave from the Court, the government contacted M r. W oodward on June 7, 2023, to review
' with him the claims that were m ade on pages 4 and 10 of the Disclosure M otion, and the
I

government provided Woodward with the relevant excerpts from those pages of the motion. Thel

government informed Woodward that it was committed to providing the Court with an accuratel account of what woodward recalled from his meeting with the prosecutors in August 2022
, and,

at the government's invitation, W oodward agreed to provide his own written version of what took
place so that the government could provide that to the Court with its response to the m otion.
W oodward's letter is attached as Exhibit A.
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The allegations in the Disclosure M otion hinge entirely on one benign fact: during the

August 2022 meeting, Bratt mentioned something about W oodward's connection to the D.C.

Superior Court Judicial Nomination Commission (tdcommission'). Bratt recalls that he had never

dealt with W oodward previously but was aware of the favorable reputation of W oodward's

partner, Stanley Brand. Prior to the meeting, Bratt did an internet search and found information

that he believed indicated that W oodward was on the Commission, which handles nom inations for

appointm ent to the Superior Court bench in the District of Columbia. Bratt's recollection is

corroborated ' by information that

hûps://jnc.dc.gov/biography/stanley-woodward-jr (Copy at Exhibit B). A google search for

Woodward brings up a link that displays Etstanley Woodward, Jr. / jnc - Judicial Nomination

currently on the Comm ission's website

Commission,'' and clicking on the link brings up a page with the prom inent header, Etludicial

Nomination Comm ission'' and below it provides W oodward's biography. As such, the webpage

suggests on its face that W oodward is connected to the Commission. Bratt mentioned this to

W oodward early in their meeting purely as a matter of professional courtesy and only to indicate

to W oodward that he understood that W oodward must have a good reputation. Nothing more was

intended.

The prosecutors recall (and Woodward confirms) that Woodward corrected Bratt about the

details. Brat't recalls that W oodward corrected him by explaining that W oodward was not on the

Commission, but instead that he was, in fact, a potential nom inee. W oodward has a different

recollection of those details. He says that Bratt m entioned that W oodward was a nominee, and

W oodward corrected him that he was not, in fact, a nominee, but that, consistent with the Superior

Court nom ination process, W oodward's name had been submitled by the Comm ission to the W hite
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which Nauta would almost certainly have to do if he were to cooperate in the investigation. Again,

there was nothing inappropriate or threatening about this comm ent to W oodward in W oodward's

capacity as Nauta's new attorney; it was a simple and accurate statement about the situation that

Nauta faced. Woodward did not object to the comment or dispute the truth regarding Nauta's

predicament. Like the other comments, W oodward never mentioned or complained abopt it, and

the government was unaware of this purporied concern until the Disclosure M otion was filed.

In sum, the characterization of the meeting set fol'th in the Disclosure M otion and

W oodward's letler is not credible. At best, and giving W oodward's letter the most charitable

reading possible, the facts indicate that W oodward had a profound misunderstanding of what Brat't

said and meant to convey in the meeting, and he is now- nine months later- warping that

misunderstanding into an allegation of m isconduct for strategic reasons. 80th sides agree that the

topic of the Nom inations Comm ission came up in the meeting, but only the government's version

of events is logical and credible. The only reasonable conclusion is that Bratt mentioned the topic

of W oodward's connection to the Comm ission solely as matter of polite conversation regarding

W oodward's legal experience and reputation. This was done by way of introduction and intended

as a professional compliment in light of the fact that Bratt had not worked with W oodward

previously. Bratt and the other prosecutors understood it that way. They certainly did not perceive

Bratt to have said or done anything threatening or intim idating.

The claim that Bratt began the meeting in August 2022 with a brazen threat is false. Bratt,

a veteran prosecutor of m ore than 30 years and Chief of CES, did nothing inappropriate in the

August 2022 meeting, and the Special Counsel's Office and its prosecutors are comm itted to the
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highest standards of professionalism in this investigation.4 The much belated and eleventh-hour

claim by the former President and W oodward at this stage of the investigation should not be

credited, and the Disclosure M otion should be denied.

C. Grand Jury Appearance of Kashyap Patel in September 2022

Relevant facts

Without supplying any surrounding context, the Disclosure Motion argues t'Mot. 6) that a

prosecutor from the Special Counsel's Office (Cbalked at delaying the Grand Jury appearances of

several witnesses represented by Stanley W oodward after M r. W oodward suffered a compound

fracture in a motor vehicle accident.'' It further contends (id.4 that the prosecutor ççcallously asked,

tW hat will you come up with next week?''' Viewed in context, however, the facts of the

scheduling exchange provide no support for the former President's claim .

On M onday, September 19, 2022, the FBlpersonally served witmess Kashyap (X ash'' Patel

with a grandjury subpoena, commanding him to appear on September 29, 2022. Prior to engaging

counsel, Patel contacted government counsel on Friday, September 23, 2022, to request a two-

week extension. The government agreed to that extension and set his appearance for October 13,

2022. Thereafter, W oodward contacted government counsel on September 27, 2022, explaining

that he hadjust begun a lengthyjury trial Unitedstates v. Rhodes et a1., No. 22-cr-15 (D.D.C.)-

but that Patel had retained him . On September 30, 2022, W oodward requested an additional

indefinite extension of Patel's grand jury appearance until some point after the Rhodes trial

concluded. (Ultimately, the verdict in that trial was not returned until November 29, 2022,

4 On June 7, 2022, at Bratt's request, the Special Counsel's Oftice reached out to OPR so that he
could make a self-referral of this issue for OPR'S review . Such self-referrals are made routinely
when allegations are made against Department of Justice prosecutors in order to ensure the
integrity of our work. The self-referral is in no way an indication that Bratt or the Special Counsel
Office's believe that he did anything inappropriate.
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approximately six weeks after Patel's already-postponed appearance date of October 13, 2022.)

The government was unwilling to consent to the indefinite extension that W oodward sought.

W oodward, for his parq declined various alternatives offered by the government, including

scheduling Patel's grand jul.y appearance for Friday afternoons, when the Rhodes trial was not

sitting, and a voluntary interview by prosecutors and agents over a weekend.

On October 7, 2022, Patel (through Woodward) filed a motion to quash his grand jury

appearance, arguing that requiring Patel to appear pursuant to the grand jury's subpoena would

violate his constitutional rights by depriving him of his counsel of choice, i.e., W oodward, who

was occupied with ajury trial elsewhere in the courthouse. The Court denied the motion to quash

on October 1 1, 2022, see In re GrandluryNo. 22-03 Subpoena 6J-13, No. 22-:-41, Minute Order

(Oct. 1 1, 2022), and required Patel to appear as scheduled on October 13. See id. (((Mr. Patel

requests a delay of some unspecified time period in his testimony because his counsel, Stanley

W oodward, will be engaged in the United States v. Rhodes trial, Case No. 22-cr-15, scheduled to

last several weeks, with no promises as to when his counsel will have time available. M r. Patel

retained Mr. Woodward on the attorney's first day of jury selection in Rhodes when such

circumstance made fully apparent that counsel would be unavailable during M r. Patel's scheduled

grandjury testimony. In addition, the govelmment has already demonstrated flexibility in meeting

Patel's scheduling needs . . . . Testifying before a grandjury is not a game of find-or-seek-a-better-

time or catch-me-if-you-can, and a witness cannot indefinitely delay a proceeding based on his

counsel's convenience . . . .'').

Patel appeared before the grandjury on October l3, 2022, where he repeatedly declined to

answer questions on the basis of the rights afforded to him by the Filh Am endment. Thereafter,

the government moved to compel Patel's testimonj. The Court granted the government's motion
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to compel, contingent on the governm ent offering statutory immunity. The government ultim ately

did so, granting Patel statutory immunity pursuantto 18 U.S.C. j 6003 for his grandjul'y testimony.

The Court's order on the motion to compel specifically directed Patel to appear before the grand

july on either October 27 or November 3, 2022---dates that had bèen cleared with all counsel

during a hearing on the motion to compel.

On October 24, 2022, NSD Trial Attorney Brett Reynolds contacted W oodward and

indicated that Patel's testimony had been set for October 27. In that same email comm unication,

Reynolds indicated that he had heard about W oodward's

Rhodes trial) and wished him well.

later, October 26, whether he would require surgel'y that would occupy him on October 27, and

suggested that it would be tçpnldent'' for the government to book grand jury time for November 3

as well. Reynolds respondçd that they would prefer to proceed on October 27 if possible, but that

if Woodward's injury made it impossible to do so, the government would EEmove some things

injury (which happened during the

W oodward responded that he would not know until two days

around to get the appearance locked in for l ovember 32.'' Woodward and Reynolds spoke by

phone the next day, October 25, 2022. During the call, Reynolds conveyed his preference to

proceed that week, because there was no predicting whether anything unforeseen would happen

the next week. Reynolds recalls that W oodward had informed them that his wife was due to have

a baby that coming weekend, and he feared that Woodward's trial obligations, injury, baby, and

any other unforeseen events would further delay things. As noted above, the Court's order directed

the appearance to occur on either October 27 or November 3, so any further delay would have

required additional motions practice. During the same call, however, W oodward advised for the

first time that Patel's appearance on October 27 would be categorically impossible because of

W oodward's condition. W ith that representation by W oodward, the prosecutors did not force him
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to proceed that week, and instead agreed to his request to delay Patel's grandjury testimony to the

pext week, November 3. That offer was confirmed to W oodward by email that evening, offering

additional sympathy for Woodward's injury.Neither at the time or any time subsequently did

Woodward and Patel object to the government accommodating their request to move the testimony

to November 3, and Patel ultimately testified before the grand jury on 'November 3 under the

government's grant of statutory immunity.

2. Discussion

There was nothing inappropriate about the government's effol'ts to move the grand jury

investigation along promptly or the prosecutor's exchanges with W oodward regarding the

Ultimately, Reynolds agreed to delay the testimony by a weekscheduling of Patel's appearance.

to accommodate Woodward's needs, and he expressed sympathy for Woodward's injury on more

than one occasion. lt may be that the prosecutor's use of a phrase indicating his desire to m ove

forward with the testim ony that week was interpreted as harsh by W oodward, but even if that is

so, it provides no basis for the extraordinary relief requested in the Disclosure M otion.

D. Obtaining the Password for Chamberlain Harris's Laptop in Decem ber 2022

Relevant facts

On January 7, 2023, during the course of the litigation on the government's motion to

compel compliance with the May 11 grand jury subpoena, Chamberlain Hanis, an administrative

assistant at M ar-a-taago, voluntarily provided a laptop to the government. The govenzm ent asked

Harris for the password so that it could access the laptop and identify any relevant material,

including classifed information, on the laptop. W hen Harris declined to provide the password and

Harris's counsel, John lrving, indicated that Save America PAC, not Hanis, owned the laptop and

directed governm ent counsel to request the password ffom either Trump attorney Jim Trusty or
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Evan Corcoran, the government informed lrving that it would issue a grand jury subpoena

requiring her appearance before the grand jury so that the grand jury could direct her to provide

the password. Harris, through her counsel, then agreed to provide the password.

2. Discussion

The former President (Mot. 6) suggests that there was some impropriety in this exchange

with Harris and her counsel, but he does not identify what that impropriety m ight be. Harris was

represented by counsel and made the informed decision to provide the password for a laptop that

she had already turned over to the governm ent. She was free to assel't any privilege she might

have, including any potential Fifth Amendment privilege, or to file any objection to the procedure,

but she and her counsel made the decision to 'simply provide the password. There was nothing

inappropriate or heavy-handed about this process. M oreover, because Harris never testified before

the grand jury, the exchange with Harris and her counsel provides no support for this motion for

access to grandjury materials.

E. Seizure of Carlos De Oliveira's Cell Phone in January and February 2023

1. Relevant facts

On January 13, 2023, the FBI conducted an audio-recorded knock-and-talk interview with

Carlos De Oliveira, the property manager at M ar-a-Lago. The next day, the FB1 served De Oliveira

with a subpoena to testify before the grand jury on January 20, 2023. On January 17, attomey

Jolm Irving alerted prosecutors at the Special Counsel's Offsce that he represented De Oliveira.

On January 19, lrving accepted service of a grand jury subpoena for records including De

Oliveira's communications. The return date for the subpoena was January 26 (one week from

issuance). lrving indicated that he could not meet the deadline for producing communications and
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asked whether De Oliveira's January 20 testimony before the grandjury could be postponed until .
!

after he had produced records. The prosecutors declined to delay his testim ony.1

i ided screen
,. De Oliveira testified before the grandjury on January 20. That day, lrving prov1
I

' shots of a limited set of messages between De Oliveira and Nauta that were responsive to the

1
i subpoena. On January 25, the government agreed to an extension until Februaly 3 for the
i
production of communications in rçsponse to the subpoena.i T

I on January 3o
, the government invesugative team received a tranche of- xautai

.

l communications that had been released by the government filter team that was reviewing Nauta's
1 .

1 phone. Among those communications were texts between Nauta and De Oliveira about a trip that
:

Nauta made to M ar-a-laago on June 25, and texts from Nauta to De Oliveira about keeping quiet a

' 

' July 10 trip that Nauta and the former President made to Mar-a-laago. ln the grand jury, De

Oliveira denied (falsely) that the former President traveled to Mar-a-Lago in the summer of 2022.

The next day, January 31, the FB1 identified closed-circuit television (CCTV) video

footage of Nauta and De Oliveira in the area of the storage room at M ar-a-taago during Nauta's

June trip. These clips were directly relevant to the government's investigation into whether Nauta '

. and De Oliveira attempted to obstruct the investigation by disabling or atlempting to disable CCTV

cameras or deleting footage after they became aware that the government had subpoenaed CCTV

footage in the area of the storage room . On February 2 and February 9, Irving produced collections

of records from De Oliveira's phone, but they did not include any communications between De

Oliveira and Nauta regarding the July 10 trip- the very communications that the government had:

reviewed on Nauta's phone, and therefore knew should have been on De Oliveira's phone.l
i
' On February 10, the FBI executed a warrant and obtained De Oliveira's phone. The

government told lrving that among the reasons a search warrant was executed was because De
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Oliveira had provided false testimony in the grand jury, including about the July 10 trip.

Thereafter, on February 17 and M arch 20, Irving made further productions of records in response

to the grandjury subpoena.

2. Discussion

There was nothing inappropriate about the governm ent's decision to proceed on two tracks

in order to ensure that it obtained all relevant evidence from De Oliveira's cell phone. By seizing

and searching the phone, the government ensured that the device was subject to a full forensic

review in light of its concerns about potential perjury and obstructive conduct by De Oliveira.

There is nothing that would require the government to set aside De Oliveira's obligation to comply

with the grandjury subpoena at the same time, and he made no motion to the Coul't to do so. These

facts provide no support for Trump's motion for access to grand jury material.

F. Grand Jury Appearance of M argo M artin in M arch 2023

Relevant facts

The Disclosure Motion claims (Mot. 9) that the Special Counsel's Office required witness

Margo Martin to appear before the grand jury Ctwith only 72 hours of notice'' and refused to delay

her appearance so that her newly retained counsel would have sufficient time to consult with her

before her appearance. That claim is inaccurate. M atin's counsel agreed to accept service and

was served with a grand jul'y subpoena by email on Friday, March l0, 2023. The grand jury

subpoena called for her appearance the following Thursday, M arch 16, 2023, the date that she

appeared before the grand jury.

2. Discussion

There is no basis for any claim that the govenzm ent engaged in m isconduct in connection

with the subpoena to M artin, nor does the tim ing of the subpoena and her appearance provide any
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basis for the request to review grand jury materials. Martin was represented by experienced

counsel throughout, and the governm ent's efforts to move quickly and efficiently in this important

investigation were reasonable and appropriate.

Conclusion

The Court should deny the Disclosure M otion.

Respectfully subm itted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N.Y. Bar No. 26780à4

By: /s/ Jack Smith

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
John M. Pellettieri (N.Y. Bar No. 4145371)
Assistant Special Counsel

June 15, 2023
(Originally June 8, 2023)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

IN RE GRAND TURYSUBPOENAS ) CASE NO. 23-:-38
)
) UNDER SEM ,
)
)

OPPOSITION TO AM ENDED M OTION FOR
DISCLOSURE OF GRAND JURY M ATEIU ALS

(tr-flhe proper functioning of our grandjury system depends upon the secrecy of grandjury

proceedings.'' Douglas Oil Co. of Cal. v. Petrol Stops Nw., 441 U.S. 211, 21 8 (1979). This

bedrock principle, embodied in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e), protects several vital

interests, including ensuring that witnesses (tcome forward voluntarily'' to Sstestify fully and

frankly'' without fear of t&retribution'' or çlinducem ents.'' f#. at 219. Form er President Donald J.

Trump nevedheless claims that these vital interests are outweighed by his own padicularized need

to review the testimony and associated minutes of four current or former employees who

purportedly appeared before the grand jury.l See Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury

Materials, 23-:-10 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5, 2023) (Crisclosure Motion'' or tGMot.''). That

extraordinary request proceeds in three pats. First, the former President makes a series qf baseless

allegations of prosecutorial misconduct, grounded in a combination of factual errors,

mischaracterizations, and ad hominem attacks. Second, even though only one of his allegations

even purpol'ts to relate to conduct before the grand jury- and that allegation involves a witness

whose transcript he already has- he relies on illogical inferences to suggest that if a prosecutor

acted with what he deems to be unreasonable urgency in scheduling a witness's appearance or

1 In light of Rule 6(e), the government neither confirms nor denies whether the four individuals
named in the motion in fact testified before the grandjury. Forpurposes of this response, however,
the government will refer to the named employees as witnesses.
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document production, it follows that the prosecutor likely engaged in som e unspecified form of

Etmisconduct'' or çsabuse'' when the same witness appeared before the grand jury. And third, the

former President speculates that if he indeed finds the unspecified m isconduct or abuse that he is

looking for, it could somehow assist him in preparing (Cpotential litigation regarding the abuse of

the grand jury and possibly a motion for disqualification of certain'' govenuuent attomeys,

although without identifying any cognizable legal basis for such a motion. Id. at 8.

The former President's allegations of prosecutorial m isconduct are unfounded. But even

if they were taken at face value- which, as explained below and in the government's cx parte

subm ission, they should not be- the Disclosure M otion would fall far short of establishing any

sort of particularized need for the materials, much less one that outweighs the powerful need for

continued secrecy. The m otion should therefore be denied.

BACKGROUND

This matter arises from the former President's retention of classified m aterials after his

term in office ended, and the government's efforts to retrieve those materials. After the United

States National Archives and Records Administration (&tNA1kA'') informed the Department of

Justice that 15 boxes that the former President had previously stored at his residence at M ar-a-

Lago and provided to NAlkA in January 2022 contained classified documents, a grandjury in this

district, on M ay 1 1, 2022, issued a subpoena to the custodian of records for the former President's

post-presidential office- the Office of Donald J. Trump (the (Coffice''l- requesting (tgaqny and a11

documents or writings in the custody or control of Donald J. Trump and/or the Office of Donald

J. Trump bearing classification markings (list of classification markingsl.'' As this Coul't has

explained, (tgelnsuring compliance with the May 2022 Subpoena has been slow-going, prompting

the governmeht to seek and execute a search warrant at M ar-a-Lagc'f, additional governnient
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motions regarding inadequate compliance, repeat visits to this Court, and new searthes conducted

and updated certifications filed, with the compliance effort dragging into mid-December 2022,

when additional classitied documents were recovered from a closet in the Office's designated

space at M ar-a-taago.'' Opinion, In re Grandlury Subpoena, 2.3-gj-10, ECF No. l9, at 7 (Mar. 17,

2023) (tccrime-Fraud Opinion'').

ln summary, on June 3, 2022, atlorneys Evan Corcoran and Christina Bobb met with three

FB1 agents and an attorney from the Department of Justice (Jay Bratt) and turned over a

certification and a folder containing 38 documents with classification m arkings. The cedification

was signed by Bobb, who was identified as the Office's custodian of records, and stated that

Ccgbjased upon the information that has been provided to me, l am authorized to certify, on behalf

of the Office of Donald J. Trump,'' that ççgaj diligent search was conducted of the boxes that were
t

'

m oved fm m the W hite House to Florida,'' the search was conducted Gtin order to locate any and al1

documents that are responsive to the subpoena,'' and ûtlalny and all responsive documents

accompany this certification.'' Despite the certification, on August 8, 2022, federal agents

searched M ar-a-Lago pursuant to a warrant and seized over 100 documents with classification

m arkings. About a m onth later, in response to another request from the government, the Office

refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certiscation. Litigation

before this Court ensued, resulting in additional searches and certifications signed by attorney

Timothy C. Parlatore, who testified before the grand jury in December 2022. The grand jury's

investigation continued after Parlatore's testimony, and among other things, this Coul't granted the

government's m otion to compel two attorneys for the form er President to appear before the grand

jury and provide certain testimony under the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege.
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The former President now seeks transcripts of testimony from four individuals who he

believes have testified before the grandjury. The former President accuses (Mot. at 2) government

prosecutors of tGmisconduct and bias'' in the grand jury.According to the former President, he

ûtanticipates that he will pursue relief from this Court,'' and he requests the transcripts (tgtjo enable

him to do so with a fuller record.'' M ot. at 3. The former President mentions EEpotential litigation

regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process'' and states he will Cçpossibly'' file a Klm otion for

disqualification of certain'' government attorneys, M ot. at 8, although he does no't disclose the

forum in which he will pursue this litigation.

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD

Procedure 6(e) prohibits disclosure of Smatterls) occurring

before the grand juryy' Fed. k.. Crim. P. 6(e)(2), and thus requires that Elrjecords, orders, and

subpoenas relating to grand-jury proceedings must be kept under seal to the extent and as long as

necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a matter occurring before a grand jury,' Fed.

j

tTederal Rule of Crim inal

R. Crim. P. 6(e)(6).'' In re Grand Jhr..p Subpoena, Judith Miller, 493 F.3d 152, 154 (D.C. Cir.

2007). That rule of secrecy (tsafeguards vital interests in (1) preserving the willingness and candor

of witnesses called before the grand jury; (2) not alerting the target of an investigation who might

otherwise flee or interfere with the grandjury; and (3) preserving the rights of a suspect who might

later be exonerated.'' McKeever v. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844 O .C. Cir. 2019). After all, Gçgtqhe

grandjul'y as a public institution serving the community might suffer if those testifying today knew

. that the secrecy of their testimony would be lifted tomorrow,'' which is aparticularly acute concern

.1
h where, as here, (trtlhe witnesses . . . may be employees . . . of potential defendants.'' Unitedstatesll
'

v. Procter dr Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958),. see also Douglas Oil Co. ofcal. v. Petrol

Stops #w., 441 U.S.'211, 222 (1979).
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To preserve the ltindispensable secrecy of grandjury proceedings,'' Procter dr Gamble Co.,

356 U.S. at 682 (quotations omitted), çTederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) makes quite clear

that disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury is the exception and not the rule,''

McKeever, 920 F.3d at 844 (quotations omitted). For such an exception to apply, a movant must

generally Ctcarrylj the heavy burden of showing (that a particularized need exists' that (outweighs

the policy of secrecy.''' United States v. Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d 21, 47 (D.D.C. 2017) (quoting

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. v. Unitedstates, 360 U.S. 395, 400 (1959)).

As the fonuer President acknowledges (Mot. 7), the only exception even arguably

impliéated here pe-rtains to disclosure Etpreliminarily to or in connection with a judicial

proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i). Parties attempting to meet this standard dtmust show

(1) that the material they seek is needed to avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding,

g2) that the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy, and g3j that their

request is structured to cover only material so needed.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222; see

Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Tillerson, 270 F. Supp. 3d 1, 4-5 (D.D.C. 20 17).Under this standard, tigijt

is clear . . . that disclosure is appropriate only in those cases where the need for it outweighs the

public interest in secrecy, and that the burden of demonstrating this balance rests upon the private

party seeking disclosure.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 223.

ARGUM ENT

The former President's Disclosure M otion should be denied. Indeed, even if the allegations

of m isconduct were to be taken at face value, which they should not be, the former President has

failed to show any sort of particularized need for the requested materials, much less one that

outweighs the values underlying the policy of secrecy, which are at their apex in the circumstances

presented here. To thèkontrary, the former President is engaged in a transparent fishing expedition
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whose real goal appears to be uncovering what his current and former employees may have told

the grand jury, ostensibly grounded in the speculative possibility that his review might turn up

unspecified examples of ttmisconduct'' that could justify future extraordinary relief, in the form of

a motion to disqualify govenunent counsel. This falls far short of the necessal.y showing.

M oreover, the Disclosure M otion's allegations of m isconduct rest on several errors,

m ischaracterizations, and baseless accusations, and it does not establish any credible claim of

prosecutorial misconduct.

1. The Disclosure M otion W ould Fail Even If 1ts Facts W ere Taken at Face Value.

A. The form er President has not shown that the material is needed to avoid a
possible injustice in another judicial proceeding.

To establish a particularized need for grandjury materials preliminarily to or in connection

with anotherjudicial proceeding, a pal'ty must identify a particularized use tGrelated fairly directly

to some identifiable litigation, pending or anticipated.'' United States v. Baggot, 463 U.S. 476,

480 (1983). (llljt is not enough to show that some litigation may emerge from the matter in which

the m aterial is to be used, or even that litigation is factually likely to emerge.'' 1d. Gl-l-he focus is

on the actual use to be made of the material,'' and (((i)f the primary purpose of disclosure is not to

assist in preparation or conduct of ajudicial proceeding, disclosure under ((E))(i) is notpermitted.''

Moreover, EEthe request for grand jury material must be more than a request for authorization

to engage in a Gshing expedition.'' In re Eyecare Physicians ofAm., 100 F.3d 514, 518 (7th Cir.

1996) (cleaned up); see In re Grandlury 95-1, 1 18 F.3d 1433, 1437 (10th Cir. 1997) (same). As

such, Cswhere a defendant fails to provide a discrete reason, and instead relies on speculation or

unsupported assumptions, courts have made clear that disclosure df grand jury minutes is not

warranted.'' Apodaca, 287 F. Supp. 3d at 47.
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Here, the fonuer President's motion rests on mere speculation and unsupported

assumptions about what the grand jury materials might show. Indeed, unlike in other cases in

which disclosure has been authorized, he offers neither evidence nor even a theory of what

specifically the grand jury transcripts might show, beyond the vague suggestion that they might

show som e form of unspecified (dm isconduct.'' See In re Grand Jhry 95-1, 118 F.3d at 1437

(reversing authorization under Rule 6(e)(3)(E)(i) where the movant's alleged need for grand jury

materials to prepare a motion forjudicial disqualification was Gçgeneral and vague'' and the absence

of allegations about what the m aterial would contain Cûclearly indicates the speculative nature of

(the movant's) allegations . . . and suggests (the movantq was simply interested in engaging in a

fishing expedition''). Some of the very cases the former President relies on (Mot. 9) illustrate the

same point. See, e.g., United States v. Schlegel, 687 F. App'x 26, 30 (2d Cir. 2017) (affirming

denial of request for grand jury materials where the defendant tsfailed to articulate any concrete

allegations of Govelmment misconduct'' and instead SGmerely speculategdj'' about what the

government may have presented to the grand jury); United States v. Hunt, 534 F. Supp. 3d 233,

259 (E.D.N.Y. 2021) (denying request for grand jul'y materials where the defendant's allegations

of prosecutorial m isconduct G'ultimately amount to mere speculation that the Government

lpotentially' gave a misleading instruction to the grand jury'').

M oreover, the former President makes no effort to connect the facts that he purportedly

hopes to find with the specific use he intends to m ake of them. But a showing of particularized

need ltcannot even be made without consideration of the particulars of thejudicial proceeding with

respect to which disclosure is sought.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 480 n.4. Here, the former

President suggests (Mot. 8) that he needs the material because he Cçanticipates potential litigation
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regarding the abuse of the Grand Jury process and possibly a motion for disqualification of çertain

OSC attorneys.''

He does not, however, identify any cognizable basis for a pre-indictment motion alleging

abuse of the grandjury process. C/ 2 Fed. Grand Jury j 21 :3 (2d ed.) (noting that E'ga) person who

wants to challenge grand jury abuse during an investigation, before an indictment has been

returned . . . will have standing to do so only if she has been subpoenaed to testify or otherwise

provide evidence to the grand jury, or if she has standing to act on behalf of a third party which

has been subpoenaed to provide evidence to the grand jury''l (footnotes omittedl).

Nor does he identify any cognizable basis for disqualification, such as a conflict of interest.

This failure is particularly striking given that ttgtqhe disqualification of Government counsel is a

drastic measure and a court should hesitate to imppse it except where necessary.'' Unitedstates v.

Bolden, 353 F.3d 870, 878 (10th Cir. 2003) (quotations omitted). Indeed, as the Ninth Circuit

recently explained, (tltlhe doctrine of separation of powers requires judicial respect for the

independence of the prosecutor,'' such that (tabsent a violation of the Constitution, a federal statute,

or a procedural rule,'' courts çEdo not dictate to the Executive branch who will serve as its

prosecutors.'' United States v. Willîams, -- F.4th --, 2023 'WL 3516095, at *5 (9th Cir. May 18,

2023) (cleaned up). (Tut differently, (courtsj do not stamp a chancellor's foot veto over activities

of coequal branches of government unless compelled by the law to do so.'' 1d. (quotations

omitted). Here, the former President has not identified any law that could possibly compel the

Court to grant a motion to disqualify any government attorney from participating in this case.

The Disclosure M otion therefore fails to show that the requested material Cdis needed to

avoid a possible injustice in anotherjudicial proceeding.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. The

motion may be denied on that basis alone.

- 8-
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B. The form er President has not shown that the need for disclosure is greater
than the need for continued secrecy.

Even if the former President had shown a particularized need (which he has not), the

Disclosure M otion fails to show ûtthat the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued

secrecy.'' Douglas Oil Co., 44l U.S. at 222. The balance between particu.larized need and secrecy

çsshould always be weighted presumptively toward the govemm ent When the targets of a grand

jul'y investigation are requesting disclosure of grandjury testimony for use in that proceeding.'' In

reAntitrust Grandluly, 805 F.2d 155, l 62 (6th Cir. 1986). Gtconcern as to the future consequences

of frank and full testimony is heightened where the witness is an employee of a gsubjectl under

investigation.'' Douglas Oil Co., 441 U.S. at 222. ln a1l cases, ddcoul'ts must consider not only the

immediate effects upon a particular grand jury, but also the possible effect upon the functioning of

future grandjuries,'' with aparticular eye toward the possibility that the Csgtlear of future retribution

or social stigm a may act as powerful deterrents to those who would come forward to aid the grand

jul'y in the performance of its duties.'' 1d. It is difficult to conceive of something more likely to

chill full and frank testim ony, both now and in future cases, than an employer attempting to see

what his employees may or may not have told the grand jury.

These factors make the public interest in secrecy extremely weighty. In combination they

likely would outweigh even the strongest possible showing of particularized need, and certainly

outweigh the nonexistent showing that the former President has made here.

The former President seeks to avoid this conclusion by hwoking (Mot. 1 1-12) G'the

common-sense proposition that secrecy is no longer Cnecessary' when the contents of grand jury

matters have become public.'' In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith M iller, 438 F.3d at 1140. Of

course, dtltqhere must come a time . . . when information is sufficiently widely known that it has

lost its character as Rule 6(e) material.'' In re North, 16 F.3d 1234, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1994). But in
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seeking to make such a showing here, the form er President contlates public knowledge of the
-/àcf

of àn investigation (which is indeed widely ltnown) with public knowledge of the substance of the

testimony that specific witnesses purportedly gave to the grand jury, which neither the public nor

the former President knows. lndeed, the whole prem ise of his motion is that he would like to

know, but at present can only speculate about, $(Ru1e 6(e)'s bread and butter: the identities of

witnesses orjurors, the substance of testimony as well as actual transcripts, the strategy or direction

of the investigation, the deliberations or questions of jurors, and the like.'' Judicial Watch, Inc.,

270 F. Supp. 3d at 5 (quotations omitted). Based on the reporting that the former President relies

on (Mot. 1 l nn. 3-5), it does not appear that any of the four named witnesses has even confirmed

that he or she appeared before the grand jul'y, much less publicly disclosed the substance of any

testimony that he or she m ay have given.

Moreover, even in cases where details of a witness's grand jul'y testimony have been

reported in the press, that alone does not make the testimony discoverable, since Sçlkule 6(e) does

not create a type of secrecy which is waived once public disclosure occurs,'' Barry v. Unitedstates,

740 F. Supp. 888, 891 (D.D.C. 1990), padicularly where, as here, the government has neither

confirm ed nor denied the accuracy of any public reporting, see In re North, 16 F.3d at 1245. As

suoh, the former President's misplaced reliance on cases involving requests for the disclosure of

already-public information does nothing to alter the conclusion his (Cneed'' for the material, such

as it is, is heavily outweighed by the need for continued grand jury secrecy. See In re New York

Times Co., No. MC 22-100, 2023 WL 2185826, at *14-15 (D.D.C. Feb. 23, 2023) (denying request

for grand jury materials related to ççformer President Trump's privilege challenge to the Jan. 6

grand jury investigation''); In re Press Application for Access to Judicial Records Ancillaly to

Certain Grand J'z/ry Proceedings Concerning Donald J Trump (î the Trump Organization, Nö.
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MC 220128, ECF No. 6 (D.D.C. Mar. 1 1, 2023) (denying request for grand jury materials related

to certain aspects of the classified-documents investigation).
g

' 

'

C. The form er President has not shown that his request is structured to cover
only needed material.

Finally, the Disclosure M otion is structured to cover more than the purportedly needed

material. To be sure, given the speculative nature of the request, it is hard to say that any m aterial

' is more or less Sçneeded'' than any other. But the Disclosure M otion goes further than even its own

internal logic would allow. After all, the former President's theory appears to be (Mot. 5) that if

prosecutors unreasonably conveyed (ûa false sense of urgency'' when dealing With certain

witnesses, it somehow follows that the prosecutors m ust also çthave been abusive in their treatment

of witnesses appearing before the grand jury.'' But even that dubious logic provides no support

for the request (id. at l 0) to review tcthe Cminutes' during which prosecutors o/en share thoughts

about the direction of the investigation and their impressions of witnesses who have been

questioned.'' Indeed, his request for the m inutes only suppol'ts the inference that he is engaged in

a fishing expedition seeking insight into the inner workings of the investigation.

lI. The Disclosure M otion Rests on Num erous Factual Inaccuracies and
M ischaracterizations.

'Although the fonuer President's motion is legally deficient and can- and should- be

dismissed on that ground alone, the former President's factual allegations of prosecutorial

misconduct are also false and unfounded. The govermnent addresses the allegations regarding the

questioning of attorney Timothy C. Parlatore before the grandjury in this sealed brief because the
l

former President possesses the transcript of Parlatore's grand jury testimony. The government

necessarily addresses the remaining allegations in its exparte submission.

. . $A . G rand Jury Testim ony of Tim othy Parlatore

- 1 1 -
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1. Relevant Facts

Until his recent withdrawal from representing the fonner President, Timothy Parlatore
&

represented the former President with respect to the M ay 2022 subpoena starting in October 2022,

a couple months after the execution of the search warrant at M ar-a-Lago. Parlatore Grand Jury

Tr., In re Grandlurysubpoena, 23-:-10, ECF No. 12, at 16-17 (Mar. 10, 2023) ('KGJ Tr.''). About

a month earlier, on Septem ber l5, 2022, the government had expressed its continuing concern that

the former President or ' his Office retained additional classified docum ents beyond those

uncovered through execution of the search warrant. See Crime-Fraud Opinion at 23. After the

Office refused to conduct another search for responsive records or provide a certification, the

government filed a motion to compel compliance with the Vay 2022 subpoena. 1d. at 23-24.

M inutes before the hearing on the motion to compel began on October 27, 2022, counsel for the

former President provided the government and the Court with a declaration from Parlatore stating

that the Office had authorized him to provide the declaration and describing a search (Cundertaken

on the prem ises at Bedminster,'' where the former President m aintained a residence, by ttelite

professionals who have extensive prior experience searching for sensitive docum ents and

contraband.'' Declaration of Timothy C. Parlatore, Esq. In re Grand Jhry Subpoena, No. 22-:-

40, ECF No. 9, at 2 (Oct. 26, 2022).

The Cou!'t granted the govenunent's motion to compel on November 9, 2022, and issued

an order stating that 66a custodian with first-hand knowledge of the Office's diligent and

comprehensive efforts to locate responsive documents and with the ability to certify that no

additional responsive records remain in the Office's possession, must comply with the subpoena.''

Order, In re Grandxhtly Subpoena, 22-:-40, ECF No. 15, at 2 t'Nov. 9, 2022). The order required

that the Office provide the government with a new certification Eifrom a custodian of records with
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personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the grandjury subpoena'' and that the

custodian Csappear before the grand jury to provide testimony regarding'' the Office's (çcompliance

efforts and verification of the contents of the certification.'' Id. at 2-3.

Parlatore filed a status repol-t on behalf of the Office six days later describing efforts to

search for responsive docum ents and disclosing that two additional classified documents had been

found in a storage unit leased by the Office. In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF

No. 19 (Nov. 15, 2022). The status report identified five locations to search for KGpotentially

responsive documents'' and stated that one of those locations, M ar-a-taago, would not be searched

because there was Ctno reason to believe that potentially responsive documents remainled) there.''

Id. at 1-2. In a minute order on November 18, 2022, the Court partially granted a motion b: the
l

Office for additional time to file a final certification and set a new deadline of November 23, 2022,

noting an Cçobvious concern'' that the status report was submitled by an attorney who did not attest

to be (ça custodian of records with personal knowledge of respondent's efforts to comply with the

grandjury subpoena,'' a requirement of both the May 2022 subpoena and the Court's November 9

order. Minute Order, In re Grandlury Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40 (Nov. 18, 2022).

On November 23, 2022, Parlatore subm itted a sworn certification that largely reiterated the

information from the N ovember 9 status report but included some additional details, including

information about an intervening search of Trump Tower. See In re Grand Jhr-p Subpoena, Case

No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 22 (Nov. 23, 2022). Contrary to the Coul-t's previous orders, the

certification contained a section, entitled EElkole of Certificant,'' asserting that the Office was not

obligated to use a custodian of records. 1d. at 7-8. The certification stated that Parlatore would

testify EEto the limited infonnation contained'' in the certification, GGwithout any further waiver of

privilegegj'' although the Office's position %as that ççno further testimony should be necessary.''
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Id. at 8. As the Court later explained, Gtlnlo additional details were provided to clarify that

qualifying language, leaving the governm ent guessing as to what information exactly Parlatore

would provide during any subsequent testimony---ag.,whether his testimony would include

details not specifically provided in the certification or whether the Office planned to instruct

Parlatore to invoke privileges not previously asserted in this litigation, such as attorney-client

privilege, work-product privilege, or executive privilege, should he be questioned about any matter

outside the four corners of the certitk ation.'' Crim e-Fraud Opinion at 30-3 1.

The governm ent filed a motion for an order requiring the Office to show cause why it

should not be held in civil contempt for failure to comply with the Court's November 9 order. At

a hearing on the motion on Decem ber 9, 2022, the Court stated that it lacked a Cçcomplete record''

to issue a contempt citation because the government had not put Parlatore in the grand jury and

ûçasked him a whole series of questions.'' Hearing Tr. at l 1-13, In re Grand Jury s'zflwtpcatz, Case

No. 22-:-40 (Dec. 9, 2022) (Contempt Hearing Tr.). The Court explained that to evaluate

compliance with its orders and a potential contempt citation, it was &cgoing to want concrete grand

jury transcripts about what is said and what isn't said, what is left unanswered.'' 1dL at 28. Counsel

for the former President and his post-presidential office confirmed that Parlatore would be Stwilling

to'' testify about (twhere the search was conducted, why areas were srarched, why areas weren't

searched- all of the normal things that a custodian of records would do, he will do it'' although it

&6may involve a different issue'' if Parlatore were asked a question about Cdspecific conversations

with his client,'' the former President. f#. at 31 ; see f#. at 38-39, 43 (colloquies regarding

Parlatore's prospective testimony).

The Court did not issue a contempt citation given what it later described as Glthe productive

discussion about expectations for additional searches and the contents of a certitication for

- 14 -
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compliance with the M ay 2022 subpoena and the Court's Orders issued on November 9 and 18,

2022, and the Offce's apparent willingness to try to m eet those expectations.'' Crime-Fraud

Opinion at 32 n.9. The Court ordered the Office to file a revised certification with additional

details, and the Court specified that (çfull compliance'' with the Court's orders would require,

among other things, that (Tarlatore would testify before the grand jury regarding the Office's

efforts and due diligence to respond to the M ay 2022 subpoena, including testifying to inform ation

not already m entioned in the revised certification and details regarding how Parlatore determ ined

which locations needed to be searched and when, why certain locations were selected to be

searched and others not, efforts by Bobb to prepare to sign the June 3, 2022 certiscation, the

identities of the search-team members, and those members' exact search methodologies.'' 1d. at

32-33. It was understood that Parlatore (tmight be asked questions about the content of direct

conversations with the former president'' and that there might be the ûtpotential need for additional

litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations with the former president.'' 1d. at 33-34.

The Office provided a revised certification, sworrl by Parlatore, on December 16, 2022. In
/

re Grand Jzfr
.p Subpoena, Case No. 22-:-40, ECF No. 34 (Dec. 16, 2022). The revised

certification described searches, including a search of M ar-a-Lago on December 15-1 6, 2022,

conducted by two E&elite professionals'' with military experience and experience Ctsearching for

sensitive documents'' and Gicontraband.'' Id. at 5-1 1 . The search of Mar-a-tzago (tgrlemarkably . . .

uncovered four more responsive records,'' which the certification (çmisleadingly refergredl to . . .

as Glow-level ministerial docum ents.''' Crim e-Fraud Opinion at 35.

Parlatore appeared before the grand jury on December 22, 2022. Parlatore explained that

he represented the former President but that he understood his appearance before the grandjury as

principally to provide his tEpersonal knowledge'' about efforts undertaken by the post-presidency

- 1 5 -
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office ççto comply with'' the M ay 2022 subpoena. GJ Tr. 10-11. He acknowledged that such

testimony GGgolrdinarily'' would be handled Eçby a custodian of records for the organization.'' GJ

Tr. 12. Parlatore thus acknowledged that he was Gtwearlingq two hatsr'' namely, an attorney for the

former President and a stand-in custodian. GJ Tr. 1 1.

Before questioning turned to the substance of Parlatore's Scpersonal knowledge'' of

subpoena compliance, the government prosecutor clarified that the government was GEnot seeking

today to elicit . . . privileged information.'' GJ Tr. 13. At the same time, the prosecutor alerted

Parlatore that if Parlatom claimed privilege in response to any question, the prosecutor would ask

Parlatore which privilege he was invoking and ttthe basis for the invocation.'' GJ Tr. 13. Parlatore

responded, $CSpre,'' and when the prosecutor followed up to ask whether Parlatore understood,

Parlatore said, (W bsolutely.'' GJ Tr. 13. ln keeping with these exchanges- and consistent with

the Court's expectation that the government would EEput (Parlatoreq in the grandjury,'' ask him çCa

whole series of questionsr'' and create (çconcrete grandjury transcripts about what is said and what

isn't said, what is left unanswered,'' Contempt Hearing Tr.1 1, z8- government prosecutors

probed Parlatore's knowledge and conduct as the functional equivalent of a custodian of records,

and when Parlatore refused to answer questions based on privilege, they sought to clarify the

precise nature and scope of Parlatore's privilege invocations. At one point, Parlatore claim ed

atlorney-client privilege after being asked whether the former President was the source for

Parlatore's testim ony about statements the former President purportedly m ade to government

investigators about being cooperative. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then asked if a client could

waive privilege and questioned why the former President had not allowed Parlatore to testify as to

these conversations if he (the former President) meant to be cooperative, but the government

prosecutor also quickly made clear that she was tdabsolutely not saying'' that waiver of privilege is

- 1 6 -
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required to be cooperative and that, consistent with her earlier statement, she did not mean to

Gtinduce any waivers.'' GJ Tr. 40-43. Nonetheless, Parlatore on several occasions accused the

govenzment prosecutors of Cçtrying to improperly invade the attorney/client privilege.'' GJ Tr. 45,.

see also GJ Tr. 77. After one such accusation, a government prosecutor conveyed to Parlatore that

Slif (he) wantged) to invoke the privilege, (hej canjust say that'' instead of casting aspersions about

(%what the people on this side of the table are and are not trying to do.'' GJ Tr. 77.

Over the course of the 245-page grand jury transcript, Parlatore claimed privilege

numerous times. See, e.g., GJ Tr. 25 (attorney-client and work-product privilege concerning who

told Parlatore about Christina Bobb's efforts to respond to the subpoena in Bobb's capacity as

custodian of recordsl; id. at 40 (attornry-client privilege concerning whether the former President

recounted to Parlatore a conversation between the form er President and a federal governm ent

prosecutor about which Parlatore had just testifiedl; id. at 45 (attonzey-client and work-product

rivilege concerning the individuals with whom Parlatore spoke before ikis grand jury testimonyl;P

id. at 47 (privilege concerning what Boris Epshteyn told Parlatore); id. at 58-59 (attorney-client

and work-product privilege concerning whether Parlatore had asked anyone if boxes had been

moved out of the storage room before June 2, 2022); id. at 77 (attolmey-client and work-product

privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke before deciding to search Bedminster); id.

at 104 (privilege concerning why locations other than Mar-a-laago, including storage units, Trump

Tower, and the Flagler office, were not searched before November 9, 2022); id. at l 13 (work-

product privilege concerning with whom the legal team spoke to determine not to search M ar-a-

Lago in November 2022)., id. at 1 14 (work-product privilege concerning whether the legal team

consulted any documents in making the determ ination not to search M ar-a-laago in November

2022); id. at 146 (work-product privilege concerning whether individuals hired to can'y out

- 17 -
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searches took notes, photographs, or video recordings, or sent emails, text m essages, or any kind

of messagesl; id. at 155-56 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore spoke with anyone to

determine if the Gener>l Selwices Administration (GSA) packed boxes that were shipped out from

the White Housel; ià at 1 63 (privilege concerning whether somebody talked to the former

President); id. at 185 (privilege conceming the identity of the person with whom Parlatore spoke

to determine the former President's tEnormal movements'' between propertiesl; id. at 196 (privilege

concerning what the search team generally told Parlatore about documents found at Mar-a-lwagol;

id. at 217 (attorney-élient and work-product privilege concenzing what steps Parlatore took to

determine whether any boxes with documents that had classified markings had been movedl; id.

at 236 (privilege concerning whether Parlatore told the former President that Parlatore was

testifying before the grand jury). In some instances, those privilege invocations came in response

to Gûquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search.'' In re Feldberg, 862

F.2d 622, 628 (7th Cir. 1 988) (concluding that such questions are not covered by attorney-client

privilege).

2. Discussion

The former President contends (Mot. at 5, 9-10) that the govemment engaged in

prosecutorial m isconduct by asking Parlatore questions that he declined to answer on privilege

grounds and, in one instance, allegedly invited the grand jury to draw improper inferences from

Parlatore's refusal to answer a question based on attolmey-client privilege. As explained above,;

il
1. these claims do not support the relief requested by the former President. The former President
r!
i already possesses Parlatore's grand jury transcript, and any alleged misconduct during the
;

h questioning of Parlatore would not warrant the production of grand jury transcripts for other

witnesses based on unfounded speculation that alleged m isconduct with respect to one witness

- 1 8 -
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supports the conclusion that there was misconduct during the questioning of different witnesses.

But regardless, the former President's claim also fails because his m isconduct allegations are

unfounded.

It was entirely proper to ask Parlatore questions about his knowledge and conduct as the

individual designated to pedbrm the responsibilities of a custodian of records for the Office, even

if Parlatore refused to answer some questions based on claims of privilege. That was precisely the

procedure the Court contemplated when it deferred consideration of a contempt citation after the

former President's counsel represented that Parlatore would be available to testify in the grand

jury as the equivalent of a custodian of records, even if Parlatore did not embrace that

nomenclature. The Court expected the government to ask Parlatore a Etseries of questions'' to

create a Ssfairly com plete record . . . of where the holes were,'' i.e., the questions Parlatore would

refuse to answer based on privilege. Contempt Hearing Tr. 1 1.lt was understood by al1 that there

would be a ççpotential need for additional litigation regarding counsel testifying to conversations

with the former president.'' Crime-Fraud Opinion at 33-34. The government did not com mit

m isconduct by proceeding along these established ground rules and asking questions that elicited

privilege claim s to potentially tee up future litigation. Indeed, when the government filed a motion

to compel testimony from the former President's attorney Jennifer Little under the crim e-fraud

exception, the former President argued that the motion was not yet ripe because the government

did not put her in the grandjury and require her to decline to answer questions and instead received

confirmation from her attorney that she would decline to answer questions. See Crime-Fraud Op.

78 n.24. The form er President cannot claim that the governm ent committed misconduct by

following the procedure with Parlatore that he claims the government was required to follow with

Littlè.

- 19 -
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To the extent the former President suggests that the frequency with which Parlatore

invoked privilege was problematic, see Mot. at 5 (noting that Parlatore invoked privilege (tgnqo

fewer than
-/èrfyu/v: times'), that was a problem of the former President's own making. Rather

than select a non-lawyer to act as a custodian of records, he selected a lawyer; indeed, a lawyer

who represented him personally. Regardless of Parlatore's status as a lawyer, however, the

government was entitled to question Parlatore to determ ine whether there had been full compliance

with the May 2022 subpoena. C(A grand jury may compel a corporate records custodian to testify

about the nature of his search and the adequacy of the disclosure,'' indeed, ttlsjuch an inquiry may
!

be essential to determine whether the grandjury has received the documents to which it is entitled.''

Feldberg, 862 F.2d at 627. And Etgilf the inquiry itself is legitimate, the addressee of the subpoena

cannot put the subject off limits by having counsel tulm over the documents.'' fJ. (ûsince questions

about the adequacy of the search do not entail legal advice, the topic is not off limits just because

an attorney plays a role.'' Id. To be sure, an attorney-custodian's advisory communications with

a client may be privileged, but the Office could not GEthrow the veil of privilege over details of how

Gles were searcbed, and by whom, through the expedient of involving a lawyer in the process.''

1d. at 628; see id. (ttquestions about the mechanics (who, how, when, where) of the search'' are

not privileged).

Ignoring this larger context, the former President focuses t'Mot. 5, 9) on a single exchange

between Parlatore and the governm ent prosecutor. In response to questions concerning whether

the former President would permit the govem ment to ttlook inside'' boxes in a storage area at M ar-

a-Lago, Parlatore testified that the former President had told govenunent investigators during a

meeting on June 2, 2022 (for which Parlatore was not present), that çsif there's anything else you

need, tôme let me- you let us know.''GJ Tr. 40. W hen asked' in a follow-up question whether
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the form er President had told Parlatore about the former President's seemingly cooperative

statement, Parlatore refused to answer on the basis that any com munications between him and his

client, the former President, were privileged. GJ Tr. 40. The prosecutor then inquired whether the

atlorney-client privilege was limited to communications for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.

GJ Tr. 41. Parlatore suggested instead that Gçlaqny information obtained from a client is part of . . .

legal advice or representation.'' GJ Tr. 41 . After Parlatore confirmed, in response to a question,

that a client can waive the attolmey-client privilege, the prosecutor asked, Edif the former President's

so cooperative, why hasn't he allowed you to share his conversations with the Grand Jury today.''

GJ Tr. 41.

To be clear, no grand jury witness or subject is required to waive privilege to be deemed

cooperative, and the govem ment regrets this particular exchange with Parlatore to the extent it

m ay be construed to support such a suggestion. But whatever implication could be drawn from

the prosecutor's question taken in a vacuum , the prosecutor quickly and emphatically corrected

any potential misunderstanding, and the questioning proceeded thereafter as retlected in more than

200 additional pages of the transcript. W hen Parlatore suggested that the prosecutor's question

implied that to be cooperative required waiving the attorney-client privilege, the prosecutor

imm ediately made clear that she was (Cabsolutely not saying that,'' GJ Tr. 42, and that the

government was not seeking Gtto induce any waivers . . . of attorney/client privileger'' GJ Tr. 43.

That statement, moreover, reflected the similar caution the government prosecutor had m ade at the

outset of Parlatore's testimony. See GJ Tr. 13 (government prosecutor explaining to Parlatore that

çswe are not seeking today to elicit from you privileged information''). This context cured any

potential for grandjuror confusion and refutes the former President's claim of misconduct.
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Conclusion

The Court should deny the Disclosure M otion.

Respectfully subm itted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel .
N .Y. Bar No. 2678084

By: /s/ Jack Smith

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
John M. Pellettieri (N.Y. Bar No. 4145371)
Assistant Special Counsel

June 16, 2023

(originally filed June 8, 2023)

- 22 -
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BRANDIY/OODWARD
Attorneys at Law

Stan M. Brand
+1.202.258.6597 (m) +1.866.904.4117 (f)

stanleymbrand@ gmail.com

Stanley E. Woodward Jr.
+1.202.996.7447 (p) +1.202.996.0113 (9

sonley@ BrandW oodwardLaw.com

June 7, 2023

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

The Honorable Chief Judge James E. Boasberg
United States District Court for the District of Colum bia
333 Constitution Avenue, Northwest
District of Columbia 20001

Re: Sealed Disclosure M otion

Chief Judge Boasberg:
.j

@ W e represent W altine ''W alt'' Nauta in connection with the investigation of the
,' Special Counsel's Office. The SC0 has advised that counsel to former President Donald J.
;j Trump m ade representations concerning our interactions with prosecutors at the
)' Department of Justice whom have since joined the SC0's staff. At the request of the SCO, we
t write to confirm the representations that were m ade by counsel to form er President Trilm p
, as disclosed to us in a redacted copy of a m otion filed with the Court by counsel to former
i President Donald J. Trump.

By way of background, with prior counsel, our client had submitted to a voluntary
interview with agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and separately had testified
before a Grand Jury here in this District. At the time of our retention, there was an
outstanding request for M r. Nauta to speak with prosecutors because they expressed
concern that Mr. Nauta had not been truthful and/or forthcoming in his prior statements
and/or testimony. It was in this posture that Mr. Woodward agreed to meet with
approximately six prosecutors (including one on a videoconference) in an ornate
conference room at Main Justice on August 24, 2022. Manyk if not all, of the prosecutors
w ho participated in the m eeting - a m eeting they insisted occur in person - have now been
assigned to the SCO.

Despite the purported purpose of the meeting, it began w ith Departm ent attorney
Jay Bratt referencing a folder of materials in highlighting Mr. W oodward's professional
background. Specifically, Mr Bratt remarked that he was aware of the fact that Mn
W oodward had been recomm ended for a Presidential nomination to the Superior Court of
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BRANDINVOODWARD
Attorneys at Law

June 7, 2023
Page 2

the District of Columbia.l Mr. Bratt also advised that the governm ent's case as against Mr.
Nauta was strong - referencing his belief that one way or the other M r, Nauta would be
giving up a lifestyle of private planes and private golf courses - and that it w ould behoove
Mr. Nauta to cooperate in the governm ent's investigation.

lt was inappropriate for Mr. Bratt to mention the fact that Mr. W oodward had been
recomm ended for a Presidential nom ination to the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia. The only rational inferçnce to be drawn from this reference, combined with the
assertion that the governm ent's case as against Mr Nauta was strong and that Mr.
W oodward was not a so-called, ''Trump attornez'' who w ould do the right thing, is that
som ehow Mr. W oodward's potential nom ination to the Superior Court would be implicated
by Mr. Nauta's decision not to t'cooperate'' 2 in the government's investigation. Indeed, to
the best of Mr. W oodw ard's recollection, Mr. Bratt concluded his observations with words to
the effect of, ffl wouldn't w ant you to do anything to m ess that up'' - referring to M r.
W oodward's potential nomination. It is, of course, noteworthy that the statements giving
rise to this inference were coming from a senior official with the Department of Justice.

To be clean our representation of Mn Nauta was not adversely im pacted by this
discussion. At al1 tim es, w e have strived conscientiously to m eet our ethical obligations to
our client. In that, w e hope the governm ent will agree. W e also acknowledge that prior to
now we have neither com plained about the statem ents in' the August 24 m eeting nor
referred the conduct of that m eeting for further review by an appropriate oversight body

Recentlyk how eveq w e have learned recently that the conduct exhibited in the August
24 meeting m ay not have been isolated and that counsel for former President Trump have
asked this Court to unseal Grand Jul'y transcripts from the SC0's investigation so as to
ascertain whether there is additional evidence of potential abuse of the grand jury process.
This inform ation comes on the heels of the receipt of a Target Letter from the 0SC directed
to our client M r. Nauta, the realistic possibility that he is to be indicted for violations of 18

1 Mr. Woodward was recommended for nomination to the Superior Court by the D.C. Judicial
Nominations Commission on November 23, 2020. Mr. W oodward's recommendation, and eligibility for a
Superior Court nom ination, remains pending with the W hite House today insofar as no nomination to replace
the Honorable Robert E. Morin, CJ Retired, has been presented to the U.S. Senate.

2 Much has been made in the media of the possibility of Mr. Nauta's ''cooperation'' with the
government's investigation. W e have deliberately not commented in the press concerning the sam e, but do
feel two obseN ations to be necessary. First, on behalf of a11 our clients, we endeavor to be cooperative with
government attorneys in their investigations and are ethically obligated to facilitate our clients' provision of
information whenever they have a legal obligation to do so (e.g., in response to a lawful subpoena or order of
the court). In that sense, all our clients are ''cooperating'' with the government's investigations. Second, there
has never been a formal offer of ''cooperation'' to Mr. Nauta by the governm ent Thus, any suggestion that Mr.
Nauta was no longer ''cooperating'' with the government misstates the current legal posture of the
investigation as to Mr. Nauta. Mr. Nauta has complied with every legal obligation he has t'o provide
information to the government, which has, in turn, exhausted it.s legal avenues to compel Mr. Nauta to provide
such information.
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U.S.C. jj 1001, 1512, and 1519, as indicated in that letter, and the disclosure that such an
indictment would come from a Grand Jury sitting in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida, and not a Grand Jury in this District. Given the necessary
secrecy of Grand Jury proceedings, it is impossible for us to know whether these facts are
related or m erely coincidental. However, if the allegations of im propriety suggested by
counsel for form er President Trum p are true, we have concerns that the investigation of Mr
Nauta has been adversely impacted and that any indictm ent of Mr. Nauta w ould '
consequently be improperly tainted.

To that end, w e expect governm ent counsel w ill refute any suggestion that there was
an intended - explicit or im plicit - attempt to threaten or otherwise im properly pressure
Mr. W oodward to advise Mr. Nauta to cooperate in the governm ent's investigation. Insofar
as the appropriateness of the conduct in the August 24 meeting m ay bear on this Court's
determ ination of whether to grant the m otion of counsel for form er President Trum p, we
feel it prudent for the m ost appropriate oversight body to make that assessm ent.
Accordinglyk w e respectfully suggest that this m atter be referred to the Departm ent of
Justice's Office of Professional Responsibility for a thorough investigation and that any
indictm ent arising from this investigation not lie until such assessm ent is reached. Put
sim ply, an indictm ent of M r. Nauta in this action will have irreparable harm on his
reputation ànd livelihood regardless of the ultim ate outcome in the case. W e feel the
Departm ent has an obligation to definitively rule out the possibility of any improper taint
on the Grand Jury before it pursues a prosecution in this matter.

W e rem ain available to the Court at its convenience to providq any possible
assistance in this m atter.

Sincerelz

Stan M rand

Sta e . o ' ward Jr.

J.R Coonez Esq., Special Counsel's Office
Raym ond Husler, Esq., Special Counsel's Office
John P. Rowlez 111, Esq., Counsel to former President Trump

'' 

l to former President TrumpJames M. Trustyl Esq., Counse
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Connect W ith Us
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TTY: 71 1
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Stanley E. Woodward, Jr., Esq. has more than a decade of Iegal experience. As co-founder of Brand Woodward,
Attorneys at Law, Mr. Woodward counsels companies and individuals alike responding to government and
internal investigations as well as civil litigation. Mr. Woodward's experience includes domestic and
international clients' representatiùn of global compliance issues, including matters arising under the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act. Mr. Woodward's representations span a widerange of federal executive branch

departments, commissions, and agencies. Mr. Woodward also has extensive experience representing
1 ,companies in sensitive high-stakes employment Iitigation. In 201 8, Mr. Woodward was awarded the D.C. Bar s1
Pro Bono Attorney of the Year Award for his representation of tenants in the District facing eviction.

;
Mr. Woodward earned his Bachelor of Arts degree, cum Iaude, from the American University and his Juris
1
Doctor, cum laude, from the Catholiç University of America Columbus School of Law, where he npw serves as

' j
an Adjunct Professor as well as the President of their Alumni Council. Mr. Woodward served as'à Iaw clerkto
the flonorable Vanessa Ruiz on the D.C. Court of Appeals and the Honorable Joan Zeldon on the D.C. Superior
Court.

httpsr//jnc.dc.gov/biography/stanley-woodward-jr
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t
:1
j '
I From: Boasbero Q1
( To: JIP (JSPT); Boasbera CJ; DCD CMECF CRsnecial .
t Cc: Nicole Bell-Norwood; JIB (JSP'F); JAE (JSPD; BCR (JSPT); toddblancheablanchelaw.com; Stenhen Weiss
' Subject RE: Sealed Opposition - 23-gj-38
1 Date: Friday, June 16, 2023 3:40:02 PMt 

,

Thank you for thls filing. Please note that the Clerk's office cannot move forward with docketing this
Opposition until the former President has refiled their Amended Motion for Disclosure. At that point,

' 

the Clerk's office will file both in order on 23-gj-38.

Please also note that the parties are requested to file a Joint Status Report by June 20, 2023,
indicating whether the recent indictment of former President Trump changes either side's position
on this Motion.

Best,

Alexander Nabavi-Noori
Law Clerk to the Honorable James E. Boasberg
U.S. Dïstrict Court for the District of Columbia

t (202) 354-3300
1 -

From: J I P (JSPT) <J I P@usdoj.govl
' Sent: Friday, June 16, 2023 3:09 PM

To: Boasberg CJ <Boasberg- o @dcd.uscourts.govl; DCD CMECF CRspecial .
j -<dcd cmecf crspecial@dcd.uscourts.gov>J -  -

Cc: Nicoie Bell-Norwood <Nicole- Bell-Norwood@dcd.uscou/s.govlz' JIB (JSPT) QlB@usdoj.gov>; JAE1 .

(JSPT) <JAE@usdoj.gov>,' BCR (JSPT) <BcR@usdoj.govlz' toddblanche@blanchelaw.comz' Stephen
W eiss <stephen.weiss@ blanchelaw.com>
Subject: Sealed Opposition - 23-gj-38

cAùkrloN u EXTERkAL:,
. = . - v - . < - . . - -

' 
, .. .. è .. .. - - -. . 2 v. . - - . -..

Dear Chambers and Clerk's Office-

Please find attached a sealed opposition to the amended motion for disclosure of grand jury
J ials filed by the former President in case no. 23-gj-38 (originally filed in case no. 23-gj-10). I .mater
1 .1 would be grateful for your assistance in filing the opposition on the docket. Please note that I have
; copied attorneys for the former President on thïs email to provide them notice of this pleading.

Best,
James

James 1. Pearce
Special Counsel's Office
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENAS CASE NO. 23-:-38

UNDER SEAL

JOINT STATUS REPORT

The Coul't has directed the parties to file ajoint status report to address whether, in light of

the recent indictment of fonuer President Donald J. Trump, either party's position on the fonner

President's Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury Materials, 23-:-381 (D.D.C.) (filed

June 5, 2023) (Gr isclosure Motion'') has changed. Having conferred, the parties represent that the

former President is withdrawing the Disclosure Motion without prejudice to refile at some later

date to the extent any claim is not mooted by discovery, and that the Court should therefore deny

the Disclosure M otion as moot. That representation is based on the following understanding:

* Following the indictment in the Southern District of Florida, the govenunent will

produce in discovery the grand jury transcripts that the former President requested

in the Disclosure M otion, if such transcripts exist. That discovery production will

moot the Disclosure M otion's claim for the transcripts.

* The fonner President hereby withdraws his separate claim seeking grand jury

minutes without prejudice to refile it at some later date.

* The government m aintains its position in its sealed and cx parte oppositions that

the Disclosure M otion lacks merit for legal and factual reasons but agrees that the

1 The form er President originally filed the Disclosure M otion in Case No. 23-gj-10. The Coul't
directed the parties to refile the pleadings under the current caption, Case No. 23-:-38.
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Court should deny lt as moot given that former President is withdrawinj the

Disclosure M otion.

Because the form er President is withdrawing the Disclosure M otion, the Court should deny

it as moot.

Respectfully submitted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N .Y. BarNo. 2678084

B y . . .t....1a31..1.<,3....3-.zq.q1...qq.-1 /

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
John M. Pellettieri (N.Y. Bar No. 4145371)
Assistant Special Counsel

/s/ Todd Blanche

Todd Blanche
Blanche Law
Attorney for form er President Donald J. Trump

June 20, 2023
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From: Nicole Bell-Norwood
To: CWV OSPT); J1P (JSPTJ; JMP (JSP-IX Stanlev Woodward
Cc: Boasbero CJ
Subject E7W: AdiviW in Case 1:23-gj-00038-JEB I'SEALED* GM ND JURY SUBPOENA GJ42-17 and (1J42-69 Order
Date: Tuesday, June 27, 2023 10:13:05 AM

Good Morning Cpunsel,

Please see the below Minute Order. Thanks

&' 6 &&r
Courtroom Deputy to the H&ao'r - JtzW:cz J-  E. 6 J
United States District Court for the District of Columbia
333 Constitution Ave. NW, W ashington, DC 20001

(202-)354-3144
Nicole Bell-Norwoodldcd.uscourts.gov

From: DCD EcFNotice@dcdauscourts.gov <DCD EcFNotice@dcd.uscourls.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2023 10:09 AM

To: ECFMaiI DCD <DCD EcFNotice@dcd.uscourts.gov>
Subject: Activity in Case 1:23-gj-00O38-JEB *SEALED* GRAND JURY SUBPOENA GJ42-17 and GJ42-69
Order

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended.
***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy

permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se Iitigants) to receive one
free electronic copy of aII documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by Iaw or
directed by the filer. PACER access fees apply to aII other users. To avoid later charges,

download a copy of each document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced
document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page Iimit do not apply.

NOTE: This docket entry (or case) is SEALED. Do not allow it to be seen by
unauthorized persons.

U.S. District Court

District of Columbia

Notice of Electronic Filing

The following transaction was entered on 6/27/2023 at 10:09 AM and filed on 6/27/2023
Case Name: GRAND JURY SUBPOENA GJ42-17 and (142-69
Case Num ber: 1:23-gi-00038-JEB *SEALED*
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Filer:

Document Num ber: No docum ent attached

Docket Text:

MINUTE ORDER: In response to the parties' I41 Joint Status Report, the Court
ORDERS that the Amended (1) Motion for Disclosure is DENIED W ITHOUT
PREJUDICE as m oot. So ORDERED, by Chief Judge Jam es E. Boasberg on
6/27/2023. Counsel has been notified electronically.tznbn)

1:23-gj-00038-1EB *SEALED* Notice has been electronically mailed to:

1:23-gj-00038-JEB *SEALED* Notice will be delivered by other means to::

REDACTED NOTICE FOLLOW S

This is an automatic e-mail message generated W the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT
RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended.

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy

permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se Iitigants) to receive one
free electronic copy of a1I documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by Iaw or
directed by the filer. PACER access fees apply to aIl other users. To avoid Iater charges,
download a copy of each document during this first viewing. However, if the referenced
document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page Iimit do not apply.

NOTE: This docket entry (or case) is SEALED. Do not allow it to be seen by
unauthorized persons.

U.S. District Court

District of Columbia

Notice of Electronic Filing

The following transaction was entered on 6/27/2023 at 10:09 AM and filed on 6/27/2023
Case Name: Sealed v. Sealed

Case Number: 23-38 (Requires CM/ECF Iogin)
Filer: Redacted

Document Number: No document attached

Docket Text:
kedacted due to sealed restriction. Docket text can be viewed via the
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UN ITED STA TES D ISTRICT COU R T
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENAS CASE NO. 23-gj-38

UN DER SEAL AN D EX PA RTE

M OTION FOR ORDER AUTH ORIZING DISCLOSURE

The governm ent m oves for authorization to disclose al1 filings pertaining to a

m otion Sled by form er President Donald J. Trum p, and later denied by this Court

without prejudice, which sought access to grand jury materials and made allegations

about purported prosecutorial misconduct. As set forth below, disclosure of these

filings is necessary for the government to com ply with an order'issued by the court in
. 

'

United States v. Donald J. Trump, et al., No. 23-cr-80101 (S.D. Fla.), a copy of which

is attached hereto.

BACKGROUND

On June 5, 2023, former President Donald J. Trump filed an amended m otion

seeking the Rtranscripts of Grand Jury testimony of W altine Nauta, Carlos de

Oliveira, M argo M artin, and Cham berlain H arris, as well as the tm inutes' com ponent

of the Grand Jury proceedings, for review and possible inclusion in motions for

additional relief.'' Scc Am ended M otion for Disclosure of Grand Jury M aterials, 23-

gj-lo, 23-gj-38 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5, 2023,' refiled June 21, 2023) CDisclosure
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M otionMl.l Other than Chamberlain Harris, each of the witnesses named in the

Disclosure M otion had testified in this district as part of the grand jul-y's investigation

into the form er President's retention of classified m aterials after his term in office

ended, and the governm ent's efforts to retrieve those materials. The Disclosure

M otion grounded its request for transcripts on several allegations of purported

prosecutorial misconduct, including the claim (id. at 4) that Jay Bratt (one of the

prosecutors leading the investigation) had engaged in a conversation with Stanley

Woodward, Jr. (who represented Nauta) on August 24,2022, that, in the former

President's words, ttsuggested a quid pro quo or even a threat intended to cause M r.

W oodward to persuade his client to cooperate with M r. Bratt.''

On June 8, 2023, the governm ent responded in opposition, including by

addressing the facts surrounding the August 24, 2022 conversation betw een Bratt

and W oodward. See Opposition to Amended Grand Jury Materials, 23-gj-10, 23-gj-38

O .D.C.) (filed June 8, 2023; refiled June 15, 2023).2

One June 9, 2023, a magistrate judge in the Southern District of Florida

unsealed an indictment, returned by the grand jury the previous day, charging

Trump with the willfttl retention of documents

inform ation, and charging Trump and Nauta

containing national defense

with various offenses related to

1 The form er President originally filed the Disclosure M otion in Case N o. 23-
gj-lo. The Disclosure M otion was later refiled, at the Court's direction, in Case No.
23-:-38. The government's response was likewise originally filed in Case No. 23-gj-
10 and later refiled in Case No. 23-gj-38.

2 To comply with the Rule 6(e), the government filed two versions of its
response in opposition, one of which contained exparte m aterial.
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obstruction of justice. United States t?. Donald e,t Trump, et al., No. 23-cr-80101 (S.D.

. Fla.) (lFlorida caseM).

.. Following the indictment, tllis Court directed the parties to file a joint status

: report to address whether their respective positions on the Disclosure M otion had

changed. On June 20, 2023, the parties filed a joint status report, which noted: (1)

that the government would (fproduce in discovery the grand jury transcripts that the

former President requested in the Disclosure M otion, if such transcripts exist,'' thus

Ctmootging) the Disclosure Motion's claim for the transcripts/'; (2) that the former

President was tcwithdrawgingl his separate claim seeking grand jury minutes without

prejudice to refile it at some later date''; and (3) that the government ddmaintaingedq

, its position . . . that the Disclosure M otion lacks merit for legal and factual reasons

but agreeldl that the Court should deny it as moot given that the former President is

withdrawing the Disclosm e Motion.'' See Joint Status Report, 23-gj-38 (D.D.C.) (filed

June 20, 2023). On June 27, 2023, the Court issued a minute order denying the

Disclosure Motion without prejudice on mootness grounds. See Minute Order, 23-gj-

38 (D.D.C.) (filed June 27, 2023).

On August 7, 2023, the district court in the Florida Case issued a sealed order

; stating:

1
. THIS MATTER comes before the Court upon news reports of allegationsi
t; of potential misconduct related to the investigation of this case and
7 related reports of a review by the Ulaited States District Ccfurt for the
@ District of Columbia. The Court refers herein to reported allegations1
)1 raised by Stanley E. W oodw ard, counsel for W altine Nauta, against Jay
' I Bratt

, Counselor to the Special Prosecutor, concerning statem ents
' 

made by Mr. Bratt to Mr. W oodward regarding a judicial application
subm itted by M r. W oodw ard.

- 3-
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United States v. Donald J. (Frurnw, et al., .23-cr-80101, ECF No. 101 at 1 (S.D. F1a.)

(filedAug. 7, 2023) (Att. A). The court therefore ordered the government to tdfile under

seal with the Court a complete and current report on the status of the referenced

allegations, attaching any written materials on the subject in the possession or

custody of the Special Counsel or the United States Departm ent of Justice,'' further

noting that Rgtqhis Order may be shared with a judicial officer if necessary to comply

with this Order.'' Id. at 2.

DISCUSSION

By Local Rule of this Court, because the proceeding on the Disclosure M otion

was ttin connection with a grand jury subpoena or other matter occm ring before a

grand jury, all other papers filed in support of or in opposition to (thej motion'' were

Rfiled under seal.'' D.D.C. LCrR 6.1. Accordingly, the proceeding on the Disclosm e

Motion must not be made public except by order of the Court. Scc id. Cpapers, orders

and transcripts of hearings subject to this Rule, or portions thereof, may be made

public by the Court on its own motion or on motion of any person upon a finding that

continued secrecy is not necessary to prevent disclosure of matters occurring before

the grand jury.''). These requirements advance the important public and private

interests served by the grand jury secrecy requirement contaihed in Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 6(e). See, e.g., United States I?. Sells Engk, Inc., 463 U.S. 418, 424

(1983). At the same time, Rule 6(e) permits the Court to authorize the disclosure of a

grand-jury matter (tpreliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed.

R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E). The government must sectzre permission from a court
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overseeing a grand jury investigation before disclosing materials protected under

Rule 6(e) to another district court. See In re Sealed Case, 250 F.3d 764, 768-70 (D.C.

Cir. 200 1).

To com ply with the sealed order in the Florida case, the governm ent now seeks

authorization to disclose all filings related to the Disclosure M otion. Although most

f'ilings were ultimately docketed in Case No. 23-gj-38, the government also seeks

authorization to disclose any relevant filings in Case No. 23-gj-10, to ensm e the

completeness of the record before the court in Florida.

CO N CLUSIO N

The governm ent respectfully requests that the Court grant its m otion to

disclose. A proposed order granting the governm ent's m otion is attached.

Respectfully subm itted,

JACK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N .Y. Bar N o. 2678084

By: /s/ Cecil VanDevender

Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Assistant Special Counsels

August 7, 2023
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A ttachm ent A

Sealed Order in

United States v. D onald J Trump, et al.,

23-cr-80101, ECF No. 101 (S.D. Fla.)
(filed Aug. 7, 2023)
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Case 9:23-cr-80101-AMC Document IOI*SEALED* Entered on FLSD Docket 08/07/2023
Page 1 of 2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
W EST PALM  BEACH DIW SION

CASE NO. 23-80101-CR-CANNON

UNITED STATES,

Plaintiftl

DONALD J. TRUA ,
W ALTINE NAUTA, and
CAQT,OS DE OLIVEIIW

Defendants.

SEALED ORDER REOUIRING SEALED W RITTEN SUBM ISSIONS

THIS M ATTER comes before the Coul't upon news reports of allegations of potential

misconduct related to the investigation of this case and related reports of a review by the United

States District Court for the District of Columbia. The Court refers herein to reported allegations

raised by Stanley E. W oodward, counsel for W altine Nauta, against Jay 1. Bratq Counselor to the

Special Prosecutor, concerning statements made by M r. Bratt to M r. W oodward regarding a

judicial application submitted by Mr. W oodward. In service of the Court's independent obligation

to protect the integrity of this judicial proceeding, and to promote transparency in the Court's

oversight of this case, it is ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows:

On or before August 11, 2023, Counsel for W altine Nauta shall file under seal with the

Coul't a complete and current account of the accuracy, substance, and status of the

reported allegations, and shall attach to the submission any pertinent written materials
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Case 9:23-cr-801O1-AMC Docum ent 101 *SEALED*
Page 2 Of 2

Entered On FLSD Docket 08/07/2023

CASE NO. 23-80101-CR-CANNON

on the subject, including any materials submitted to the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia.

Similarly, on or before the same date of August 11, 2023, the Special Counsel shall

file under seal with the Court a complete and current report on the status of the

referenced allegations, attaching any written materials on the subject in the possession

or custody of the Special Counsel or the United States Depaldm ent of Justice.

3. This Order shall be filed under seal and shall remain sealed until further Court order.l

DONE AND ORDERED in Cham bers in Fort Pierce, Florida, this 7th day of August 2023.

M LEEN CANNON
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

cc: counsel of record

1 This Order may,be shared with ajudicial officer if necessary to comply with this Order.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BIA

IN RE GRM D JURYSUBPOENA CASE NO. 23-gJ-38

UNDER SEAL AND EX PM TE

PROPOSED ORDER AUTH ORIZING DISCLOSURE

The government has filed a m otion seeking authorization to disclose all filings

pertaining to a motion filed by former President Donald J. Trump, and later denied

by tllis Court without prejudice, wllich sought access to grand jury materials, see

Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury Materials, 23-gj-10, 23-gj-38 (D.D.C.)

(filed June 5, 20239 refiled June 21, 2023) CDisclosure MotionDl.l The government

seeks authoxization fl'om this Court in oxder to comply with a sealed order issued on

August. 7, 2023 by the court in United States !J. Donald J. Trurnw, et al., No. 23-cr-

80101 (S.D. Fla.) rtFlorida case'').

By Local Rule of tllis Court, because the Disclosure M otion w as Rin corm ection

with a grandjtuy subpoena or other matter occurring before a grandjury,'' all Rpapers

filed in support of or in opposition to (theqmotion'' were Rfiled under seal.'' D.D.C.

LCI'R 6.1. Accordingly, the requested inform ation must not be made public except by

order of the Court. Scc id. These requirem ents advance the im portant public and

private interests served by the grand jury secrecy requirement contained in Federal

1 Most of the docllments in tllis case were originally filed in Case No. 23-gj-10
and later refiled, at the Court's direction, in Case No. 23-gj-38.
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Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e). See, e.g., United States !J. Sells Engk, Inc., 463 U.S.

418, 424 (1983); McKeever l?. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844-45 (D.C. Cir. 2019).

Rule 6(e) also permits the Court to authorize the disclosure of a grand-jury

matter Rprehminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P.

6(e)(3)(E). The government must secure permission from a cotu't overseeing a grand

jury investigation before disclosing materials protected under Rule 6(e) to another

district court. See In re Sealed Case, 250 F.3d 764, 768-70 (D.C. Cir. 2001). Here, the

Court finds that disclosm e of a11 filings related to the Disclosure M otion will allow

the government to comply with the sealed order issued August 7, 2023 in the Florida

case and will assist the court there in resolving any issues related thereto.

To ensure adherence to Local Crim inal Rule 6.1,Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedure 6(e), and the interests underlying those rules, it is:

ORDERED that the governm ent is authorized to disclose to the court and the

partiesz in the Florida case all filings related to the D isclostu.e M otion, whether filed

in Case N o. 23-cr-10 or in Case No. 23-g1.-38.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATE: AUGUST - , 2023.

JAM ES E. BOASBERG
CH IEF JU DGE

2 The governm ent is perm itted to redact any filings related to the Disclosure
M otion before serving them on the opposing parties, to the extent that the law and
facts perm it redaction.
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Case 1:23-gj-00038-JEB *SEALEDA Document 7 Filed 08/08/23 Page 1 Of 2

U N ITED STA TES D ISTRICT COU R T
D ISTRICT OF COLU M BIA

IN RE GRAND JURY SUBPOENA CASE NO. 23-gj-38

UNDER SEAL AND EX PM TE

ORDER AUTHORIZING DISCLOSURE

The governm ent has filed a m otion seelqing authorization to disclose all filings

pertaining to a m otion filed by former President Donald J. Trump, and later denied

by this Court without prejudice, which sought access to grand jury materials, see

Amended M otion for Disclosure of Grand Jury M aterials, 23-gj-10, 23-/-38 (D.D.C.)

(filed June 5, k023; refiled June 21, 2023) CDisclosure Motion'l.l The government

seeks authorization from this Court in order to comply with a sealed order issued on

August 7, 2023 by the court in United States t?. Donald J. Trump, et aJ., No. 23-cI'-

80 101 (S.D. Fla.) CFlorida caseM).

By Local Rule of this Court, because the Disclosure M otion was Rin connection

with a grandjury subpoena or other matter occm ring before a grandjury,'' all Rpapers

filed in support of or in opposition to gthel motion'' were ttfiled under seal.'' D.D.C.

LCI-R 6.1. Accordingly, the requested izlformation must not be made public except by

order of the Court. Scc id. These requirem ents advance the important public and

private interests served by the grand jury secrecy requirement contained in Federal

1 Most of the documents in this case were originally filed in Case No. 23-gj-10
and later refiled, at the' Court's direction, in Case No. 23-gj-38.
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Case 1:23-gj-O0038-JEB *SEALED* Document 7 Filed 08/08/23 Page 2 of 2

Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e). See, e.g., United States I?. Sells Engk, 1. nc., 463 U.S.

418, 424 (1983); M cKeever Ip. Barr, 920 F.3d 842, 844-45 (D.C. Cir. 2019).

Rule 6(e) also permits the Court to authorize the disclosure of a grand-jury

matter Rpreliminarily to or in connection with a judicial proceeding.'' Fed. R. Crim. P.

6(e)(3)(E). The government must secure permission from a cottrt overseeing a grand

jury investigation before disclosing mâterials protected under Rule 6(e) to another

district court. See In re Sealed Case, 250 F.3d 764, 768-70 (.D.C. Cir. 2001). Here, the

Court fânds that disclosm e of all filings related to the Disclosure M otion will allow

the governm ent to com ply with the sealed order issued August 7, 2023 in the Florida

case and will assist the court there in resolving any issues related thereto.

Tà ensure adherence to Local Criminal Rule 6.1, Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedtu.e 6(e), and the interests underlying those rules, it is:

ORD ERED that the governm ent is authorized to disclose to the court and the

partiesz in the Florida case all Glings related to the Disclosttre M otion, whether Sled

in Case No. 23-cr-10 or in Case No. 23-g1.-38.

IT IS SO O RD ERED .

DATE: AU GU ST - &., 2023.
. Llh1

JAM ES E. BOASBERG
CHIEF JUDGE

2 The government is permitted to redact any filings related to the' Disclosm e
M otion before serving them  on the opposing parties, to the extent that the law and
facts perm it redaction.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUM BG

IN RE GRAND TUAY SUBPOENAS Case Nos. 23 -gj 10 / 23-:-38

UNDER SEAL

M OTION FOR DISCLOSURE

On August 8, 2023, this Court issued an Order authorizing the government to disclose

ççallhlings related to the Disclosure Motion, whether filed in Case No. 23-cr-10 or in Case No.

23-gr-38.'' Order at 2. Defense counsel hereby requests this Court provide a copy of al1 such

filings, including the government's exparte motion seeking the disclosure of the same, as well as

a docket sheet associated with each of the above-referenced grand jury case actions.

ln April of 2022, the government initiated a grand jury investigation in this District into

the unlawful retention of classified documents at former President Trump's Palm Beach, Florida

resident, The Mar-a-Lago Club. lndictment, Unitedstates v. Trump, No. 23-80101-CR (S.D. Fl.

June. 8, 20230). Fourteen months later, in the Southern District ofFlorida, a separate grandjury

returned an indictment alleging, inter alia, that former President Trump unlawfully retained

classitsed docum ents at M ar-a-taago. fJ. Relevant here, the indictm ent also alleges that the

undersigned's client, W altine N auta, engaged in a conspiracy with former President Trump to

obstructjustice. fJ.

Prior to the retul.n of the indictment, on June 5, 2023, counsel for form er President Trump

moved this Court for an Order permitting the disclosure of certain grand jury materials which,

counsel argued, would likely reveal the government's abuse of grand jury proceedings in this

District. Among other thingy; .counsel for form er President Trump argued that the undçpigned

counsel was threatened by governm ent prosecutors in the course of his dealing with them on
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behalf of his client W altine Nauta. In response to this motion, on June 7, 2023, undersigned

counsel submitted, tllrough governm ent counsel, correspondence to the Court concerning this

interaction.

On August 7, 2023, United States Federal District Court Judge Eileen Cannon issued an

Order Under Seal directing the undersigned counsel to subm it, ((a complete and current account

of the accuracy, substance, and status of the . . . allegations,'' detailed in, Gçnews reports of

allegations of potential m isconduct related to the investigation of this case and related reports of

a review by the United States District Court for the District of Columbia'' by August 1 1', 2023.

Sealed Order, United States v. Trump, No. 23-80101-CR (S.D. F1. Aug. 7, 2023).1 Thereafter, on

Tuesday, August 8, 2023, at 10:57am counsel for fonuer President Trump wrote the governm ent

seeking its position on an anticipated request of this Court to authorize the disclosure of the

above-referenced pleadings as to the undersigned counsel as well as Judge Cannon. In response,

nineteen (19) minutes later, government counsel advised, ((We will get back to you very soon.''

Thereyfter, at 7:23pm on August 8, government counsel wrote that, Elthe Governm ent has already

sought similar relief to that described (by counsel for former Président Trumpl.

Neither counsel for former President Trump nor the undersigne'd counsel were copied on

the government's request of this Court to authorize the disclosure of the above-referenced

pleadings. Rather, this Coud's August 7, 2023, Order acknowledges the governm ent's request

was exparte (the caption indicates the ttproposed Order'' was filed ttEx Pal'te and Under Sea1.'')

The jovernment's exparte application for the pleadings sought by Judge Cannon is both

curious and concerning. W ithout access to the government's filing, defense counsel cannot know

whether the deliberate exclusion of defense counsel was nefarious or incidental. W hy, for

1 Footnote 1 of the Order advises that, ççrfhis Order may be shared with ajudicial officer if necessary to comply with
this Order '' -.
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example did government counsel itself seek disclosure of these m aterials after counsel for former

President Trump had advised that it would seek same. Or if governm ent counsel had already

sought disclosure, why did they simply not so say? Government counsel's conduct is particularly

concerning given the representations made to the Court concerning the undersigned's interaction

with govelnzment counsel as detailed both in the motion by form er President Trump and in the

undersigned's correspondence to this Coul't - representations defense counsel is only now being

made aware of.

For example, it defies credulity - albeit tlatteringly so - to suggest that Mr. Bratt, a (a 30-

year veteran federal prosecutor) believed that defense counsel was himself a member of the

judicial nominations commission and that Mr. Bratt was simply raising this detail concerning

defense counsel's professional background - and no other fact - as a mere nicety. lndeed, the

government's assertion that defense counsel is Cçnot credible'' is offensive.z

Accordingly, so as to provide Judge Cannon with a complete picture of the government's

handling of this issue, defense counsel respectfully requests the Court order the disclosure of the

government's August 7, 2024 exparte motion as well as a copy of the docket sheet in these

matlers to b0th defense counsel, counsel for fonuer President Trump, and Judge Cannon.

Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure pelqnit this Court to authorize the

disclosure of a grandjury matter, ttpreliminarily to or in connection with ajudicial proceeding.''

Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(E). In addition, authorization is required to disclose grandjury

proceedings in one district to a court in another district. See In re Sealed Case, 250 F.3d 764,

768-70 (D.C. Cir. 2001).

2 Equally offens'ive is the government's suggestion that by merely ççexpressing sympathyy'' for the fact that despite
having undergone shoulder reconstruction surgery, it was of no moment that government counsel's Eçuse of a phrase''
-  callously asking defense counsel, çGwhat will you come up with next week,'' is to be excused. '
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Dated: August 11, 2023 Respectfully subm itted,

/s/stanlev E. Woodward. Jr
Stanley E. Woodward, Jr. +ro hac vice)
BRAND W OODWARD LAw, LP
400 Fifth Street Northwest, Suite 350
W ashington, District of Columbia 20001
202-996-7447 (telephone)

' 202-996-0113 (facsimile)
stanley@brandwoodwardlaw.com

Counselfor Defendant Waltine Nauta
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Certificate of Electronic Service

l hereby certify that on August 1 1, 2023, 1 electronically submitted the foregoing, via

electronic m ail, to counsel of record.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Stanley E. Woodward. Jk
Stanley E. Woodward, Jr. +ro hac vice)
BRAND W ooowAltD LAw, LP
400 Fifth Street Northwest, Suite 350
W ashington, District of Columbia 20001
202-996-7447 (telephone)
202-996-0113 (facsimile)
stanley@brandwoodwardlaw.com

Counselfor Defendant Waltine Nauta
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT O F CO LU M BIA

IN RE GRM D JURY SUBPOENAS CASE NO. 23-g5-38

UN D ER SEAL

GOVERNM ENT'S RESPONSE TO M OTION FOR DISCLOSURE

Shortly after m idnight today, counsel for W altine N auta, a defendant in United

States n. Trump, No. 23-cr-80101 (S.D. Fla.) CFlorida case'), filed a motion seeking

disclosure of the government's ex parte m otion- wllich itself sought permission to

obtain and disclose all filings in this grand jury matter relevant to misconduct

allegations concerning attorney Stanley W oodw ard. The govelm m ent does not oppose

N auta's m otion.

As reflected in the governm ent's exparte motion, the government sought and

obtained tlkis Com t's permission to disdose all relevant filings in this grand jury

matter (and related filings in Grand Jury Case No. 23-gj-10) in order to provide them

to the district com t and counsel for defendants in the Florida case. After the

governm ent had filed its ex parte motion and shortly after the Court had ruled,

;j
I counsel for former President Donald J. Trump comm unicated to the government and
I

!

( to counsel of record for the other defendants in the Florida case that he intended to
!

1:'
' file a similar m otion in this Court seeking permission to obtain and disclose m aterials:
.

in this case. In response, the governm ent indicated that it had already obtained such

permission and then shared with all counsel of record the following materials: (1) tllis
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Court's Order on August 8 permitting disclosure of relevant filings; (2) the Amended

M otion for Disclosure of Grand Jury Materials, No. 23-gj-10 (D.D.C.) (filed June 5,

2023); (3) Government's Opposition to Amended Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jury

M aterials, 23-gj-10, 23-/-38 (D.D.C.) (filed June 8, 2023,' refiled June 15, 2023), in

both a sealed version and a sealed and dx parte version; (4) two exhibits attached to

the Government's exparte Opposition; (5) the parties' joint status report filed on June

20, 2023; and (6) this Court's order on June 27 denying Trump's Disclosure Motion

without prejudice as moot.

Respectfully submitted,

JA CK SM ITH
Special Counsel
N .Y. Bar No. 2678084

By: /s/ Jam es 1. Pearce

James 1. Pearce (N.C. Bar No. 44691)
Cecil VanDevender (Tenn. Bar No. 029700)
Assistant Special Counsels

A ' t 11 2023ugus ,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachmena :

JPC (JSPD
JIB (JSPTJ
FW: Referral
Friday, June % 2023 5:35:31 AM
23-01-10 - sealed resoonse to Motion for Disclostlre 6-8-2023 F'INALDCIf
2023.06.04 Motion for Disclosure of Grand Jul'v Materials.odf
2023-06-07 - Corresoondence to C.J Boasberc re Trtlmo Grand Jurv Motion.Ddf

J.P. Cooney
202-674-0661

From: JPC (JSPT)
Sent: Friday, June 9, 2023 5:35 AM

To: Ragsdale, Jeffrey (OPR) <leffrey.Ragsdale@usdoj.govl
Cc: RNH (JSFT) <RNl-l@usdoj.govr
Subject: Referral

Jeff:

Per our conversation yesterday, attached please find sealed pleadings in grand jury Iitigation in the
District of Columbia, in which Iawyers for Donald J. Trump allege that Jay Bratt ''suggested a quid pro

quo or even a threat intended to cause Estanley Woodward, an attorney for Waltine Nautaq to
persuade ENauta) to cooperate with Mr. Bratt'' (Trump Mot. at 4). The allegation is false.
Nonetheless, in an abundance of caution, the Special Counsel's Office and Mr. Bratt are referring the
allegation to the Office of Professional Responsibility.

ln addition to that allegation, Trump's motion contains a handful of other allegations against Special
counsel attorneys, which we answer in our opposition' . The Special Counsel's Office welcomes your
office's review of any allegation you deem necessary or appropriate. l am available to provide any
information you need.

J.P. Cooney
Deputy Special Counsel
202-674-0661
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